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If you were born after 1940,

You may be a

DES

SON
I was born as Douglas Carl Czinki in Detroit in March of 1943,the son of Charles
Joseph Czinki, Jr. of Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, and Deloris Coffey of Birmingham, Alabama. The
war was raging and my father was a mere private in the army, and later got into the fledgling Army
Air Corps.
My mother had been a fairly successful singer, dancer and musician with her sister, Katy, and
her brother, Carl, in The Coffey Trio. She played guitar, accordion and other instruments. They performed all over the country, and were among the first musical groups to use the electric guitars and
amplifiers invented by Orville Gibson.
The Coffey family originated in France and colonized the Deep South, where many counties are
now named after my ancestors. So is Coffeyville, Kansas. My maternal grandmother, Hattie
McBride, was Southern Scotch-Irish. Her husband was Charles Coffey.
My father was the son of an immigrant from Hungary, a miner, who came to the United States
around the turn of the century and settled in Pennsylvania with his bride from Budapest, Mary,
who was born in Germany. The Czinki family was Catholic, but my grandfather broke with the
Catholic Church for various reasons. My mother's family wa'! Protestant.
I was named after General Douglas MacArthur, of course. We soon moved to West Palm
Beach, where my father had been stationed, and later to Mobile,Alabama, Orlando, Tampa and
Shreveport, Louisiana, so I pretty much grew up in the South among alligators, palm trees, rat·
tlesnakes and water moccasins, sandy beaches and eerie swamps, all overshadowed by gigantic,
thundering warplanes and the military way of life, as we lived on or near air bases.
My father, of course, wanted me to follow his path, so I was outfitted in a junior sized military
uniform as soon as I could wear one, and was nudged and shoved into sports of all kinds such as
softball, gymnastics, swimming, fishing. I enjoyed this and did fairly well at it, later becoming
quite good at baseball, swimming and a few other things.
Mother had different plans for me, and soon had me on stage singing and dancing, daubed up
with cosmetics and decked out in fancy satin costumes. My sister Kay Dee (Katherine Deloris), a
year younger, soon joined us. We weren't very good, but I got used to applause at a very early age.
Our parents exploited us quite a bit. My father was something of a photographer and used me as a
model. One photo of me holding a fishing pole was used in a newspaper,
for example. I was never paid for my efforts, except for an occasional trip to an ice cream parlor. A
photo of me with Gene Autry exists somewhere. Autry was involved with entertaining the troops,
my father somehow sat me on Autry's lap, wearing his cowboy hat.
In Mobile, my mother had us perform at a black orphanage, and I was horrified at the sadness
and the sorry conditions. The kids loved us and shed tears when we finished. I've never been able to
forget that.
All in all, it was a good life. All of my medical needs were taken care of by the military, we lived
in OK housing and there was plenty to do on the bases. I played war, rummaged through abandoned airplanes, went into off-limit areas and generally had a wonderful time. We went fishing, on camping trips and took great vacations every summer. My parents were rather strict, and assuredly
punished us strongly on occasion, but they were, all things considered, fine parents, and we also at·
tended church regularly.

I started school in Orlando, and was absolutely terrified the first day. I later attended a school
in.ihreveport,where I won an art contest with a drawing of a sr·am. In 1952my father left the Air
Force at the rank of Master Sergeant and we returned to Detr ·t, where he held several jobs and we
enjoyed a beautiful home in the suburb of Lincoln Park until 19 . I attended Lafayette Junior High
and started to become interested in girls and was told abou't sex at the age of twelve by my
parents, complete with a sex education book and drawings of how to do it.
My first girlfriend was a pretty brunette of Hungarian descent named Dianne, followed by a
blonde named Trina and another blonde who was much older. By the age of thirteen I was a roller
rink romeo, already into rock and roll, going crazy at theaters where the films like "Rock Around
The Clock" were shown. I went to a Bo Diddley concert in Detroit in 1956,and was one of the few
whites there. My father went with me and enjoyed it, nervously.
I knew, of course, that I would be just like Elvis Presley and become a star. It was as sure as the
Sun rising. We left Detroit in 1956for West Palm Beach again, right after my first UFO encounter.
So sex and UFOs came into my life about the same time. My feelings about sex were ones of
shock and disbelief
I was shocked ...even disgusted ...that men would put their penises inside women. My parents
had decided to tell me after I told my father, with great embarassment, that something was wrong
with my penis as it would, on occasion, get stiff and hard. I got over the initial shock and was sroon
masturbating and discovering orgasms. I learned about homosexuality about the same time, from
jokes told by boys at school, and discovered transvestites, too.
Since early childhood, for reasons I still can't explain, I had borrowed my mother's and sister's
underthings and some of their other clothes and wore them, secretly. I was very guilty about it and
terrified of discovery. It's likely that I was rejecting the brutal, militaristic world of my father and
trying to enter the relatively nicer world of women, which, to me, meant a lot of fun, pretty clothes,
nice- smelling things and the happiness of music. My father's male world was olive-drab, grim, full
of pain and death and anger: my mother's was one of joy, beauty and pleasure. It seemed logical
that anyone who would consciously choose the male world over the female was a genuine idiot.
My first encounter with a transvestite was truly classic. I was playing war· in a big vacant lot
behind our house in Lincoln Park, costumed as a Nazi soldier. A bunch of us played war . on a
regular basis, with BB rifles. We played hard, and some kids got badly injured. I never did; I knew
camouflage, a bit of military strategy and a lot of things the other boys didn't know, and I was an
expert rifleman. We played in the winter and summer both, and loved it, but I enjoyed it because it
was just a game. There might be a few bruises but no one was killed, no one was ripped apart into
bloody shreds,and during the most furious battles, my mother would ring the dinner bell and I'd
march home.
One afternoon, about four boys were after me and I fled into the bushes, crawling on my
stomach as BBs whizzed over my head. I got off a few shots in return and dove into a huge bush ...
and landed on a transvestite's secret stash of cosmetics, panties and other things. I had no idea it
belonged to a transvestite at that time, of course, and was amazed at my good fortune.
Even so, I left them where they were, surrendered, a nd told everyone about it. We decided to
keep a watch on the spot, and a few days later, spied a man sneaking into it. We crept upon him like
commandos and watched him frantically applying make-up, then we fled to a nearby alley and
started tossing rocks at him.
He replied with screams and obscenities, and threw some back.My father heard the commotion
and came out and stopped us. The transvestite packed up his drag and disappeared. There I was, a
secret transvestite, tossing rocks at one to cover up my own behavior, to maintain my masculine
image. At thirteen I was pretty sharp.
Captain Video, Tom Corbett and Rocky Jones, Space Ranger, were my heroes at the time, along
with rocket scientist Von Braun. I sat glued to the television for hours watching the Space Patrol
blast aliens. My favorite was Rocky Jones. I had very clear visions of myself zooming through
space at the controls of a sleek spaceship, and promptly designed a spaceman's uniform and a
spaceship's control panel, which I set up in the basement. I used the tops of tubes of toothpaste and
the lite for the console knobs.
Readers should be aware that by that time I was fairly familiar with all types of aircraft, including experimental stuff. I'd won a contest at Lafayette with a static model of a Russian Mig-15
fighter jet, and constructed dozens of other models. I was moving into rocketry as well.
The UFO sighting happened near Traverse City, Michigan, in 1956.We were on vacation, picking cherries from trees in an orchard owned by one of my father's friends. It was a beautiful, clear
summer day.
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Kay Dee and I were pretty good friends, although we were jealous of each other about a few
things. She was a bit of a tomboy and could do most of the things I could do just as well. I liked my
sister a lot, and we got along fine. She was up in a tree with me that day.
I saw the two silver things first; two shining, metallic discs rather high up, moving at tremendous speed. I pointed them out to Kay Dee, and we watched them as they zipped over us ...and
stopped. They hung silently in the air like two shining dimes for awhile, then zipped off again,
returned, zipped around some more and finally
flashed out of sight toward Canada.
I was utterly ecstatic. jumping with joy. Flying saucers! We pointed them out to our parents,
who couldn't see them, and thought we had gone crazy ...but that attitude changed a bit when the
radio later reported that hundreds of people had reported sighting the two objects. Even so, our
parents were angry at us. My father was almost livid. I could not fathom why. I'd felt no fear, no
danger, just elation, and would have been overjoyed if they'd landed and some wierd being had
walked up to say hello.
I got into a furious argument with my father later, telling him that Man would land on the
Moon within twenty years. He thought my prediction, which was correct, was ludicrous and impossible. My father ...well, he was a very hard-working man with a bit of creativity, but he was a conformist and ran with the crowd. He rarely dared to think beyond the present. I always looked to the
future.
Back again in Palm Beach, 1956and 1957. I attended I Conniston Junior High and went to the
beach and rode a bicycle and had hot, passionate moments with a lovely girl. I also found an an•
cient Spanish cannon just off shore at Palm Beach one day, and people came with winches and a big
truck and pulled it out and no one gave me a cent or any credit.
Back then, West Palm was very small, and long-time residents knew each other fairly well. My
grandmother and Aunt Katy's home was just about on the fringe of the Florida wilderness, off
Military Trail. They told me one day that a gator had killed a young kid and we drove down to
where the tragedy had happened. The gator was huge, dead and had been set afire.
It had happened on the sandy bank of one of the big canals. A dog had been nailed by the gator,
a young girl had tried to rescue it and was nailed as well. People arrived with guns, too late to save
her, so they shot the beast to death and then doused it with gas, cremating the gator,the child and
the dog. It was quite a sight.
I nearly got killed in Palm Beach, too, while fooling with a television during a thunderstorm.
Lightning must have hit the antenna, as I was knocked across the room. I also went out in drag
publicly for the first time.
That happened in the summer, at my grandmother's home. My father's father died suddenly, so
my parents went to Detroit for his funeral. 'they left me with Hattie and Katy. I'd scarfed quite a
bit of feminine attire and just started walking around in it with my hair done up in curlers. All I did
was lay on the secluded lawn in the sun and read magazines, but I felt fabulous. Hattie and Katy
just smirked and ignored it. My mother returned, sans my father and sisters (a second sister, Susan
Charlotte, had been boma in Detroit before we returned to Florida), and I told her about this one
day, after I read about sex change Christine Jorgensen in a newspaper. I showed it to her and to Katy and Hattie, and told them I wanted to change sex. Their reactions were a mixture of humor, concern and "it isn't possible." I felt saddened; it had taken immense courage for me to tell them, and
they brushed it aside as a childish fantasy.
Katy Coffey, was, by then, a most successful woman. She had her own variety television program, organized much, if not all, of the public entertainment for the City of Palm BeachJ and I had
performed at some of the shows she organized at a bandshell in downtown Palm Beach on several
occasions. She also had a very successful studio where she taught dozens of girls to dance, sing and
play various musical instruments, primarily the piano. She had a fully-equipped ballet studio. Katy
was immensely talented and devoted her life to this work.
She and Hattie owned a Golden Thunderbird covertible, a hard-top convertible, and it was their
prized possession. Katy also collected tigers ..stuffed tigers, porcelain tigers, all
sorts, and for
awhile, they had an exotic bird that screamed like a banshee. They were pure Florida, and I had
many happy times with them.
I made one appearance on Katy's TV show, and I sang a Bill Haley song, "Green Tree
Boogie. "I was nervous as all hell and didn't do very well.
Hattie despised blacks, with an Old South passion. "Only fit to collect the garbage." she said
over and over. Katy was a bit more liberal, as were my parents, but I was, in comparison to them, a
Kennedy liberal. I lived in two racial worlds: the integrated world of the Air Force and the
segregated world of Southern civilians.

I'd occasionally drink out of the "colored only" water fountains as a personal protest, which
outraged Hattie. On one occasion I got into a sad quarrel with mother about race, and told her that
blacks were as good as she. She stabbed me with a target arrow, furious, in my arm. Because of my
liberal attitude about race, my desire to change sex and my UFO sightings, my parents were convinced I was mentally ill, although I was, in fact, very gifted and far more creative than many of my
peers.
In 1957 in Palm Beach, I also became involved with the Ground Observer Corps, an auxilliary
of the Air Force established to supplement coastal radar. My job was to watch for aircraft, identify
them and report them by phone to a radar central in Miami. My observation post was atop the
George Washington Hotel in downtown Palm Beach, and I'd do it a couple of days a week for a few
hours. I was equipped with powerful binoculars and charts identifying all types of Amer,ican and
foreign aircraft,including Soviet.
I made my second UFO sighting while on duty one Saturday morning, a good one. A twinengined airplane had taken off from the air base to the west, heading right for me on the regular
flight pattern. Most usually headed east, then turned north, and so did this one. As it ~d, a
teardrop-shaped object, shining like a mirror, approached it from the north, passed above it and
then took up position right behind it.
I watched them through binoculars at close range until they left my field of vision. and with
some hesitation, called in the UFO.
I was later questioned by several Air Force officers who confirmed the UFO and said it had also
been picked up on radar.
Soon afterward, my father returned to the Air Force. He hadn't done very well in Florida as far
as work. He showed up at a GOC ceremony at which I received my Observer's Wings, met an old
buddy and was talked into going back into service. A few weeks later he was back in Air Force blue,
but three ranks lower...Airman First Class, quite a drop from Master Sergeant, the Air Force's
means of punishing personnel who leave and then decide to join back up.
We moved to Miami, where he was stationed as a recruiter, and bought a home near Palm
Avenue in Hialeah on West 64th Street. My interest in space continued, and I began finding out
about UFO organizations. The huge rockets from Cape Canaveral passed right over our home, often
at night, and I saw several of them, a fantastic sight. I soon began building model rockets, fueling
them with zinc, sulphur and potassium nitrate. A few worked quite well. My goal, however, was to
somehow invent an anti-gravity machine, as I knew that the method of propulsion used by the
UFOs was of that type. Whatever was flying the saucers knew how to nullify and control gravity. I
simply knew that, and still believe I'm correct. I began to look upon rockets as being primitive
vehicles and lost interest in them. Years later, I would perceive rockets as being merely phallic symbolsJ an extension of the male ego.
At the age of fourteen I had reached the height of five-nine and weighed about one hundred and
forty pounds. I was thin, muscled and had a shock of blond hair, and shaved. I had no problem attracting girls, and some boys looked up to me. I did well at school, at Filer and Palm Springs Junior
Highs in Miami, winning "best drama student" award at Filer and "most popular" at Palm Springs. I had a gorgeous girlfriend, Elaine Dauer, and formed a street gang called The Gravediggers,,
as Hialeah was tough, and so were the schools. We were vandals, and like others, had organized in
self-defense. When I ran with the gang I'd usually wear an old Nazi Stahlhelm helmet I'd picked up
somewhere. We'd smash up buildings under construction, do all sorts of wild things. I also carried a
gun, a .25 Baretta, and a switchblade knife. I never actually used them, but displayed them on occasion to my enemies. The schools were truly tough.
A large number of redneck boys had purposely flunked to remain in the eighth and ninth
grades,and some were sixteen and seventeen years old. They shoved everyone else around, shook
everybody down for their lunch money and would lie in wait after school, stomp some poor victim
and toss him or make him jump into one of the canals along Red Road. I carried my weapons for
self-defense, and after word got out that I was armed with a gun, they left me alone.
I still did drag, too, and had quite a collection of stuff that I kept hidden under the house. I'd
occasionally dress in them and walk around the yard at night, preferably during a full Moon. I had
also experienced gynecomastia while living in Palm Beach, which indicates that I had some type of
serious hormonal and glandular disorder. Soon after we returned to Florida, and were living at a
house on Omar Road, I began to develop small breasts. I was both horrified and elated. I told no
one, fearing my parents would just have me put away, and exercised like mad to develop a
muscular body and chest. The small breasts went away within a few months.
I don't know all that much about my ancestry;J.W. Coffey was a probable relation. He was a
sideshow freak in the 19th Century, the "human skeleton," and probably a victim of acute anorex•
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ia. My Uncle Carl Coffey was reportedly a homosexual and reportedly hung himself around 1942.
Hialeah was rather wild. There were sex parties where some of the older kids drank and had
orgies. One girl had a hot reputation for having sex with a German Shepherd dog at these par:ties, in
front of everyone. I went to a few, but did little but wonder what was going on and was a bit
frightened.
•
Sophia Loren was my idol. I adored her, worshipped her. She became my love object, and I
began to search for a woman who resembled her ...and eventually found one. Her name was Norma
Arcadia Rodriguez, a Cuban-born beauty from Puerto Padre. She had come to Florida when she was
a young child; her father, Godual, had been in the American Army during the war. We met in 1958
at Hialeah High School. I'd been in love for awhile with another dark-haired beauty named Sharon,
but she had dumped me.
I was too wild, as by 1958 I'd formed my first rock band, The Casinos. I was the lead singer and
rhythm guitarist, Presleyish, and we performed at redneck bars and dances around Hialeah for a
few months. (Many years later, after I became a bit famous and discussed my past in interviews, a
black group took The Casinos name and became quite successful. It is only one example of the many
thefts of my creative ideas, including band names.)
One of the guys in my group was also a member of The Gravediggers gang. I was into Presley
and Carl Perkins and Hank Ballard, Bo Diddley and Jimmy Reed, heading right for the Blues. I
soon had a good electric guitar, a custom-made Stiles, made at a Hialeah factory, somewhat
resembling a Fender J azzmaster guitar.
Bob Green, who would later marry Anita Bryant, was a big disc jockey in Miami back then, and
drove around in a white Thunderbird. I saw him a few ti.mes at dances where a band called Steve
Alaimo and The Redcoats performed.
I also went to a rock show to see The Everly Brothers, and ran on stage to grab a guitar string
one of them broke and tossed aside. It was a prized possession for quite some time. Jerry Lee Lewis
was also on that show, and became one of my favorites.
As for Norma, I fell totally in love with her the moment I laid eyes on her. She was the one, and
I set out to marry her, and did. The feeling was mutual, and before long, we were going steady. Norma's sister, Miriam, actually got us going. I worked part-time at a bowling alley as a pinsetter,
near Norma's home in Opa-Locka, and she and Miriam dropped by one night. Miriam urged me to
kiss Norma. I did. and that was it.
The feeling was mutual, and before long we were making out for hours and hours until we were
dripping with sweat. We went pretty far, but never "all the way,"as we used to say. Norma had a
sister, Miriam, a rather dumb brother named Jackson and a very Cuban mother, Onelia.They
became my surrogate family, as things had gone from bad to worse with my parents. By early 1959
my father and I were openly at war with each other. It got so bad I ran away from home, to Palm
Beach, and my grandmother handed me over to them. My father took me to the Marine base and
had my head shaved as punishment.
It got worse: I went out and got drunk for the first time in my life and passed out around midnight on Palm Avenue in front of Hialeah Race Track. Cops picked me up and I sobered up in jail.
My parents got me and marched me right to church in the morning, where I sat, sick as a dog,
holding back vomit.
My father began screaming at my friends, anyone who would come by to see me, and became
more and more violent. One night he exploded and went after me with a butcher knife, seriously trying to kill me. In complete terror, I went to a friend's home and called the police, who placed me in
Youth Hall for my protection. I was there for a few days, like a common prisoner, in a cell.My
mother threatened my father with divorce unless he saw a psychiatrist and managed to get me
released. He saw the shrink, and reportedly slugged him when the shrink said he was insane.
The Air Force solved it by shipping him off pronto to Tokyo, and I was out of jail, but things
would never be the same.
We, too, were to join him in six months, I spent that time with my beloved Norma, every possible moment, and then one sad August day I found myself on an airplane heading for Travis Air
Force Base in California with my mother and two sisters.
I left Norm a with a truly sad heart, in great pain. She was my sanctuary, an oasis of love in a
world increasingly full of violence and hate. I felt trapped, imprisoned, by my parents and owned by
the damned Air Force, which simply grabbed me and dropped me in Tokyo, a place I had absolutely
no desire to be at the age of sixteen.
Japan! It was a long, long journey. We stayed at Travis for a few days and more innoculations,
then flew to Honolulu for a couple of hours, then on to Wake and Guam Islands and eventually to
sprawling Tachikawa Air Base outside of Tokyo. The trip took forever, in an old Constellation, and
was memorable mostly for the awe90me, sunrise over the middle of the Pacific.

And there I was, ten thousand or so miles from Norma, reeling from Japan's stench. My father
met us with his new car, an incredibly impractical 1954 Pontiac, a huge boat that could barely
navigate the narrow streets as we headed for our new home in the suburb of Kunitachi.
I was assaulted by the evil smells, the outrageous sounds, the truly alien atmosphere so far
removed from that of Miami, yet thoroughly exciting. My stay would not be all that unpleasant.
Our home was a traditional Japanes&style place, large, with sliding doors and all, a hot tub,
Shoji screens, complete~y sa_yonara.Beautiful, but ad_iustin~ to it was not that easy. The air base
was more attractive to me than the strange city. America in miniature, it had stores, churches,
schools, theaters, night clubs, everything. The teen club on the base became my second home, and I
soon formed a band with other American kids, The Orientals, which lasted a week, got together
with better musicians and formed The Red Devils, which lasted two years.
I also got into a movie, the life story of Daniel Inouye.the Hawaiian of Japanese descent who
made a name for himself with the 442nd Regimental Combat Team, fighting Germans in Italy. The
film was being made for television to coincide with a visit to Japan by Congressman Inouye, and I
fell into it by chance. Some of the American kids made a few yen as extras in such films, and told me
about it. \ r - •
The film was shot near beautiful Mount Fuji, and we were put up in a lovely Japanese hotel. I
couldn't stomach the food, and existed on chocolate and rice. I still can't eat most Japanese dishes.
There were a dozen or so Turks, extras, guys who had stayed in Japan after the Korean War,
Turkish soldiers. Some of them were homosexual, and I found myself fighting them off, literally
running from them. My only previous encounter with a pervert had been in Hialeah, where an old
guy had picked me up hitch-hiking one day and propositioned me. I was quite embarassed, but not
angry. The Turks had their pants off and were chasing me with full erections. They both scared and
disgusted me. They were slimy and stank and made me physically ill. They eventually stopped
bothering me and we went on with the stupid film.
I portrayed a German soldier and got a good part, although my boots were four sizes too small
and nearly ruined my feet for life. I got killed in the film; the scene had me fight an actor portraying
Inouye, then he got his famous wound and I got blown up, and rolled down a hill in the throes of
death. The crew had planted black powder charges under the ground and the director had me stand
on one of them. The explosion knocked me on my ass, and I was knocked unconscious for a few
moments. Dazed, I fell down the hill.
I was gone for three days for this film epic, and when I returned, my parents were steaming.
They'd called police and put out a national search for me, certain I had run off. Police all over Japan
were looking for me. I laughed and watched the film when it was finally shown on television, and
collected about fifteen dollars for my dramatic efforts.
I sent dozens of letters to Norma, of course, and anxiously awaited her reply. A couple of letters
arrived, which came to my father's mailbox on the base, then nothing. Weeks turned into months,
not a postcard. I finally called her, long-distance, at a cost of about twenty bucks. She'd written
dozens of letters, she said, and as something was obviously wrong on my end of the line, she had
found s~meone else.
I was shattered, crushed. In awful gloom, I began living a life without her. One day I was rum·
maging through my parents' bedroom chests, looking for cigarettes, and found them ...all of Nor·
ma's letters, opened and read by my parents. They had intercepted them. Most of them were torrid,
sexy, hard-core; Norma could have made a fortune writing porno novels.
Fury. I had never felt real fury before; I waited for my parents to return home, and when they
did, I threw the letters at them and beat my father up. I walked up to him and knocked his false
teeth out, then shoved him through the stinking paper door. I stood there, daring him to come back
at me. I might have killed him, right then and there. I spat at him in disgust, at both of them.
"Norma may be a Cuban, but she also has a genius IQ and I love her," I said. "You aren't going to
stop us."
My father was broken. From then on, I was not their son, I lived there, but I did whatever I wanted
to do. My life at home was cold, ugly and loveless. In their incredibly insane attempt to dominate
my life, they had sought to assume the Japanese custom of selecting mates for their children. I had
declared my independence, and my rights, with my fists. Now, without the slightest doubt, my
parents ·would probably give anything in the world if Norma and I had stayed together.
Japan was crazy, and without Norma ...who ignored my explenations ...lonely. I became more
rebellious. I explored Tokyo, drank, mixed with much older people. My band did well, and we per·
formed frequently at Japanese clubs such as the ACB on the Ginza, Air Force clubs, teen clubs,
school dances; a decent little fiv&piece rock band. I designed the uniforms ...Nehru jackets of crim·
son with gold flames and trim, long before Nehru jackets became popular.
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My mother witnessed one performance, then completely ignored my musical efforts. She herself
became a bigshot, raising funds for orphans while more or less ignoring her own children. Mother
was the type who would sanction the bombing of Asian people and then rush to help the kids orphaned by the bombs.
She also had a television variety show for a few years, and taught conversational English to
numerous Japanese film and television stars. and to Japanese police by the score in mass classes.
She received all sorts of awards.
I went to school at Yamato Dependents High School, one of five or so American schools in
Tokyo for the children of American military personnel. Yamato was new, about six hundred
students in all, and was quite a ways from Kunitachi. We took an Air Force bus to school daily, the
trip lasting several hours.
In 1960we moved to Green Park Housing Annex, near Fuchu Air Station, a huge condo of sorts
housing around 4000 servicemen and their families. It was very far from Yamato, and the trip to
school took forever. I became a monitor of one, along with James Litz, and it became an anything·
goes-bus. We smoked, drank, partied, threw junk out of the windows at Japs, had sex in the back
seat. On a few occasions we misdirected the Japanese driver to take us to Tokyo and even bribed a
few; we'd run around Tokyo all day and never go to school at all.More than one driver lost his job
due to this, and it resulted in riots by Leftists at the entrances to Yamato. Gangs of Leftists would
grab our buses and try to turn them over.
During my senior year at Yamato I skipped school about sixty days, forging letters ftom my
mother to excuse me for illness, and got away with it with ease.
I met Susan H
at Green Park, Her dad was a colonel in Air Force Intelligence, the Office
of Strategic Intelligence (OSl),and drank a lot. I fell in love with Sue, a pretty blonde, and before
long, we lost our virginities together and spent about a year doing little but having sex.
Time rolled along. I'd explored Japan, sat inside the Buddha at Kamakura, visited a couple of
three-dollar Japanese hookers with names like Teruko and Sachiko, got drunk with Air Force guys,
had a few fights, went to the nightclubs and jazz bars and Shin.iuk1.!dabs; I'd connected a bit with
the large European community, too. Many of them hung out at a White Russian restuarant near the
Tokyo Tower, an imitation Eiffel Tower. I was living the life of an adult, at the age of seventeen,
with ease and elan. I had several images besides that of my rock musician rebel flash; at school I
often looked like a 1980's punk rocker, with wraparound sunglasses, jeans, sandals, a Mexican
serape, beret or fedora, usually stoned on GI Gin, a lethal combination of codeine and alcohol. More
of a Beatnik than a punk, actually. I had another image ...grey or black suit, white shirt, tie, black
shoes, grey fedora hat and an umbrella, with its tip filed to a point, as the streets of Tokyo are not
all that safe after dark. I also carried a Filipino butterfly knife, a flick knife.
Japanese hoods ...Mambo Boys ...would lurk in the shadows of Kunitachi, I learned after my ar·
rival, and often jump American kids. I was in a number of such incidents, and soon learned that
American kids rarely traveled alone due to this danger. On one dark night, jumped by six or so
Mambo Boys, three of us fought them off, and one of us left a knife in one of our assailants. It was
no game; people, usually Americans, were killed and badly injured in such attacks, and we fought to
save our lives. At times up to twenty J ap bums would attack a couple of us. But we were tough, proud of being American GI brats, and kicked a bit of Japanese ass despite their karate yells and all
that.
In 1961school came to an end, and I graduated, just barely, with the "most talented" award due
to my work with The Red Devils band. Yamato put out a yearbook, the Samurai, and as about 1000
copies were published, some may still be around. If so, you can find a photo of me...l looked a bit
like James Dean ...and another of me with The Red Devils. My parents didn't bother to attend
graduation ceremonies and took no note of the award; my mother was much too envious of my
limited success in music to accept the reality that I had accomplished anything at all.
The Red Devils died soon afterward; we were doing quite well, but we came under pressure by
elements of the American government to disband or face legal action, as were not legally allowed to
earn money in Japan on the type of passports we had, and could not obtain work permits. I protested, but the other members of the group declined to stand with me and we went out like a light.
I then formed an outlaw band called The Nomads with Jim Litz and others, but we didn't do
very well. I was a bit attracted to Jim and made sexual overtures to him one night, more out of
curiosity than anything else, which he declined.
My drag had quieted down in Japan, although I often wore black lace underwear and had a few
feminine garments stashed that I wore on occasion in secret. My father surprised me one night at a
bash held at the NCO club at Green Park, when he showed up in drag dressed like Carmen Miranda,
with balloons for breasts. I didn't like it at all and fled in embarassment. My parents probably knew
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I did drag, but never said a word about it.
I also appeared in a play at Yamato, a small part, and funny as it may sound now, refused to put
on a bit of stage makeup. I made quite a stink about it. Mv macho imaQ:ehad to remain intact.
The daughter of Ambassador Edwin 0. Reischauer came across my path, too. I somehow
wound up at a swank party given for her at the Imperial Hotel or someplace equally posh. I felt a bit
uncomfortable. We had quite a chat, and many years later, that meeting helped me to have my
passport altered after the change of sex.
So Japan was something else ...not exactly the Fifties of "Grease," but similar, albeit drenched
in shoyu sauce, firecrackers, sinister alleys, smoky bars and sultry whores in tiny rooms. After
school ended, I was kind of lost. The Nomads band wasn't going anywhere, my parents had no in·
tention of helping me go to college, I was still more or less persona non gratis at home and had no
money, my only possession being the Stiles guitar and a cheap amplifier. My parents were to stay in
Japan a few more years and there I was, stuck, unable to work even if I could get a job, and my
future looked bleak. I began demanding that I be allowed to return to America on my own, and
wound up screaming in rage at my father's commanding officer about it.
I then joined the Air Force. To be mean, I first tried to join the Army, as an insult to my
father's involvement with the Air Force. I applied for Military Intelligence in hopes of landing a job
as a language interpreter, as I'd learned quite a bit of Japanese and could also speak some Spanish
and German. I aced the tests at Camp Zama Army base, but flunked the very extensive
physical...on grounds of having too much albumin in my urine.
I then took the Air Force physical a month or so later, passed, and left Japan one afternoon by
plane, with poor Susan H
screaming, crying, tearing at my clothes, begging me not to go.
We flew to Hawaii, where I stayed for two weeks at Hickam Air Base and wandered around
Waikiki a bit, and was finally sworn in; then we (about ten of us from Hawaii and Japan) were flown
to California and put aboard a train for San Antonio, where the military would .givei me basic train·
ing at Lackland Air Base. There, straightened out and disciplined, I'm sure my parents hoped, I'd
march off, get into a jet,shoot down Commies and go down in glorious flames, and they'd get
posthumously-awarded' medals to cherish.
I aced Lackland, too, although it was no hayride. I got out of all sorts of lousy duty after they
learned I had some artistic talent, and had me happily painting signs while troops were pulling KP
or marching around like dolts in the blazing Texan sun. The only thing I liked at Lackland was the
rifle range. I thoroughly enjoyed being buried in mud up to my nose in cold rain, blasting away at
quite invisible targets in a downpour. Oh, it was great fun, basic training, for eight weeks or so; the
obstacle courses, the marches, the screaming Training Instructors with IQs of fifty, the bullies, the
jerks, the endless hours of KP, all of it. But I lived through it, did better than many, and fully expected to be shipped off to a school for training as an interpreter, as agreed by the Air Force when I
enlisted. The joke was on me. My orders arrived and I was on a plane in the late fall of 1961to
Chanute Air Base near Campaign, Illinois, for training as a Ground Weather Observer. That blew
it, and I declared war on the Air Force.
A war was about to begin in a place called Viet-Nam, and the first warnings of it had been
slightly noted by me while in Japan. The country was not entirely unknown to me; it was spoken of,
quietly, and more and more troops and officers paid visits to it.
I arrived at Chanute in freezing weather, in summer uniform, and was astounded we had not
been told to dress for the weather. In below-freezing weather, standing around in short-sleeved
shirts, we were introduced to the freezing hell known as Chanute.
One very wonderful thing had happened at Lackland, however: a stream of letters had arrived
from Norma, as hot as ever. After I got settled at Chanute, I wrote to Susan, who had returned to
the States with her father and was at Springfield, Massachusetts, and told her it was over ...that I
couldn't shake my love for Norma. It was cold, cruel, and stupid of me, but I did it, and it broke
Susan's heart. I often wonder how my life would be now if I'd kicked Norma and stuck with poor
Susan ...probably a lot better.
Chanute was rough, brutal. I was no weakling; I was about as tough as most of the men, and
knew much more about the Air Force than most of them.
But the cold weather beat me. Twenty, thirty below zero, with incredible wind chill factors. Our
barracks was the farthest one from the school, over three miles, and every morning we'd get up at
five, make everything spotlessly clean, assemble outside in a blizzard with fifty pounds of clothing
on and stumble in agony in the darkness to chow; we'd eat, assemble again then march to school
along the unprotected runway, the flightline, blasted by the merciless wind. I did that every day,
except on weekends, from the late fall of 1961to late spring of 1962. I flunked the school the first
time around, just barely. I hated meteorology; I hadn't the slightest interest in it, and was so exhausted by the time I got to school I just fell asleep.

It was bad. There were suicides, many of them, and a lot of desertions. They'd find deserters
hiding in static airplances, ones on exhibit, old bombers, trying to keep from freezing. Suicides were
found hanging in the lavatories, almost routinely.
It was one lousy life. To make things worse, I was a road guard, and had to run ahead of the
troop at each street, although no cars were anywhere in sight, and guard the troop as they marched
past, then run up to the front of them and do it again and again. By the time I reached school I was
completely wasted.
When I finally left Chanute I was stocky, muscled and tougher, and weighed about 176,a gain
of about twenty pounds, all muscle.
I headed straight for Palm Beach when I got my first leave, about a year after I enlisted, spent
a day with Hattie and Katy and called Norma, then got them to drive me to her parent's home in
Carol City, a north Miami suburb. She met me at the gate of the fence surrounding their home and
was a hundred times more beautiful than when I'd last seen her. We kissed as the sun went down, a
kiss that film lovers try to duplicate but never have and never will, and for the first time in my life I
felt real joy.
I stayed with her for about a week, at their home, sleeping with her, loving her, and asked her to
marry me. She agreed. Victory! I did it! From Japan back to Miami and to Norma. I was immensely
happy.
But something happened. She grew ill. There were strange happenings; invisible feelings,
presences, evil, foreboding, threatening. We both felt them. Footprints would appear in the sand
outside the windows. She would become terrified and fall into comas. She grew very ill, and I left at
the very last minute for my assignment in far-off Oklahoma, unsure as to what was going on.
We both believed in the occult, and knew that something was trying to hurt her and drive us
apart. Someone, something truly evil was trying to tear us apart again.
I got settled at Tinker Air Base, in Oklahoma City, and as soon as possible, obtained permission from my CO to marry. My parents, still in Japan, refused to grant permission and did what
they could to prevent it. I was only nineteen, and although old enough to go out and killed in battle,
wasn't old enough to get married, a peculiar situation I have never been able to fully comprehend.
So we went to South Carolina, to Charleston, where the age limit was only eighteen, and were wed in
a simple, civil ceremony by a woman magistrate. I dropped the inexpensive ring in nervousness,
dressed in an ill-fitting suit.
It was a Sunday, and as we stepped outside, church bells were ringing. I don't know why, but it
was wonderful. We spent the night in an old antebellum hotel ("Robert E. Lee slept here") and our
honeymoon was perfect, accompanied by a sudden and very violent thunderstorm.
It was not quite perfect ...Norma informed me, as we undressed and got into bed, that she was
not a virgin. A mixture of anger and sadness overwhelmed me. She had lied to me. She cried and
begged me to forgive her, and I did. After all, I told her, I wasn't a virgin, either. But she had lied
earlier, she had sworn she was still a virgin, while, in actuality, she had been sleeping around like
mad while I was in Japan.
It hurt. The fact that the man who had first taken her virginity was a guy I had hated,
something of a rival, made it worse. No wonder she had refused to have sex with me when I stayed
at her home; she didn't want me to know. Her protestations of "not until we're married" were
phony.
But she made up for it. Over the years I have had sex with an extraordinary number of women
and men, and not a single one of them can begin to compare with Norma. She was a tigress, the sex
goddess most men only dream of encountering and never actually find. We had sex so many times
that night I didn't attempt to count, while lightning flashed and thunder roared and the old hotel
trembled and shook like a mouse in a cat's mouth.
The morning was grey and still and we got on a Greyhound bus for Oklahoma, man and wife,
and made love under a blanket as we rode along.
I'd rented a small apartment, and we set out on our life together ona pitiful allotment,a total of
about Sl80 a month. We starved. She lost weight, but tried hard. It was quite miserable, but we had
each other. I hated my boring job; plotting winds aloft data on endless charts, painstaking, boring
work, and escaped to her. She knew I did drag, by the way, and although it confused and annoyed
her a bit, she eventually found it a turn-on when I wore women's clothing.
But she became sick again, and then the evil happenilf resumed. Whether readers believe this
or not, and other strange things I will tell of later, they are true. One night she woke me up, screaming, her face a mask of complete horror, and pointed at something in the dark ...a glowing, silvery
woman's hand. The ectoplasmic hand of a ghost. It clutched at her throat, then evaporated, and left
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her in a coma. I had to take her to the base hospital. She fell into comas again and again, and grew
weaker and weaker. She decided to return to Miami, and I decided not to stop her ...although I
myself felt no fear of the ethereal hand, just curiosity. "It is the fear that is dangerous," I tried to
explain.
Thus, after less than half a year, she returned to Florida and I moved into the barracks on the
base. I then formed another band, The Charades, a five-piece group, and we did quite well...probably
the best band I've ever had, originally a working group called The Inversions. I also got into some
trouble while performing with another band one night at a club outside of town, Mary's Rainbow
Club; police raided the place after a fight broke out and arrested only me as I was only twenty. I
spent the night in jail, was fined twenty dollars and was reprimanded by my CO.
There were other women in my life. Indian girls, and wandering wives of servicemen, and local
farmgirls I'd meet at the YWCA. I went out with plenty of them and had a hot affair going with an
Apache girl for awhile until she learned I was married, and showed up with a loaded pistol one
night. I managed to talk my way out of being shot, but not very easily.
My band was doing well, and I developed some prominence among my peers on the base as a
result. My job changed, and instead of plotting data or charti::.,I &11mt
up huge weather balloons and
collected the data the instrument attached to it radioed back. The instrument was called a
Radiosonde, and I had become a Rawinsonde Operator. There were several elements to the job; we
worked out of tents shaped like a Quonset hut, three men, usually, although two could handle it.
The balloon was filled with helium and occasionally the much-more dangerous hydrogen, which was
my job, and no easy task in winter; I also launched it. Then one of us jumped on a tracking device
similar to a radar tracking instrument, which locked on to the signal put out by the Radiosonde and
followed it automatically. The data was fed to us and we deciphered it, charted it on winds aloft
charts ...temperature, wind direction, speed ...and then we sent it out, on teletype, and it became part
of the overall weather information picture. I usually did the teletyping, too.
We worked three-day shifts, three on, three off, so I had plenty of time for my love affairs and
my band. I eventually hopped a plane to Florida and visited Norma, who had become very
withdrawn, perhaps a little crazy. I convinced her to return, and we were back together again in a
nice apartment and even had a car, a 1954 Buick, which was soon replaced by a lovely red 1958 Im·
pala convertible. We had some wonderful times in 1963 and 1964.
Susan had truly loved me, no holds barred. Norma ...I think she did. It seemed like she did, it
felt like she did. Perhaps she never really loved me at all. Whether she was ever unfaithful to me
while we were separated, I don't know, and I didn't think about it. We settled down and tried to
build a better life.
I'd had a bizarre problem with the Air Force while she was away. I'd picked up an anti-Castro,
Cuban exile flag while in Miami, merely a pennant of the Cuban flag with the words "we will
return" on it in Spanish. I had it on my barracks room wall, and an officer flipped out when he saw it
during an inspection. I got called before my CO for having a Communist flag on display, and was
thoroughly questioned by Air Force Intelligence ...who refused to accept my explanation. I got
reprimanded and punished, completely free of any guilt, and hated the Air Force more.
When orders came for me to ;go to 'Nam, I didn't ... as they declined to give me a security
clearance, which was just as well. I later heard that they retrained guys from my squadron, the 6th
Weather Squadron, as forward air controllers. who called in air strikes, and more than a few died
from our own bombs. I had absolutely no desire to go to 'Nam, which I viewed as a sucker bet
created by the Reds to merely sap American strength, a diversion away from Cuba, a bad play all·
around.
By the summer of 1964 I was fed up with the Air Force. A lot of guys in my squadron were get·
ting early outs, long before their four-year term of enlistment was up, as our squadron was very
overmanned. They'd get out a year or more early.
I got out by getting hopelessly in debt. I ran up so many bills my CO was flooded with demands
from bill collectors. "Look," I said, "if I get out I can work full-time with my band and pay them
off, plus I've got a regular job lined up, plus my wife is sick as hell, et cetera. I'm not going
anywhere in the Air Force and we both know it. "So I was cut loose on an honorable, compassionate
discharge, and walked off Tinker one summer day a free man for the first time in my entire life of
twenty-one years.
We moved into a beautiful apartment on the outskirts of town. Norma then announced she was
pregnant...and miscarried. About the same time, the band suddenly broke up and we were dead
broke. I swallowed my pride and appealed to my parents for help.
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captains and other officers, sho sneered and shouted at me. I was really put on display. This is
some queer wants to have his dick cut off," they explained. The Venice jail was a filthy pigsty,
but I was only there a day and a night and then taken to Santa Monica Jail, which was cleaner
but very evil; I was placed in isolation, near no one, in a very bare cell, for two days and nights,
then taken to court. A female attorney heard my story and was outraged; I was quickly given
a time-served sentence and released.
With good lawyers and a lot of money, the abuse given to me by police could have been
challenged, but I had neither, and was temporarily at their mercy.
Back at the center, I found a letter for me from a San Francisco transsexual, Janice Max·
well.
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By then they were living in Silver Springs, Maryland, and my father had retired from service.
We'd had little communication .. After I settled at Tinker, they had refused to send my guitar, per-·
sonal belongings, anything, and I almost took formal legal action against them ...which forced them
to send the stuff.
I phoned my mother and told her of the miscarriage. She wasn't bothered at all, and refused to
aid us in any way. We survived for awhile. I found menial jobs delivering furniture and laying
carpet, the latter job thanks to Dewey Moore, the drummer for The Charades, who also had a
carpet-laying business. We finally gave up and drove to Miami with our few possessions.
The day after I arrived, the car was repossessed.Godual gave me an old, nearly useless 1951
Cadillac which barely ran. The brakes were gone, so I stopped it by throwing it into reverse and using the hand brake ...or just ran lights and stop signs.
I found work, in a factory, then as a salesman at a guitar store, then at two lumber companies,
then at a bigger music store, Ace Music. Norma had gone to IBM programming school during the
separation, which I had paid for, and she found a good job, so we were doing all right. We got a 1960
Mercury and a lovely apartment in Hialeah.
We broke up again in February of 1965, because of my need to dress as a woman. I did it more
and more, and one day Norma exploded, called me sick and insane, left to live with her parents and
told me she planned to divorce me.
My world all but came to an awful end. I can barely begin to describe my agony and despair. I
sank into a truly horrible gloom of total frustration, heartbreak and terror. My appeals were ignored. In rage, tears streaming down my face, I drove at breakneck speed, almost non-stop to Silver
Springs, arriving on my birthday.
I spent a day with my family, My father had grown old and defeated by life. They had a
fabulous home, but they were not happy. My father gave me an old camera and other junk, and they
sent me on my way. It was all very "we told you so,"and I had to admit they were right. My marriage had been a colossal disaster.
I saw a wonderful film in 1978or so, "The Duellist."After the bad guy is finally vanquished, he
stands alone, in absolute defeat, on a gloomy hill under a leaden, dead sky. That's about how I felt.
I quit my job, too, much too distressed to work, and spent weeks living in a lonely motel near
the Miami River, walking aimlessly, falling to pieces, so broke I rarely ate. I found occasional jobs,
meniai work, survived somehow. I lost the Mercury; the transmission-burned up soon after I returned, and I just abandoned it. I called Godual and told him he could have it if he wanted it.
I later returned to Ace and moved to South Miami Beach.to an old hotel on First Street, long
since demolished.
During my stay in the sad motel I'd had my first sexual experien ce with a man, which should
be discussed. I was so very lonely, emotionally bereft that I was very easy prey. I was walking
around aimlessly one evening, gloomy and some guy offered me a ride. He was a fat, oily slob in his
forties and claimed to be a church deacon. He also ow ned a pizza restaurant, and I went with him
to it. We had sex on the floor of the kitchen, in the dark. It was ghastly. The place was in Hialeah,
just a few blocks from my old home. I felt degraded, nauseated, disgusted; it was hardly a pleasant
experience. I wondered if I was gay, I worried. I'd failed miserably with women. Women seemed so
more powerful, able, stronger than I, in more control of life. I was becoming very passive.
I believe there is something in Florida water that causes some men to become feminine, or
something from plants. It would explain why I always became so feminine, passive when in Florida,
and similar places like Hawaii. Perhaps the barometric pressures, similar in both places, have an effect on hormonal production.In 1982,over 1000male Haitian refugees processed through the Krome
camp near Miami developed breasts, according to the federal Center for Disease Control and
newspapers. and no one knows why, although some black groups accused the government of putting female hormones in their food or water to make them passive and docile. In my opinion, there
may also be something natural in in Florida than can cause this, although the accusations by the
black groups are probably correct in this instance ...an example of the use of female hormones as a
form of chemical warfare, to make men passive and easily dominated. The development of breasts
is just a side-effect.
I had never had any strong attraction to men, and my pass at Jim in Japan was just out of
curiosity. I loved women; the sight of a naked man didn't excite me; nude women did. Even now,
years after the sex change, I have no attraction to men, at all. It has simply never been there.
I decided to find out once and for all if I was really gay or not, and I tied up with a bisexual man
in Miami Beach ...a very handsome folk musician who somewhat resembled Errol Flynn. We shared
a tiny room at the old hotel and he was receptive to my passes. I t<>(?k
the female, passive role and
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loved it. This went on for about a week, then he moved on and I never saw him again.
Even so, I was still much more attracted to women, and soon met a pretty topless dancer, a
Jewish girl named Leah. I moved in with her to her apartment and we were together for a few months. I'd also started another band, The Sovereigns, which wasn't very good, but we worked quite a
bit. Back then, in 1965, the big music craze was still revolving around The Twist, and there were
plenty of hot clubs in Miami Beach like The Peppermint Lounge. We worked at hotel lounges such
as one at the Seville Hotel, a bar called The Turf Pub (now a gay bar), and at Tommy's Topless
Joint, usually for twenty bucks each for six or so hours of work.
I'd met an older musician named Jerry Veri at Ace Music, who was also a salesman. Jerry was a
fine jazz musician and I ran into him here and there performing at clubs in Miami Beach, which was
truly steaming in those days. The clubs would be packed to the walls, the musicians would go absolutely insane and it would go on and on until dawn, then most of us would stagger to the beach
and collapse. I heard some truly great musicians there.
I called Nonna one night when my band sounded better than usual and demanded that she
listen to the music.
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"Thank you for your
nice and kind words, Sofia."

She was a bit impressed, but still had no intention of coming back to me. Leah ....
was crazy about me. She was a happy-go-lucky girl who loved sex and good times, full of life,
but I eventually drifted away from her. I liked Leah a lot, but I didn't love her. Soon after we
went our separate ways, she told me that she was pregnant by me, but made no claims on me. I
don't know if she had the child or not for certain, as she told me she planned to have an abortion ...but it's possible I may indeed have a son or daughter by Leah out there somewhere.
The days and nights passed, and in August of 1966I sank into another gloomy depression.
I tried to commit suicide, at the old hotel, by turning on a gas stove and stuffing towels under
the door. I was drifting off into death when the drummer for The Sovereigns showed up, amelled the gas, broke down the door and rescued me. I hadn't shown up for work and he had dropped by to see what was wrong. I went to work that night, barely able to perform, and then sold
all I owned...which wasn't much ...and purchased an old Ford and drove off to California with
two surfers, to get away from Norma, Miami, the suicide attempt, everything.
In 1981 I picked up a date at a San Francisco drag bar, an older guy, and he took me to a
motel near San Mateo. The motel had Home Box Office television, and I caught HBO's "Video
Jukebox" program, which is something of an acted-out song. A group similar to Sha-Na-Na
did a sketch called "Doug and The Slugs," about a very mediocre 1960slounge singer who was
rejected by women and shot himself in the head at the end of his awful song.
Was it about me, my 1965 suicide attempt? I'd discussed it in several interviews a few
years before the HBO program was noted. "Doug went on to success doing mock suicides and
his band The Slugs went to Vegas as The Singing Detectives," the closer for the sketch
declared. I wasn't amused, and later threatened to sue HBO. The trip to California was hardly
a joyride. Much of the car's electrical system went out by the time we got to Alabama, so we
drove sans lights, speedometer, wipers, etc.The car used a lot of water, too, so, when we got to
New Mexico I warned the surfers to keep the radiator full. I was sleeping in the back seat when
they woke me up to inform me the engine had exploded and there we were, out in the desert
under a scorching sun. The Highway Patrol finally picked us up and took us into town, and I
went back in a tow truck and hauled the heap into the small town.
I sold the car to the tow company for the costs and came out twenty dollars ahead, enough
to buy a one-way ticket to Los Angeles on a bus.
I arrived just as the Watts Riots were ending and the streets of downtown Los Angeles were
full of troops in combat gear. I headed for Hollywood and took a room in the cheapest hotel I
could find, a very tiny place on Cosmo Alley, near Hollywood and Vine.
I'd started smoking marijuana in Miami Beach, with the folk musician, but it didn't seem
to have much effect upon me. I soon ran into a lot of potheads in LA, and the effects were more
noticeable. I became very, very fond of grass.
I also found a job, almost right away. A small restaurant-nightclub was in the process of
opening behind the Ivar Theater on Cosmo Alley, and I got a job as an all-around flunky. It
was called "Bido Lito's 11 after the names of the family managing it ...Bill, Dorothy, Linda and
Tommy Thompson. I got rather involved with blonde Linda right off, but it was just for
mutual kicks.
Tommy and I built the stage and set up the lighting. It was small, but a nice place, a cellar
club with red brick walls. I set out to find a band for the club and found one at another club,
The Brave New World, a type of club known as an "acid palace," frequented by people high on
then-legal LSD and other drugs.The band was called The Grassroots, and they were fabulous.
I took Tommy to see them and he hired them for Bido Lito's, where they were a real
smash. The club was packed night after night, long lines of people waiting to get in and go
wild. It became one of the hottest clubs in Hollywood, all due to the wild band, the cozy atmosphere and the band's lead singer, Arthur Lee.
I sang with the band on several occasions, doing the old Bobby Blue Bland version of
"Stormy Monday Blues,'' and was well-received. The Byrds, members of The Rolling Stones,
all sorts of famous musicians dropped by Bido Lito's and occasionally sat in with the band.
My job was to handle the sound and lighting, and I more or less discovered "light shows,"
figuring out ways to time flashing lights to the beat of the music and a few other electrical
tricks. I also helped Tommy and his father handle the mobs and cool things when hassles
broke out.
Lee was an incredible performer, truly hypnotized the audience ...one of the best singers I
ever ran across. The band thundered at full volume. It originally consisted of Lee, Bryan
Maclean, Johnnv Echols. Doug Denham and Don Conka.
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I became friends with Denham, who was soon replaced by Ken Forssi. Conka, the drummer, died from a drug overdose shortly after the band started playing at the club, and was
replaced by a young Swiss, Alban "Snoopy" Pfisterer.
The band also had to change its name, as another group stole The Grassroots name and
had a very large hit with the song "Hey Joe," which was the band's most popular song, sung
by Bryan MacLean. Everyone knew about the rip-off, which isn't that uncommon in
Hollywood; a band or musician on the verge of success, with a following, is "ambushed' by
hack musicians who just steal the name and get a record out first. This would also happen to
me years later.
So the band needed a new name; Arthur explained all of this to the crowd one night, and
presented several new names for the audience to choose by applause. They chose Love, and the
band eventually released six or so albums on several labels and had several mild hits, including a version of "My Little Red Book."
Soon after this, I formed my own band when two musicians dropped by Bido's one day,
Wesley Watt and Bill Lincoln, members of a trio called The Word. I tied up with them and
changed the name to Euphoria, which they liked, and off we went to various jobs all over
California with no rehearsal at all. The drummer was named David Potter.
We later performed at the Brave New World Two, which was a few blocks from Bido's,
and Lee dropped by one night to hear me try to do a couple of his great original songs. We also
worked at Sunset Strip clubs such as The Sea Witch, here and there, and eventually at
Pharoah's Tomb, a huge, cavernous gay night club. Whether the members of Euphoria were
gay or not I do not know. I put up a completely macho front, mustache and all, and never gave
them indication I might be gay. As far as I know, they were straight, although Potter freaked
me out by dancing with men at the gay club.
I had been balling every girl who would say yes ...and had partied sexually with a couple of
anonymous men while working at Bido Lito's, guys I ran into roaming around Hollywood who
picked me up, but I was not, as some now claim, prostituting myself to gay men after arriving
in Hollywood in 1965.That would come later.
I'd also met a number of then-unknown musicians who would find success, including
Frank Zappa, while he was forming the Mothers of Invention band, performing at Hollywood
Hills parties with a four-piece band called The Muthahs.
I found myself at a dozen or so of these bust-out Hollywood Hills parties, which were held
at huge old homes, often organized by Lee and the guy who ran the Brave New World club.
Everygone got high, partied, passed out and they went on past dawn, hundreds of people
showing up.
Pharaoah's Tomb was my first reaJ introduction to the gay world. Crammed with young
gay men, the club was alien to me and I tried to ignore the gays ...even closing my eyes when I
sang. They frightened me. It was alien, strange. Quite a few transvestites went there, too, and
they terrified me.
During breaks, some of them would chase me around, shaking their hard silicone breasts
in my face. I couldn't stand them.
Enroute to California from Miami we'd stopped off in Juarez, Mexico, for a night, where I
balled a sad, beautiful young girl for a few dollars, and went into a night club where a very
beautiful Latin woman was doing a strip-tease. At the finale, she took off her wig and bowed.
She was a man, a female impersonator ...the first professional I'd ever seen. In all honesty, I'd
never heard of such things; the only person of that type at all I'd heard of was Jorgensen.
Now I was up to my nose in them, and didn't like it at all. I also saw a possible future:
would I become like them, freaks, half-real, bizarre, insane things? I shuddered. I didn't want
to be like them, and yet ...
Welcome to LA, kid. I had a lot more to learn. Time passed. Euphoria faltered and we
broke up for awhile, and I tied up with a band in Santa Monica that I named The Elves
Themselves, a jazz-rock group of six musicians. Most of us lived in a large house.
We had a manager who got us some industry attention and we wound up with a bedroom
full of top-quality marijuana, Acapulco Gold, and sat there smoking it for weeks. Girls by the
dozens dropped by and I balled one after the other.
This band made some demo tapes at Gold Star Studios in Hollywood, paid for by our
manager, which didn't come out very well, but the original version of one of my songs, "C'est
Dommage,' 'which I re-recorded in 1981solo, was among them, and those 1966tapes are around
somewhere.
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And then Norma and I reunited. I'd written to her of my success in California, and 3ure
enough, she hopped on a bus and there she was. I was ecstatic. We spent a memorable rjght
together, but the morning arrived with disastrous news. The band had stomached enough of
my ego-tripping antics, and the arrival of this Cuban bombshell was too much.
The Elves had only really performed in public once. We rented Trouper's Hall in
Hollywood, our manager got tens of thousands' of dollars worth of new amplifiers for us from
a new company to promote. Quite a few people showed up and it went over fairly well. My admirers ...and I had quite a few...were glad that I was beginning to make it, and a lot of people
were impressed.
Anyway, we were dumped out on the street, and I can't say I blame them. My ego was incredible.
Norma and I made it to Hollywood and I managed to get an apartment on credit, then borrowed a little money from Chris Mancini, the son of famous composer Henry Mancini. Chris
wanted to be a record producer at the time and I had stumbled across him via Rodney
Bingenheimer, an entrepreneur who later became quite famous in his own right,and, in fact,
became known as "Famous Rodney."
Norma found work quickly as an IBM operator at Dot Records, not far from our home,
and we settled down to a fairly happy life, my singular goal to finally make it in music.
Euphoria got back together now and then, but was never again a stable group.
We lived in an apartment on Orchid Street off Hollywood Boulevard behind the Chinese
Theater, and one of the tenants included Ray Collins, lead singer for The Mothers of Invention. We became acquainted and I sometimes visited him, and we'd listen to ancient blues
recordings for hours. Ray would often get me into Mothers' concerts for free as that band
became more successful.
I might add that back in 1965,the Hollywood crowd usually wound up at an all-night deli,
and when Zappa got his first record album made, he strode in bearing it like a radioactive pizza. He was dressed in his raccoon coat.
I also visited Arthur Lee several times as he became more successful and moved from one
huge mansion to another. I'd just drop by and we'd get high and listen to his latest recording.
It was no secret that I was crazy about the man and his music and was probably his greatest
fan. I wasn't sexually attracted to Arthur, not at all, much too in awe of him to even think
about sex, but I truly worshipped him and considered him to be a creative genius far ahead of
anyone else. Love, Jim Morrison and The Doors, The Mothers of Invention all emerged about
the same time, following The Byrds, and the goal of all was to become an American response
to The Beatles and The Rolling Stones. In my opinion, Love could have done it, although The
Doors and The Mothers were far more commercially succel!ISful.
The fact that Lee was of mixed race and heading a primarily white band was probably a
problem, and in 1965,was something new. Aside from Echols, Love consisted of white musicians.
I've heard that Lee is a Piscean, like me, and perhaps that explains it, always changing,
always modifying, altering, and so was Love. Each successive record album included new
faces, and band members came and went like Johns coming and going from a brothel. Lee and
MacLean remained constant, however.
I don't know what became of Echols or other members of Love. Johnny was a fantastic
guitarist, used a double-necked Gibson, and I've always felt that Jimi Hendrix imitated him
considerably. Some say that Echols, too, died from drugs, others that he wound up in prison.
Although Hendrix succeeded in crossing over from black music to psychedelic, Lee paved
the way for him.
During this time I also ran across Rick Nelson and Gary Lewis, son of the comedian, both
via Chris Mancini. I performed a few of my original songs for them, but neither were very impressed.
Chris also helped me in other ways. He gave me a beautiful Gibson electric guitar and an
amplifier, for example.
Norma was happy with her job and I was doing the best I could with my music, which she
had begun to take more seriously. We moved again, a bit farther up on Orchid, to another
apartment, part of an old house nearly buried by foilage. An old woman who lived upstairs had
dozens of cats. The place had a strange atmosphere about it, of witchcraft and the occult.
Warren Zevon had been our apartment's previous tenant. I'd bumped into him months
earlier. He called himself "Lyme" then, and had enjoyed a mild record hit with a singer named
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Cybelle, on White Whale Records. I'd visited Lyme occasionally and when he told me he was
moving elsewhere, we took the place. He'd left it in an awful mess. Lyme had drug and alcohol
problems back then, which later nearly killed him, and lived like an animal. The floor was
covered with feces and other filth, which we had to clean up before moving in. Zevon, of course,
finally made it in the late l970's.
There was a small shed in back of the house and I turned it into a recording studio with the
aid of Watt and Lincoln and Mancini. I eventually made some fairly decent demo tapes of
several original songs, with Ken Forssi and Alban Pfisterer, Doug Denham accompanying me,
if I recall correctly, definitely Pfisterer and ForHi.
Chris Mancini wound up with the tapes, which we listened to at his father's elegant home
in the better part of Hollywood, to say the least. I had the immense pleasure of meeting Henry
Mancini twice, by the way.
This was the only time during my marriage when I was fairly faithful to Norma, although
on a couple of occasions I had very transient affairs with strange men I never saw again. Norma was a very beautiful woman, and I'm sure many men approached her in Hollywood.
Whether she ever took advantage of the probable offers, I don't know.
I was becoming more dependent upon drugs, mostly marijuana, and had tried opium a few
times. I loved opium, and had enough sense to shy away from it, knowing I would easily
become addicted, hopelessly.
Arthur Lee eventually moved into a very secluded, modernistic home atop a small mountain in the Hollywood Hills on Blue Jay Way, and I dropped by several times. The place was
pure Hollywood, and had a swimming pool in the living room. Lee had a Doberman named Self
which was unbelievably trained, and was also host to a flock of pigeons.
Norma and I took LSD, finally, on Thanksgiving Day in 1966,provided by Denham. It was
a fantastic experience for both of us, but while we were tripping out I realized that I was losing
her, that she was spacing off into her own little world where I was not all that important. In
some ways, Norma was like a kitten wandering into a jungle. The trip wound up bad for me,
and I could see that our relationship was going to end, want it or not.
We took LSD a few more times, and most of the experiences were enjoyable and enlightening.
Around the end of 1966I ran across a young woman, Joan Black, who desperately needed a
place to stay, and invited her to stay with us, a common act back in the "crash pad" Sixties.
Before long, Norma and Joan were sleeping together, off in lesbian joy, and although I was a
bit stunned, I was invited to join and found myself in sexual heaven, one I had barely imagined. This very memorable menage a trois went on for a few weeks, all of us quite happy. As far
as I know, it was Norma's first lesbian affair, but she certainly seemed to know what she was
doing.
I now had two wives, Norma and Joan, and had developed quite a bit of love for Joan, too,
real affection.
But it came to a very abrupt end. One morning they informed me, matter-of-factly, that
they were in love with each other, not me, and were leaving me.
I sank into a chair and exploded in rage, hopelessness, confusion and fury. I threatened to kill
them, and they called police. A couple of cops arrived and I just sat there, frozen in disgust
and anger, told the cops what happened and urged them to get those women out of my sight.
The police did, suggesting it'd be best until I cooled down, and Norma and Joan left, just
like that. She'd done it once again. Muchas gracias, Normacita,
I did indeed come very close to killing them both, and if I had, chances are I would have
gotten off fairly lightly. Again, all was lost, my poor battered heart had been stomped on most
cruelly, and I sank like a stone into the deepest depths of gloom, so dank that all light and happiness fled in terror and Evil itself trembled in fear, Goodness recoiled in horror and Hope took
a knife and cut its throat.
Everything had collapsed like a soap bubble. Euphoria had collapsed. I'd tried to form
other bands, with Zevon, with Denham, but they hadn't jelled. I was burned-out, depleted, and
had been cast aside by my wife and mistress like a drone ...as Norma had informed me, just
before they left, that she was pregnant by me.
I soon left the Orchid Street place, broke, crushed, and just wandered around like a bum
for awhile, living as best I could.
I eventually stumbled across an old acquaintance one day and things changed considerably. Scotty was an ultra-handsome black man, a professional lover, some said, who was a
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part of the Love crowd, and i'd known him for several years. He told me he was working on a
Peter Fonda film and could get me a job with it as a set painter. I was interviewed by the film's
art director, a bearded guy named Leon, was hired and went to work for a few dollars per hour.
It was hard work. I painted gigantic backdrops in psycfiedelicmanner, decorated clubs
(including the Brave New World) used for some of the scenes and painted a huge, old mansion
on Ardmore Street off Olympic in Los Angeles, the Sans Souci, which looked like a classic
haunted house.
Dozens of us worked on that set, painting everything wild colors and patterns, even the
trees, rocks, lawn and the long, winding staircase, inside and out. The film was Fonda's first,
"The Trip,"about LSD. I met Fonda briefly during the course of the film and smoked a bit of
hashish with him and some bikers at the Sans Souci. I also appeared in the film as an extra.
The film's producers kept all of us working on it supplied with drugs and well-fed; it was
more of a bust-out party than a job after awhile.
Big buffets were set up and we would descend upon the food.likemosquitoes attacking a
nudist.
The scene I was in was at the Sans Souci (French for "without a care") in the circular main
room. About thirty people were arrayed along the wall, sitting, passing a joint of marijuana. I
was thin, in jeans, sandals, wearing a synthetic snakeskin jacket akin to that worn by Brando
in one of his films, and I had a thin, droopy mustache, long, thin, blond hair. I looked rather
wasted and bear little resemblance to the person I am today, so many years later.
Another scene was shot at Arthur Lee's home, and I was involved with setting up that set,
too.
I stayed on at the mansion after the film was completed. A gang of motorcycle outlaws,
friends of Fonda, had moved in ...The Barons, from San Diego, led by a beautiful, soft-spoken
biker named Roland Barnett. His nickname was "God," and a god he was; Roland was on top
of any situation, and all sorts of things happened there. A very strange man, Roland had such
an affinity with everything that even wild birds would fly in and rest on his fingers.
We turned the mansion into one of the world's first discos. We set up speakers around the
round room, set up strobe and other lighting, opened the doors and charged admission. Roland
walked around in the mob in a long robe, with a sawed-off shotgun beneath its folds, as the
crowd got a bit wild at times. More or less anything except murder was permitted. Drugs were
openly used, grass smoked, people flipped out and thought they could fly off the roof...it was
completely free, and became more so as time went on.
I lived there, off and on, for over two years. I ingested a large amount of drugs ...LSD,
grass, mescaline, Hawaiian Woodrose seeds, some opium and a large amount of hashish, and
altohol of all kinds, I was not a drug dealer, but I could, and occasionally did, obtain a kilo or
two of grass for friends and lop off a few lids for doing it, a lid being an ounce of the grass.
Back then, high-quality marijuana sold from ten to fifteen dollars an ounce, and it was more of
a fun thing than what it has become today.
Norma was off living with Joan, being pregnant, and I tried to find them a few times. I
eventually did, and they sat on the steps of their apartment, laughing and sneering at me,
breaking my heart. But one day Joan drove Norma to the Sans Souci...I have no idea how she
found out where I was ...and we spent the day together, ma king love, crying. I don't know
why she did that, but she declined to stay with me and returned to Joan. I'm sure she felt I had
gone insane from drugs, and the conditions I lived in, were, after all, rather bizarre.
But that day gave me hope. Perhaps something had gone sour with her and Joan; perhaps
it wasn't working out. There was still hope, and I wanted her back, desperately. I continued to
try and keep track of her.
Things got wilder at the Sans Souci; it became a biker party house, and numerous bike
clubs arrived to party, routinely. Hell's Angels, Satan's Slaves, Gypsy Jokers, Chosen Few,
Iron Horsemen, Devil's Disciples, Galloping Ghosts and others, men with names like Tanker
and Egghead. It swarmed with them, and the smell of unwashed bodies, beer, wine, gas, oil,
exhaust fumes and marijuana. They partied for days and weeks at a time.
Women were plentiful, drawn to the place by the macho scene, and I had my share of wildeyed girls with names like Sunshine and Stardust. One of the nicest sexual moments I've ever
had was with a lovely blonde in a treehouse I'd constructed from a bamboo screen, where
sunlight filtered in and it became heavenly ...on LSD.
I lived in something of a dream for a long time. I got a few dollars here and there, and there
was always something to eat. Like the others who lived there permanently, I worked hard
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keeping the old building from falling apart, a constant chore.
Countless people visited the mansion, which also became known as the Love Temple,
Psychedelic Temple and the Ardmore Mansion. During the height of the teenaged runaway invasion of Hollywood, we crashed hundreds of people, with ease.
We also went through the Mellow Yellow scam. Some people believed that smoking dried
banana peels could get one high like grass, so a fat character named Arthur Pollinger set up a
bakery in one of the kitchens. He churned out pounds of Mellow Yellow, and later opened a
head shop on Sunset Strip. Arthur was a bit greedy, but also a nice guy.
The Sans Souci crowd also made a soft-core porno film, and I was in it. A couple of rich
porn film makers discovered us, couldn't believe their eyes and got us to do the film for a small
amount of money. We did it mostly for kicks. The film was shot in the Hollywood Hills at a
very expensive home, and was completed the day that Robert Kennedy was murdered. We
were swimming naked in the pool at the home when we heard the news.
The film was an "Alice In Wonderland" thing, and we were somewhat dressed like the
characters in the story. I was the White Rabbit, with a bunny head and a tail. The rest of me
was nude. Roland was the Mad Hatter. We had a ball. just running around naked, and if there
was any sexual action in the film, I wasn't in it.
But that connected me a bit with the porno scene, and I met a number of small-time porno
actors and producers. I later made a truly ridiculous film, or rather performed in it, in which I
was tied to a bed naked while two so-so looking women slapped me with a whip, fakey as all
hell. It was so dumb that I made my moans sound even phonier than they were. The women
were attired in very silly costumes like Batgirl and her sidekick, utterly ludicrous.
I had no desire to be in porno, and aside from those flicks, had nothing else to do with that
scene. No films of me having sex with anyone were ever made, fortunately.
The Sans Souci had an interesting history. For many years it had been a center for
Spiritualists, and seances were held to contact the dead, organized by a Mr. Hall. It became
quite famous in those circles and drew Spiritualists from all over the world for decades.
One of the more bizarre things I did there was to construct a gigantic ray gun atop the
mansion's roof, using the cab of a Post Office van, television set, all sorts of junk. I synchronized a sound effects recording to a flashing strobe light that was beamed off a dishbowl
device, and it had quite an effect. I called it a "psychic energizer." Police took note of it ...when
it was on, it could be heard and seen for miles ...and raided the mansion one night to see what it
was. They left in amazement.
Time went on, and Norma eventually had the baby. I heard about it, and got to Hollywood
Presbyterian Hospital right after delivery. Joan tried to block the door to Norma's room, and I
came so close to clobbering her, so furious and outraged by her assumption of my role as father
and husband, that Joan Black was very nearly killed that day, and I warned her that she
would die if she did not get out of my way.
She did; she had become more mannish, a Bulldyke, but wasn't ready to stand up to a real
man. I went in and talked to Norma for awhile. It had been difficult for her, and she was drained and weak. After awhile she started screaming at me to leave, and I did, after taking a look
at the frail, tiny girl, our daughter. Norma told me she was going to name it Joann.
I somehow found them again, a few months later. They had moved to an apartment near
the country store in Laurel Canyon. I knocked on the door and Norma answered. Things had
changed for me. I had joined the Nichiren Shoshu Buddhist group. cut my hair, found a job as
a shipping clerk at a record store and had moved into a Hollywood apartment. I had also pur·
chased an old Toyota wagon from Pollinger for a hundred dollars.
The child was beautiful, a happy, pretty baby with shining black hair. Norma welcomed
me this time, and I spent the afternoon with them, then got Norma to visit my apartment. We
kissed in the Moonlight, but she again declined to return to me, saying that she just didn't
love me anymore and planned to spend her life with Joan. I refused to accept it.
I saw her again, several times, and took her and the child out for dinner once...but it was
hopeless. Although I'd gone straight, it made little difference to her; she was happy with Joan
Black.
I grew depressed again, took LSD a few more times and moved back into the mansion.
Around that time I had another UFO encounter. One night, at the Sans Souci, I received
something of a telepathic command to go to Griffith Park, at least five miles distant, and
walked there, alone.
I entered the huJre oark illesrallv. I'd been there many times, for the wonderful Love-Ins.
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At night the park was fenced and locked. I climbed over the fence and walked in.
A skunk jumped out of the underbrush and started walking in front of me, down the middle of the road, under some type of control. I followed it for several miles, then it jumped away
and was replaced by a small deer, which did exactly as the skunk had done, and I followed it
for awhile, too, until I arrived at a secluded, wide, shallow valley with the Hollywood Hills to
my west.
A very bizarre globular object began to materialize in the valley, hundreds of feet high and
wide, composed of a form of energy beams I had never encountered, shimmerizing waves of
energy of various colors. I got the impression that the object wBBsolid but had somehow
managed to bend light waves around itself and render itself invisible. I also knew I WBBto
board it. I also got the impression that the UFO was coming into our Universe, materializing,
from another dimension.
As I watched this thing from a distance of perhaps fifty yards, I heard a car approaching
and hid in the bushes. It was a police patrol car. An officer got out, pointing end shouting at
the object. A few minutes later, a clearly-marked police helicopter arrived, hovered over and
around the object, and seemed to be attempting to pass through it. Frightened by the police, I
snuck off and made my way to the observatory and spent the night there, studying the skies. I
went to work the next day, in an enlightened state, and WBBpromptly fired.
I decided to leave Los Angeles: I WBBdepressed badly about Norma. I got a little money
together and caught a plane to Honolulu, arriving at night with about twenty dollars end an
old suitcase, a few clothes .Los Angeles can be grim and gray, and I wBB reedy for Hawaii.
I took a bus to Waikiki, somewhat terrified, on LSD, and wandered around for awhile. I
found a nightclub, The Forbidden City, owned by Jack Cione, walked in, introduced myself to
the rock band on stage and got them to let me do a couple of songs.
They were friendly and said I could stay with them for awhile, and after they finished
work we went to their apartment, a gorgeous place right on the ocean, all fixed up with rattan •
and bamboo. I awoke in the morning to to discover a huge, shining condo next door ...named
the Sans Souci, and discovered that I WBBon a strip of Waikiki called Sans Souci beech.
I found work as a dishwasher at Chuck's Steak House in the Edgewater Hotel for a couple
of weeks, and some work as a solo singer-guitarist at a Waikiki bar, Maggie's Peanut Tree. I
had brief affairs with a number of lovely young women, but couldn't get Norma out of my
mind for a moment.
I walked along the beach one night with a very nice girl and we found strange, glowing sea
creatures that resembled starlight ...and died and went out when we touched them.
I ran into a flamenco guitarist, Mike McCrillis, who worked at a Honolulu restaurant, and
moved in with Mike and his girlfriend Uku for awhile at their home on eerie Mount Tantalus, but felt like a leech after awhile and decided to move on.
I also ran acr -0ss Texas John, a young hustler I'd known in Hollywood, and he turned me
on to a wealthy old faggot, Eaton "Bob" Magoon, Jr., an ugly, snotty pervert who had tons of
money he inherited. The Magoon family is among the gang of thieves who stole the islands
from the Hawaiians.
I stayed with this disgusting degenerate slime for some time at his cold, ostentatious
mansion at Diamondhead, complete with snazzy red Jaguar end visiting old poofs from
England. Aside from a brief encounter with his Magoon's partner, handsome Jack Law, my
stay with this creep was not very pleasant. In fact, my sexual thing with Jack was one of the
few with a man I ever actually enjoyed.
Magoon, of course, demanded sexual services from me, which I attempted to avoid as
much as possible. I was terrified of him; his wealth was enormous, and he was merciless to
those who fell into his disfavor.
Jimi Hendrix came to Hawaii, gave a wonderful, free concert that I attended and wound
up living in a home near Magoon's. I dropped by one afternoon to say hello, hoping he would
help rescue me from the Magoon Monster.
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Hendrix emerged wearing curled-up Arabian slippers and seemed to be very stoned on
something. We had a drink and a short chat, and he said, "oh, I remember you, you're the
t-shirt kid.'' I often wore t-shirts back then.
He bid me adieu and went into his room, and that was that.
Magoon was also involved with music and was producing a musical play he had created
when I moved in with him called "Thank Heaven For The Heathen." He worked my ass off,
having me paint sets, and as time passed I started to loathe the exploitive homosexual.
I obtained a little self-respect by sabotaging one of the sets at the last moment, a set consisting of a trio of large, plywood Tiki gods. I repainted them to resemble the current presidential candidates ...Nixon, George Wallace and Hubert Humphrey, caricatures.
Magoon caught this before the play opened, but just barely, and knew I'd done it. He had
them quickly repainted. The play opened to a packed house, Hawaii's creme de la creme, glittering with jewels and military medals and all that, the culture vultures in full regalia. I showed up, in my t-shirt and jeans and rubber Zori thong sandals, and Magoon, coldly, with real
disgust, told me to me leave, and he meant his home, too. Aloha, big mansion under Diamondhead, and little red Jaguar, ciao. The play closed after one very awful performance, ha-ha.
I bummed around, living wherever I could, and picked up fifty bucks by performing at a
party aboard a boat given by the hot Steppenwolf band, arranged by an entrepeneur I'd run
across. I got seasick and very stoned, so it was terrible, but I did enjoy myself a bit.
My music career, which had really wilted, came to a crashing end at a North Shore party,
where I took some very bad LSD. A rock group was performing, and I demanded that they let
me sing. I pushed my way on stage, then stood there, completely stoned, unable to sing a note.
I then realized what an asshole I'd been and mumbled "you too can be a robot" to the audience
and fled the place, running into the pineapple fields nearby, completely paranoid. I spent the
night there, staggering around, terrified, lost, shaking with fear. Some people finally took me
back to Waikiki, where I fell asleep on a park bench and was rudely awakened by coos.
My mind was a bit scrambled, and my nerves were shot. I went back to Michael and Uku,
who handed me over to Uku's brother, the son of a mini,ter, a Japanese man who was married
to a Caucasian woman. They nursed me back to health, slowly.
The son introduced me to Za-Zen, and took me to a Japanese Roshi who taught me the
basics of the form of Zen meditation, which didn't seem to help much. After I'd left the restrictive, conformist Nichiren Shoshu, I'd signed up with Maharishi Mahesh Yogi's Transcendental meditation, but drew a blank there, too.
The Nichiren Shoshu was very active in Japan, and put on a big show while I was there. I
dropped by and found that The Peanuts were performing, twin sisters who had studied
English from my mother in Japan. I said hello and they were stunned to see me.
I was more than ready to leave Hawaii, and the minister's son, who worked for an airline,
managed to walk me aboard a flight one night to Los Angeles, where I arrived, empty-handed,
on Thanksgiving Day, 1968, and had dinner with a bunch of people at Dana Day's place in
Hollywood. Dana was kind of a witch, some said, and lived in an old cellar with a couple of
cats.
I settled back into the LA scene, lived again at the mansion, found some work painting
sets for television commercials, this, that, the other. I later moved in to Dana's place after she
moved elsewhere...and had a very strange experience there one evening.
Two ectoplasmic forms, akin to whirlwinds about six feet high, composed of the same
ghostly stuff that had frightened Norma in Oklahoma, materialized. I had no idea what they
were and was quite astounded. While in Hawaii, I apparently had an out-of-the body experience, an astral projection. I'd been studying this for some time. I'd been walking around,
looking for a place to crash for the night, and ran into an older man wearing a captain's hat,
who was into sailing ...the slang term for astral projection, I later learned. He let me stay in a
room at his place, an apartment in the rough section of Waikiki known as the Jungle. I was sitting on the toilet when I just slipped out my body, and was floating on the ceiling, terrified,
looking down at my body, realizing that all material things, including it, are on the same level
as dung.
There were "presences" of some kind, intelligences, with me, holding me. It was an odd,
wierd experience and I didn't like it at all. I slid back into my body ...just willed it ...and went to
sleep. I had been very distraught, upset, depressed, worried and almost wishing for death
when this happened.
After I returned to the Sans Souci, a few more odd things happened. One night I dressed
myself completely in black, armed myself with a large hunting knife and flashlight, and sat
quietly on the lawn near the building's entrance. Within half-an-hour a black man's head
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emerged from the bushes on the lawn; he had crawled up to sneak inside, and came face-to-face
with me. I zapped him with the torch and told him to use the stairs like everyone else. I would
have readily cut his throat if he'd tried to attack me.
Homosexuality wasn't very prevalent at the Sans Souci, I might add; most of the bikers
were very anti-gay. However, a black freak lived in the cellar there, Sam, a heavy doper.
He tried to get into my jeans more than once. Sam was loud, on a big ego trip and let
everyone know he was gay. He was a bit Satanic, and the only black who ever lived there for
any length of time.
Surrounded by very masculine men, modem pirates, all sorts of Marlon Brandos and
James Deans and Peter Fondas, only meaner and tougher, one would think I stayed there
because I was attracted to them, but I wasn't. My time at the mansion was primarily spiritual,
artistic, and much of my time was spent painting and creating. I had sex with none of the
bikers. I was attracted to the freedom, and as for the bikers, I began to view them as rather
primitive beings.
More time passed, and I returned to my drag, at the mansion. In Hawaii I'd noticed many
of the "mahus,nthe drag queens, men dressed as women who walked around at night in
Waikiki on the main street, picking up guys. I was enchanted by them, and followed them
around in awe.
I fixed up my little room at the mansion and collected some dresses, shoes, wigs,
cosmetics, and I occasionally lived as a woman in my room and go outside as a man. I did that
for several months.
I finally emerged one day dressed as a woman and bumped into Roland, who laughed, and
said I looked better as a woman than as a man. From then on I pretty much lived publicly as a
woman, and the mansion's residents took it with a grain of salt, viewing it as just another
""' rd trip. I was selling a little grass then, and as I made my rounds, I'd stash lids in my bra
as falsies, which always caused a giggle when I removed them.
I found that the old Bido Lito's club had become a drag queen bar, the Sewers of Paris,
and went to it a few times. Some very attractive drag queens went there. I was entering a new
world, and was something of a novice. To say I looked bad is an understatement ...I looked
ridiculous, at best.
In late 1968 I found a job as an artist for a new, small underground newspaper, The Los
Angeles Image, and developed a new career. I used the pen name of Douglas Key after I began
writing, and a few other names, too. I often showed up at the office dressed as a woman. (The
name Czinki, which is correctly pronounced "Chin-key," as in Czechoslovakia, but is pronounced "Zen-key" by most people, has always been a hassle for me. Few people could recall it
or spell it. As a musician, I usually used stage names, including Doug Delain and Sylvan, the
latter when my music days came to an end. I've been told the name Czinki, in Hungarian, is
the name of a type of sparrow.)
One of my drawings for The Image was a cartoon of a biker artist, Ed "Big Daddy" Roth,
whose posters of the biker lifestyle had become very popular. He'd done one of the Sans Souci.
I drew his head to resemble the interior of a motor. He loved it, and sent a signed copy of the
Spuci poster in exchange for the original drawing.
My involvement with The Image also led me to the radical homosexual movement, when a
gay named Morris Kight called us up one day to inform us that gay militant Leo Laurence
from San Franci~o was to appear on The Joe Pyne television show in Los Angeles. I went
down to the TV station to cover it and met Kight and Laurence, but the show ran out of time
and Laurence didn't get on. He arranged to appear on the show at a future date.
Kight, a chubby, older man, long-active in radical causes, talked me in to arranging ac·
comodatons for Laurence for his next visit, and I also set up a speaking engagement for him at
The Haymarket, a center for Communists and Socialists I'd stumbled across. He returned in a
month or so, did his thing on the Pyne Show, and spent the night at the home of Chan and
Bobbie, old acquaintances. I'd met them a few years earlier in Miami, where they ran a folk
music coffee house. Zevon also knew them, and when we tried to put a band together, we did it
at a coffee house they'd opened in Los Angeles. Norma and Joan were often at their home after
we split up; Bobbie was bisexual.
Laurence was shrill, thin, short, bearded, a creepy little guy in a suit and tie. He tried to
seduce me while at Chan's without any success. Our hosts pulled quite a stunt, too; they
emerged wearing Satanic costumes. Bobbie had a goat's head on, for example. They turned
out to be secret Satanists, Devil-worshippers. I was shocked and appalled.
All I knew about the gay movement was that a lot of gays had rioted a few months earlier
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in Greenwich Village, which had made all the magazines, but it was easy to see how an organiz·
ed movement of gays could disrupt almost all aspects of society and I found it intriguing.
By then I'd met gay leader Troy Perry, via Kight. Perry was a gay Jerry Falwell, and had
a huge following among gays with his brand of Christianity, the Metropolitan Community
Church.
I went to one of his church services and couldn't stand it, watching a horde of guilt-ridden
gays listening to a gay preacher tell them that they were OK.
I also visited Perry's parsonage, which was near The Image's office.
For the most part, Perry and his followers were fat, middle-class gays desperately seeking
religious and social acceptance, "straight gays," as more radical gays called them.
Laurence, in comparison, was a revolutionary and laughed openly at them. Perry and
some of his heavies showed up when Leo spoke at The Haymarket ...he infuriated the Leftists ...and Laurence later spoke at Perry's parsonage, denouncing them for their fear and
cowardice.
Kight and some of his associates then formed a radical group, the Gay Liberation Front of
Los Angeles, and I was in on it from the start. It was formed at the Homosexual Information
Center in North Hollywood and grew quickly. I promoted the group and advertised the
meetings in various publications.
Perry organized a demonstration on December 7, 1969, the first gay power demo I took
part in, a motorcade through Hollywood, perhaps a dozen cars covered with gay power
slogans. I was dressed as a woman and rode in a red convertible with gay filmmaker Pat Rocco.
We tooled around Hollywood for a few hours to cheers and applause, and as we headed for
Perry's parsonage at the end of it I saw Norma for the very last time. She and Joan were standing on a corner with a silly young man in drag of sorts in tow. Rocco had stopped for a light,
and I screamed and yelled hello to them. The light changed and Rocco sped on, and my last
sight of Norma was her wide-open mouth.
I had found Norma a couple of times after my return from Hawaii; for awhile I hung
around a doper named Nick Kramer in Hollywood, who introduced me to the I Ching and to
sci-fi writer Theodore Sturgeon, another pothead, who dropped by Kramer's place one night to
pick up some grass. Kramer was very wierd. The night before Easter, 1969, I made a card for
Norma, got them to drive me to an Easter Love-In the next day and found Norma, with ease,
in a crowd of over 150,000people, gave her the card and walked away.
I'd also stumbled across her a couple of times on the street, and once she was dressed like
a dyke in black leather and boots, very mean-looking, and screamed that she'd have me arrested if I didn't leave her alone. I have no idea what she did with the child, and couldn't find
out where they were living. I heard ugly rumors that she was using heroin and had become a
full-time prostitute with Joan, specializing in Sadomasochistic stuff, an expensive whore getting a great deal of money for her services.
Things moved fast. I wrote about the protest for a small paper, Tuesday's Child, and the
story was picked up by The Los Angeles Free Press, the big underground paper started by Art
Kunkin, which had a circulation of about 100,000at the time. To my chagrin, Kunkin headlined
the story "Fags Freak Hollywood."
I immersed myself in GLF and began organizing protests, including one at a restaurant,
Barney's Beanery, where a sign reading 'faggots stay out' had been hanging for years. This
protest went on for weeks, and once the media took note, Perry and other gays showed up to
collect the glory. The signs came down, temporarily, but not without a few fights and hassles.
I also led a mob, mostly young gays, from a Griffith Park Gay-In after police arrested a young
kid for having an American flag painted on his face. We showed up screaming in front of the
Hollywood Police Station, and left after a lot of cops stormed outside, armed with rifles and
shotguns.
Kight organized a protest against the film "Boys In The Band;"'which consisted of a protest at the film's premiere and outraged the film industry. There were so many protests ...and I
wrote and promoted almost all of them. Ones at MacArthur Army Base on behalf of a
homosexual soldier, at the Spanish Consulate on behalf of gays in Spain, one on behalf of lesbian soldiers, others against the Los Angeles Police; hunger fasts by Perry, candlelight marches through Hollywood at night. Protests, protests. I promoted them, organized them,
painted the signs carried by dozens, thought up slogans and marching chants and was in all of
them.
Aside from two anti-war protests a couple of years earlier, I had never been in any.
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I also found time to write a porno novel, which was not easy to do, as I really don't like
porno in any form. One of my acquaintances was a writer of sorts for Pendulum, a porno
publisher, and got me the job. I churned out a truly silly novel titled "The Glass Cannon," got
S800 for it in two payments and it was published under the title "The Glass Cock-A-Diddle"
under some name the publisher thought up, like Dave Smith.
As for sex, there wasn't much in gay lib, not for me. I really wasn't interested, and
besides, I had started taking female hormones, which quickly killed my sex drive for
awhile.I'd met a few transsexuals by then, including one named Dallas Dee, who told me all I
needed to know about hormones and referred me to a Hollywood Boulevard doctor, who gave
me hormone injections and hormone tablets ...DES.
DES, Diethylstilbestrol, I would later learn, has been used as a food supplement for cattle
since the 1940s. Discovered by a researcher when a search was on to create hormones synthetically, DES was the first synthetic to be marketed. It was given to cattle by the millions of
tons as it made them stupid, docile, passive and fat, and ended the need for ranchers to
physically castrate the male animals ...DES chemically castrated them, and that was what was
being done to me. Norma and Joan had already psychologically castrated me, and now the process was moving right along to complete castration.
I developed small, malformed breasts within a matter of weeks as a result of taking DES.
It took well over a year before my sex drive resumed.
I ran into several ugly scenes. I went with Kight and other GLF people on recruiting trips
togay bars, and at one, a gay man shouted insults at me, including "you 're a fag, not a
woman." I took aim with a beer bottle and knocked him out cold.
It was now early 1970, and GLF was rolling, but I'd had my fill of insults from gays, all
demanding I be a man and stop dressing as a woman. Homosexuality had snared Norma and
was definitely out to get me, and turn me into some kind of Greek god homosexual leader. I
rebelled.
So I formed my own group, the Transvestite-Transsexual Action Organization (TTAO),
which came under immediate attack by GLF and other gays as "divisive." I later changed the
name to the Transsexual Action Organization.
People unfamiliar with gays should understand that most gay men are repelled by women,
particularly sexually, and are twice as repelled by a man who changes sex to female or even
dresses as a woman. Gay men are involved with penises and testicles and masculinity, not
vaginas and breasts and femininity. The fact that transsexuals are males who have their male
genitals surgically altered into those of a woman horrifies male homosexuals, as, indeed, there
is no lack of phallus-worship on gays' part. To them, transsexuals surgically destroy all that is
sacred and holy. The hostility between some gays and transsexuals is so extreme it is difficult
to describe. In 1982, during a visit to LA, I dropped by the old Sewers of Paris. It has a new
name, is full of gay men and big signs at the entrance say "men dressed as women not permitted on the premises." Such prejudice is now very common.
GLF was, by then, holding big dances at a club in Silverlake called Satan's Palace, which
was rather appropriate.
The TTAO began holding meetings there, too, but gays tore down our announcements,
harassed us when we met and hassled us every way they could.
We moved, and tried to hold meetings at Perry's parsonage, but few attended except
Canary Conn, a transsexual who had been among the first to relate to the group. Canary was a
former guitarist-singer, too, and we had tried to put a rock band together with two men. We
gave one performance at Satan's Palace, at a GLF dance, but a couple of crazy gay men
assaulted us as soon as we started, screaming insults. One of them was gay fanatic Craig
Hansen. I knocked him cold with a Fender guitar and got the other guy with a folding chair,in
front of six hundred people, but that ended that band. Canary later published a book and appeared on several TV shows.
By then I was sharing a small place with a GLF member named Ralph Schaeffer, in an
apartment managed by hypnotist William Deanyer, who was involved in attempts to make
hypnotism more "ethical."Ralph was an unatractive man, completely homosexual, and I
didn't have a thing to do with him sexually.
I did a story with Deanyer on hypnotism for The Free Press, but we were threatened with
a lawsuit by the Church of Scientology. I quoted Deanyer as saying that Scientology was
merely a form of basic hypnotism. Kunkin backed off and published a retraction.
While living there I was doing Za-Zen meditation, alone in the apartment, in front of a
large mirror, and my mother's face appeared over mine like a ghost. Telepathically, she told
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me that my father bad died and she would also die soon. I was engulfed with grief, cried, yet
didn't know if the experience was real or not. Nothing of that type had happened to me before.
About a week later, the husband of my sister Kay Dee phone me at Deanyer's home and
told me that my father had committed sucide and had been buried, and that I hadn't been told
as my mother feared I'd cause a scene if I went to the funeral. They had found me through the
police, he told me. I told him I knew my father was dead.
I then wrote to my mother, telling her I was changing sex, and encl osed snaps of me
dressed as a woman, and demanded to know what had happened to my father. She replied,
claiming he had shot himself to death at home, and as for my sex change, was afraid i'd get
hurt.
I was stunned by his death, but also relieved. I feared what he might do if he learned I was
living as a woman. I feared him greatly. At the time I took their word about his death, but
would come to question it.
I decided to go to the East Coast to find out for myself and made plans to leave as soon as
possible.
In late June the GLF organized the first memorial Christopher Street march, which took
the form of a parade down Hollywood Boulevard. They've been held annually ever since, in LA
and many other cities, to commemorate the 1969 riots in Greenwich Village on Christopher
Street, also known as the Stonewall rebellion, when a handful of drug-addicted drag queens
fought back when police raided The Stonewall Inn, a drag bar, an illegal bar run by Tony
Esposito ...an alleged lieutenant of one of the major New York Mafia families. The rioting
queens set off the entire gay neighborhood, and gay lib was born.
An estimated 500,000 people took part in the 1982parade held in San Francisco. About
2000 people. most of us quite terrified, took part in the first one in LA in 1969.
About an hour before the parade I showed up at a theater on Hollywood Boulevard with
another transsexual and we blocked the entrance, handing out leaflets protesting the film
"Myra Breckinridge" by homosexual Gore Vidal, the warped view of transsexualism from the
mind of a sexist male homosexual. We demanded that a percentage of the film's profits be
given to aid transsexual medical research.
Then we joined in the huge parade and I led a small contingent of transsexuals and
transvestites, applauded and cheered.
"Myra" had really annoyed me. To add insult to injury, the producers of it had said they
had tested actual transsexuals for the lead role, but had given it to Raquel Welch as the
transsexuals 'were just effeminate faggots."
I left for the East Coast the next day, catching a ride with a GLF member to New York via
Chicago. Paranoid, he demanded I put on men's clothes as soon as we left LA. I refused, and
despite his protests, rode across America dressed as a woman, feeling very strange as we pass·
ed by Tinker Air Base at night when we went through Oklahoma City, all those old memories
coming very much alive.
We stopped off in Chicago for a few days. I'd visited it several times while stationed at
Chanute, but didn't know much about it. We contacted the Chicago GLF and I discovered I'd
become a celebrity due to my work as a writer for The Free Press, the gay newspaper The Ad·
vocate and others, including a French gay magazine published in Paris, Arcadie. My name was
becoming known;for no particular reason, I had taken the name Angela Douglas, after using
Sylvia Douglas for a couple of weeks. Angela sounded a little nicer.
The Chicago gays treated me quite well. They were something of a gay religious cult,
mystical, and their place was like some Arabian sheik's tent, all hazy with incense smoke and
billowing, pastel curtains.
We went on to New York, where my friend simply abandoned me with a couple of dollars
and a list of gay lib organizations. I called a few up and was soon provided with a place to stay.
I had been to New York once before as a very young child, with my mother. A cop had
threatened to throw me down a sewer because I was crying.
I stayed in a crowded apartment near Harlem with two young gay radicals and a lesbian,
and quickly found myself up to my wig in radical activity.
alot was going on; the militant gays were very well-organized, and fully under the control
of Communists, primarily Maoists, who had moved in and assumed control of the gay movement shortly after the 1969riots.
Primarily, the Reds saw gay lib as a means to obtain huge numbers of votes and money
from a previously untapped source, and to disrupt American society and the military considerably. The riots, many other actions were all organized by Communists ...who could care
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less who was rioting. Riots had value, of course. Those gays who felt that the Left actually
supported the concept of homosexual rights were, and are, fools, and despite the brutality
given to gays in Communist Cuba and elsewhere, many American gays and lesbians still embrace Leftist politics, showing me that there is no lack of political masochilm among gays.
After realizing how much the Maoists controlled the New York gay rights movement, I
looked at the entire movement from a much different perspective.
This was the New York Gay Liberation Front, which had perhaps 600 members, mostly
young gay men. Another group, more "homosexual," also formed, the Gay Activists Alliance,
which, in turn, became a tool for Communists as time went on. I might add that it was coincidental that my assumed name was similar to that of black Communist Angela Yolanda
Davis, but the fact it was similar led many Communists to assume I was pro-Communist and
had taken the name in admiration. I hadn't.
GLF-NY began holding dances, too, at a college, which were very well-attended and a lot
of fun. The college eventually halted them and a few small riots broke out as gays protested.
I ran across Zelda Suplee about this time. The elderly behavioral psychologist, a director
for the Erickson Educational Foundation, had a cluttered office in Manhattan. The EEF,
formed around 1967, had established itself as an authority on transsexualism and had supposedly been set up by a philanthropist from Baton Rouge, Reid Erickson. Suplee and the
EEF had been discussed in a major magazine. I dropped by one day and told Suplee I wanted
sex change surgery; she told me, of course, that I would need psychiatric approval before any
surgeon would touch me, and she could give me the psychiatric approval for about S600. I begged off and began to wonder just how sincere Suplee and the EEF really were. Obviously, they
were making money off transsexuals.
Anyway, I later contacted Suplee and told her she could distribute EEF literature at the
GLF dances at the college. She showed up one night with a colleague, Dr. Marie Mehl from
Miami, a criminologist
Mehl, upon meeting me, asked me if I could score some LSD for her. I was amazed, and
declined.
By then I had broken with drugs almost completely, except for an occasional bit of grass,
certainly no more LSD. I had no idea why Mehl assumed I could get drugs for her, and I refused to try and get any for her.
While In New York I met radical attorney William Kunstler, and later, Black Panther
leader Huey P. Newton. Newton was in thick with actress Jane Fonda, Peter's sister, who
maintained a swank penthouse in New York. She organized a press conference there for
Newton and I dropped in. Beautiful place, and almost wall-to-wallwith badass Black Panthers
collapsed on beds. Jane took one look at me and hid me in the kitchen, telling me to mix
cocktails for the newsmen, and right then and there I decided that Jane Fonda was full of crap,
as phony as my wig.
Newton came out and proclaimed revolutionary warnings while the newsmen took notes
and cringed. After it was over, I had a few words with him and thanked him for giving his
public support to the gay movement, which had caused one hell of a freak-out among blacks.
Eldridge Cleaver, in exile, the other Panther honcho, had denounced gays thoroughly, and had
ridiculed the feminist movement, too. Newton had taken an opposite, more progressive stance.
Cleaver would become a ridiculous figure, later trying to sell pants he designed with a built-in
codpiece to show off male genitals, and later, become a religious fanatic and renounce all he
had stood for.
I paid several visits to Washington while staying in New York, with GLF contingents to
planning sessions for the Panther-organized Revolutionary Peoples Constitutional Convention, and did what I could to find out more about my father's death. I phoned my mother, who
refused to see me, as did my sisters, and during my second visit, got even less response. My
mother fled to Europe as soon as I arrived on the East Coast and informed her of my arrival,
by the way, and was gone for some time. They would tell me nothing.
I also visited Albany, on behalf of GLF. By then I was living with lesbians, and moving
away from the gay men. We gave a lecture for college students and had a most enjoyable time.
But riots and bloodshed awaited me back in New York.
I liked new York; it was wild, full of beautiful people having a good time, but I was so
broke I couldn't do or see much. I did, however, pay a visit to a museum and paid homage to
one of my favorite people of history, Queen Hatshepsut. A beautiful statue of her was found in
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the museum, so enchanting I kissed it. She resembled Norma considerably.
There was a rather memorable riot while I was in New York, organized by GLF and other
groups to counter police harassment. It became known as the Second Christopher Street Riot.
It began with several thousand transsexuals, drag queens, young gay men and women
assembling at top Adrenalin fervor on 42nd Street, facing a phalanx of cops who informed us
the march was illegal and would not be permitted. The lights of TV crews glared on us as we
roared in anger and marched right through the cops, marched around 42nd for awhile and then
headed for Christopher Street, our Bastille, our Alamo, armed with bottles and knives and probably a few firebombs, ready to fight, kill, and die, enveloped in a cloak of absolute fury and
anger; we trooped to a police station and shook the silent buildings with thunderous war cries,
daring the cops to come out and fight, calling them pigs and cowards and worse; they remained inside. We then marched on to Christopher, and were suddenly attacked from above;
unknown enemies were tossing large beer and Coke bottles upon us from skyscrapers, and
they exploded like glass grenades, downing a few of us. The wounded were carried off bloody,
unconscious, and we marched on, our anger increased by the smell and taste of blood.
We reached Christopher and circled theWomen's House of Detention jail, touching off a
riot by the inmates, who set their bedding afire and tossed it out of windows. Cars were over·
turned, windows smashed, streets blocked off and a full-scale battle began as police in riot armor arrived in heavily-armored buses, emerging like an army. The two sides stared at each
other for a moment and then attacked like two gladiators, no quarter asked, none given. Cops
went down under a barrage of rocks, bottles and firebombs; gay men and women were clubbed
into unrecognizable pulps, dragged off to uncertain fates, if any, by the police; suicidal attacks
were made by some gays; I saw one man fly through the air, down a cop with a kick to his face
and then turn into a mashed nothing under the boots and clubs of our cops. I, of course, was
wearing high heels, wigs, skirt and all, which was hardly appropriate for the occasion. Some of
us ran into a Ho.Jo restaurant and wiped the blood off, fixed our hair and ran back into the battle.
The battle went on until dawn. I had never seen such violence. I'd read of it, come close to
it but had never actually been in an all-out battle ...and had mixed emotions about being in a
war of this kind.
A Leftist center where GLF had met sometimes was commandeered as a field hospital,
although the Leftist woman on duty refused to let us in. We broke in, beat her up, threw her
out along with most of the Red propaganda and set out our wounded on floors and old sofas,
attending to them as best we could. I finally crawled off to a friend's home, cleaned up and collapsed, exhausted.
There was a repeat performance the following evening, only fewer people showed up and I
stood in the sidelines, sad that they were becoming cannon fodder, marching like idiots right
into the gaping maw of the heavily-armed cops, who simply slaughtered them with ease.
Earlier in the day, I showed up at a press conference, to speak, but some gay radical went
berserk, attacked the newsmen, destroyed some of their equipment and sent them fleeing in
terror, tossing bottles at them as the fled.
The papers were full or graphic reports of the unusual riot, unusual even for a very jaded
New York.
I left New York a couple of days after the second night of rioting, horrified, shell-shocked.
GLF connected me with a young straight couple going to Florida by car, and off we went, arriving in Jacksonville in less than twenty-four hours. I literally got out and kissed the beach!
They let me off in Miami, very broke, in drag. Thge first thing I did was to phone Godual, Norma's father, and blast Norma for turning into a lesbian.
I then contacted the Miami chapter of the Metropolitan Community Church and found my
way to Coconut Grove, where Pastor Brad Wilson lived. Coconut Grove was Miami's artsy,
liberal section, home for several underground newspapers and a lot of grassheads. The MCC
held its meetings there and was growing quite fast. Wilson agreed to let me stay at his apartment for awhile, which he shared with a blond health nut, his lover, after he phoned Troy Perry
to check me out.
I paid my way by doing a bit of typing for him, but felt ill at ease. Soon, Wilson moved his
services to a regular church at a center where all sorts of radical activity went on, and lo and
behold, Zelda Suplee showed up to try and set up a branch of the EEF with Mehl. Among
other things, Suplee showed a film promoting sexual activity between adults and children at
this center. I must emphasize I had no contact with Suplee and found it odd that she showed
up in Miami soon after I did; I got the distinct impression the EEF was following me around.
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Although I welcomed the aid of anyone out-to help transsexuals, it was obvious that the
EEF was headed by old ladies who viewed transsexuals as mentally ill at best ...and seemed to
be making their livings by "helping" us. As time went on, I came to loathe the EEF and
everyone involved with it.
I had several gay encounters while hanging around the Grove, nice ones, and also a couple
of brief affairs with women, despite the fact I had become half-female via hormone treatments.
I had little sex in New York. I also did a few stories for the local underground papers, Jerry
Powers' Daily Planet and one called Times Now, mostly on the gay church. My reports of the
gay riot had been ignored on the West Coast, very suppressed.
One of my little affairs wound up nasty; I'd gone to a beach, at night, with a handsome gay
man and we had our fun on the sand, buit his car wouldn't start later and there we were. A
police car showed up and we were almost arrested. We had to walk to a sewage treatment plant
and phone a tow truck, and as long as I live I'll never forget that smell. The cops refused to call
a tow truck for us.
I met several transsexuals while in the Grove, too, Lisa Reidy and Gina Gold. (Lisa later
married and became Lisa Hyden, and also used the names Lisa Reed and Linda Mitchell.) Lisa
had already had surgery. Both lived on Miami Beach, so I dropped by a few times. Both were
also rather heavy into drugs. Lisa was quite beautiful and very intelligent, probably one of the
more superior transsexuals I encountered, and was also a veteran prostitute.
Gina, her sidekick, was quiet and shy. One afternoon we were driving from the Grove to
the Beach and Lisa's car overheated. She stopped at a gas station, opened the radiator and
was badly s<:&Ided
by hot water. An ambulance took her to hospital.
I decided to visit Tallahassee, hundreds of miles up in no rth Florida, where a GLF was active at Florida State University, and took a Greyhound bus one day. I was quite welcome;the
group's founder, Hiram Ruiz, a young Cuban, had met me in Los Angeles at a protest and had
been very impressed. The group was fairly large, composed of gay students, mostly, and partly run by a lesbian teacher, Judy Fee. I stayed with Fee for awhile, and also with Ruiz, and
came to love Tallahassee. There were plenty of parties, the university itself was an interesting
and lovely place and my new friends were intelligent and together. Fee also ran a small gay
bar, The Red Boar. Aside from taking part in anti-war rallies, the GLFers were, however, more
into having a good time than political action, although they did cause a lot of shake-ups at
FSU.
I had a very nice affair with a young student there, a really nice blond guy who later
followed me to California, and a bunch of us visited Atlanta several times. We went to a gigantic, elegant gay bar, The Rathskellar, and I paid a few visits to a steamy, sleazy, totally wild
drag bar, the legendary Mrs. P's. Atlanta was a raging, gay city in 1970.
I also gave a lecture at a class at the university, which went over very well, but it ap·
parently brought me to the attention of the police, as I was picked up a few days later while
walking to a grocery store. The cop just picked me up and took me to the station, where I was
questioned Jqr hours by several detectives and calmly explainea my situation. They were impressed and decided to drop the disorderly conduct'· ~barge they had threatened me with, and
said I could go ...if I showed them my breasts. I did. I was then introduced to the police chief
who shook my hand, and was given a statement on paper saying I had the police's permission
to live as a woman. Elated, I returned to Fee's home and told them all about it ...and became
very persona non gratis.
I was forced to leave Tallahassee as a result, and returned to Miami, by bus, timing it to
show up in time for the EEF lecture. I went to Wilson's home, called Mehl, and was told my
dates were wrong, and that the lecture wouldn't be held for several weeks. Wilson and Mehl
refused to put me up. Dead tired, I was forced to return to the bus station by Wilson, who
bought a ticket for Tallahassee for me. Exhausted, I sat at the station, dressed as a woman,
waiting for the bus, my luggage already checked in. Five minutes before departure, a police car
cruised through, saw me, and the cops checked my identification ...all quite valid, including
cards from the EEF saying I was in the process of changing sex, etc. To my horror, I was
handcuffed and taken to jail ...charged with "wearing the clothing unbecoming to his or her
sex." Dade County Jail is not a pleasant one; terrified, in shock, exhausted, I was interrogated
for over an hour, photographed nude, dressed, partly dressed, voice-printed, finger-printed,
questioned, in a large, dark room full of shadowy officers. Years later, I would learn that the
Miami cops took such photos of all transsexuals they busted, and sold and exchanged them
among each other and transmitted them to other police departments.
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I was then tossed into a small cell, alone, and called both Mehl and Wilson, who fought it
out among themselves as to who would put up bail.
Wilson said I was a transsexual, and he could only help homosexuals; Mehl said I was still
a homosexual, and it was Wilson's responsibility. They finally got together. Mehl arranged
the bail and Wilson came down the next day to get me out.
The night had not been pleasant. I had been placed in a large cell with over two hundred
men, many of them sick or wounded, a place reeking with stench and disease. Still dressed as a
woman, but looking horrible, I managed to fend off the few men who made advances. It was a
filthy, awful place of despair and terror.
Blacks were placed in another cell, and yelled insults at me as I was dragged past them by
the guards.
I was in a true state of shock when I got out and collapsed for hours, shaking. The next
day I found a lawyer, went to his office and told him I planned to fight the charge on grounds
of being unconstitutional. He agreed to handle the case for five thousand dollars. Stunned, I
told him I'd try to raise the money. This was my first visit to a lawyer in my life, and to say the
least, I had no idea what lawyers charged or anything else about the legal profession ...but I
knew in my gut that the charge, which could put me in Dade County Jail for up to a year, was
patently unconstitutional and completely indefensible.
Mehl and Wilson wouldn't hear of it. Wilson threw me out, threatening to tell the FBI
everything he knew about me if I persisted in trying to fight the charge. I had no idea what, if
anything, he knew, but his threat annoyed me and I reported it to Troy ?erry, and Wilson was
later kicked out of the MCC.
Mehl told me she had connections with Miami judges and would probably get the case
dismissed; she ignored my desire to try and overturn the law. She did, however, move me in to
a home with a couple
of lesbians
for a week, and then sent me to Tallahassee.
.
.
I got to Tallahassee just as a GLF contingent was leaving for Washington to attend the
Revolutionary Peoples' Constitutional Convention, and I went along. Thousands of gays from
all over the country showed up. I phoned Mehl after I arrived, and she became hysterical,
demanding that I return to Miami or she'd lose the bail. I also spoke to the lawyer, who was
very threatening.
The lawyer seemed certain I could raise the five grand and saw it slipping from his grasp, I
guess.
We took up residence at a very large home run by the DC GLF. I wanted to stay with the
lesbians, but they refused to let transsexuals stay at their house, so I wound up, along with
other transsexuals and queens, with the gay men.Soon after we arrived, a black dude invaded
the house, screaming at the gays, and was thrown out of a window.It set the tone for what was
to follow.
The RPCC was never held. The big leader, Jane Fonda, showed up, and everyone acted like
fans at a Hollywood premiere. I met her in New York, during Black Panther leader Huey P.
newton's press conference at her penthouse, at which he told dozens of newsmen that the
revolution was coming and heads were going to roll. Fonda took one look at me and hid me in
the kitchen, telling me to mix cocktails for the arnvlJI.I newsmen.
I later spoke briefly to Newton and thanked him for giving his support to the gay and
women's movements, which exiled Panther leader Eldridge Cleaver opposed.
Although Nixon managed to stifle the RPCC, the gays held their own convention ...and
more or less took control of the entire scene. Many GLF people from New York and Los
Angeles showed up.
There was some animosity between the gays, who were mostly white, and the Black Panthers. While in New York, I had attended a Panther rally in Newhaven, Connecticutt, on
behalf of a Panther leader on trial, and heard a Panther woman denounce and threaten "white
fags" in general at a rally ...and felt like a complete fool for being there, risking my life for these
people.
I later discussed that in reports to various publications, probably killing off a lot of gay
support for the Black Panthers.
The gays held meetings at several palces, including a large church at a university. They
defaced the expensive paintings and scrawled obscene slogans all over the place, too, and had
orgies on the pews. Another black man invaded the church, waving a pistol and screaming, but
was quickly subdued and beaten unconscious. Only Madalyn Murray O'Hair knows what
became of him.
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While at the church, we received word that two gays had been refused service at a
restaurant, the Zephyr, and all us headed for it. I arrived just after the violence was over; at
least fifty gays had trashed the place, putting the manager and some of his employees in the
hospital. Police were there in force and twelve gays were busted, becoming a cause celebre
known as "the DC Dozen."
Most were eventually released, I believe, but not without effort. There were also a couple of
exuberant marches I took part in, and the major convention of the gays ...and I walked out on
it.
Magooning the gay convention was a result of protests from lesbians that Panther men
had raped some of them, had refused to include lesbian demands in the platform of the RPCC
and had acted in other sexist ways. The lesbians called for the gay men to join them in a walkout. None of the gay men did, but I did, and publicized the lesbians' charges.
I then caught a ride in a van with some gays heading to Los Angeles, and eventually arrived back in LA ...on the same day I had joined the gay movement, December 7th, exactly a year
earlier.
I contacted Miami, and was told to return, which was impossible. I then tried to raise
backing for my case, but got no response at all. I then recieved a call from the bail bondsman,
telling me he had been able to have the case dismissedj he couldn't understand why I wasn't
elated.
The Los Angeles GLF had changed. They were now headquartered in a Leftist center, a
large building, and were busily organizing a take-over of a northern California county, Alpine,
a scheme by Kight and others to create a "gay sanctuary." It caught the notice of the media,
who followed the plan's progress in depth and took it all very seriously. The GLF paid no attention to my problem in Miami or the DC Dozen, an example of the weakness of the gay
movement, its terrible regionalism.
I then realized that the Alpine scheme was just a common con game. Kight, associates like
Don Kilhefner and others were raking in the bucks, donations sent in by gays from
everywhere. I can only .guess widly, but it is possible that as much as $100,000 was taken in
within a few months, all going into the pockets of Kight and a few cronies ...who had no intention of going anywhere near Alpine County. I brought this to the attention of the GLF at a
meeting, and few believed me, but Kight then confessed, publicly, that the scl-\m was just
"agit-prop." GLF collapsed within a few days in disgust and horror, and Kight never regained
his momentum.
Kight also stole some money sent to me by a sex change surgeon, Dr. J. J. Barbosa of Tiajuane, to assist my efforts. Kight paid up when I confronted him about it. It appears that a lot
of mail sent to me there was stolen, while I myself was literally starving and sleeping on the
floor. The fact that Kight had robbed me disgusted me.
The gay thieves were furious when I exposed their con game (which, by the way, has been
completely suppresed by papers such as The Advocate and gay historians)and I got a few
death threats. I needed a safer place, and found it at a women's center with the Lesbian
Feminists. The women's center was a large, one-story converted dentist's office off Crenshaw
in Los Angeles, and the LF had a considerable piece of the action there. I was welcomed..they
had split off from GLF due to the Alpine scam ...and had a home for awhile. I rarely left; it was
full of donated clothes, beautiful stuff, typewriters, a copy machine, stamps, you name it,
things I needed. I ate poorly, if at all, but I survived. I attended many of the classes the
feminis~gave there and later even spoke at some of them, not as a transsexual;, but es a
woman. There were also plenty of books and magazines by feminists, and I read most of them.
I sometimes wondered, even hoped, that Norma and Joan would show up there, but they never
did.
The lesbians also held some great dances, which I thoroughly enjoyed, and not once did
anyone hassle me in the slightest. To some, I was a walking monument to the women's movement, a man who had voluntarily given up male privelege to be a woman ...and was now
fighting for women's rights.
I lived there for a number of months, doing typing and addressing, cleaning, whatever. No
men were allowed in the place, none at all, and I felt safe and free for a change. I made used of
the equipment to put out a few issues of a newsletter for the TAO, which was then only an
idea, and it eventually became the legendary Moonshadow newsletter.
For a few weeks, one of the lesbians let me stay at her parents' home while they were on
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vacation and I gorged myself on steak. She also gave me a closet full of expensive clothing.
Time passed, happily, but I was getting nowhere in regards to actually having the sex
change, and needed money desperately. Things began to wear out for me at the center; I'd
been there long enough, and began trying to find another place to stay. One evening I decided
to hitch-hike to Venice, where one of my few gay male friends lived. My former roommate,
Schaeffer, was dead; while I was on the East Coast, he had been found shot to death at a gay
lib thrift shop, an apparent robbery ...although he had been very close with Kight and the upper echelon of GLF and knew a great deal about everything. Kight's lover had also died from
an apparent drug overdose.
I didn't get very far; an undercover cop picked me up on Wilshire, propositioned me and
arrested me, although I spurned his offer. He had pulled to a curb, two other cops jumped out
of nowh ere and had cuffs on me before I knew what was happening. In tears, I was taken to
Wilshire station. I was hardly dressed like a hooker; no make-up, old jeans, sandals and a a
tank-top. The cops weren't too friendly. I presented my Air Force discharge card, which I
always carried, and other ID. "You must have stolen it," they said. "They don't let stupid
fags like you in the Air Force." They also sneered at my marriage license. "No woman would
spit on you, much less marry you," they yelled. Angered, I gave a fist salute when they
photographed me and knocked over the lights.
They had also commented on the card from the EEF. "We don't give a shit as to what
some faggot doctor says you are, you're just a faggot." So much for educational efforts.
I was tossed into a tiny cell full of drunks and sick men, so crowded that we had to sleep
standing up, crammed together like sardines, a cell full of urine and feces and vomit. I spent
the entire night there. There were at least a dozen in the cell, which was built to hold four men
at the maximum. First-time visitors to prison get a rude shock at the barbaric conditions, I'm
sure, but it was lovely in comparison to dade County Jail.
At dawn I was chained to other prisoners and placed aboard a police bus and taken to Los
Angeles Jail. Two drag queens were already on the bus, placed in the caged section behind the
driver where women are put. The men were screaming at them when I got on.
I was placed in a huge holding cell, very dark and damp, full of men, hundreds of them.
Abou t a dozen drag queens and transsexuals, all young, were huddled on a wooden platform
in a comer, fighting off some of the men. A couple of the transsexuals had been very badly
beaten and were covered with blood and wounds. One was quite unconscious, all apparently
beaten by police during arrest.
Real hell; there was only one open toilet, used by all, and when any of us used it, a gang of
men would crowd around to look. Some of us tried to form a ciRclearound one when we had to
use it, to create a little privacy. I spent a whole day there before finally seeing a public
defender. I went through of them before one agreed to plead not guilty on my behalf. "The prejudices are too great," they told me. "Plead guilty and you might just get three days." I refused, and eventually went before a judge and entered the plea. I looked like hell, to be sure. I was
placed back in the huge cell for a very long time, then taken, with most of the other transsexuals, for processing.
We were stripped completely naked and stood upon a raised platform, told to bend over
and a few guards, actually Sheriff's Deputies, peered up our rectums. They also forced us to
display our genitals. They also felt our breasts to see if they were real. One black queen with an
expensive hair weave wound up fighting a guard who tried to tear the hair off.
Then we were sprayed with DDT and a plastic band was strapped to our wrists with our
names. Mine, Czinki, had been misspelled, of course, and I was engulfed with paranoia ...I'd be
there forever due to a misspelled name, one of the lost prisoners who goes in on a traffic charge
and is found six years later, or never. We got our clothes back and were taken elsewhere...to
the sO:cailled"Queens' Tank," where gays are separated from the overall population. (In
Miami, as of 1982,due to jail overcrowding, any man claiming to be a homosexual is jailed with
women.) We were processed some more, given ill-fitting clothes and no shoes, just our bare
feet. We are also interrogated by an old, ugly guard who asked us about fifty sex-oriented
questions, including whether we had sex with animals, children, wore women's clothes, ate
feces, were homosexual, etc. "I'm a transsexual," I said. 'We don't have that category, just
heterosexual or homosexual, so you 're a homo," he said.
By this time I could barely stand up, but I first had to fight a few men, as I was told to
shower, and several of the twenty or so men in the shower very seriously tried to rape me.
As I was being marched up a long stairway to my cell, with others, yet another man attempted to rape me. It was incredible. I am not that attractive, but the fact I had breasts was
enough. Many of the men were insane. It was not a well-run, orderly place, more like a bedlam.

I was finally placed in a cell, cold, sick, exhausted.
Two men were already in it ...huge blacks with IQs of ten at the most, about as gay as King
Kong, and immediately tried to rape me b· efore I even sat down. That went on • all night,
with them trying to shove their filthy organs in my mouth and ass while I fought as best I
could. I got no sleep and by morning I was ready to die. I found a razor blade in the cell and cut
the hell out of the face of the biggest black, which got me moved to another cell at once.
I didn't know it, but I was being tested, as a lot of queens and TSs want to be in jail, and
do very well there. I would obviously not fit in with the program, which includes the pimping
of queens and TSs to the general inmate population by guards and trustees. Some go in solely
to make money and love jail. I didn't.
The men in the Queens' Tank are "beef," straight men who bribe their way into the gay
section to avail themselves of the sex that is available. Many are in jail on charge s of rape
and murder, and most are black, ignorant and brutal. The cops approve it as the,assume that
the gays want masculine men to service. To be sure, jail is a completely homosexual environment, where heterosexuality is still a treasure, but one that cannot be found, and is replaced
by sexual perversion of all types. I saw things there that made me weep; one gay was nearly a
moron, 81i epileptic, and others would get him to perform fellatio on them for a candy bar. One
begins to wonder about humanity after a little while in any jail.
My new cell was much better ..an old friend was already in it, Dallas Dee. I was never so
glad to see anyone in my life. Dallas had been in jail many times, so she quickly taught me how
to survive, how to make cosmetics from various mundane things, all sorts of stuff. Incredibly,
some of the queens made stylish dresses out of their prison garb, worn fairly secretly.
I was, sadly, then transfered. to another cell, and to yet another, and wound in one with a
young gay man who was outraged when I refused his sexual advances. By then I had turned
off completely to men. My inability to join in on the sex and games finally put me out of the
cells entirely, on the metal floor catwalk, and I caught pneumonia after a few nights, which the
guards refused to treat. I became terribly sick, but they refused medical aid of any kind except
a few aspirins.
Prior to becoming ill, I met Manson Gang killer Charles "Tex"Watson, when I was being
transferred to a different jail to get my nametag fixed, a trip that took an entire day.
- -I was stuck for several long hours in a very large holding cell, chained to several hundred
men, all chained together. A number of them tried to tear off my shirt and others tried to rape
me, exposing their erected genitals. A few men tried to protect me and that led to a couple of
fights. Guards finally took notice and placed me in a nearby cage, open on three sides like one
in a zoo, and I found two men in it. One of them was Watson, I learned quickly, viewed as a
psycho killer b_yalmost everyone. I was placed with him for my "protection."
The men in the other cells were, by then, screaming in unison for me to show them my
l reasts. I exposed them briefly and they almost rioted, screaming and whooping at the top of
their lungs. I then turned to 'Watson t and told him I was from The LA Free Press and wanted
to interview him. He refused, staring at me with the coldest, iciest eyes I have ever seen...and
then he jumped on the bars, facing the men, and started acting and screeching like an ape. The
other prisoners gasped and drew back, frightened. by his insane behavior. He screeched and
jumped for awhile and then slithered. to a comer of the cell.
"Myra Breckinridge," a guard called out several times, referring to me, and I was pulled
out of the cell and on my way.
I spent almost three weeks in that jail, sick, terrified., disgusted. I got one letter, from
some women at the Center, that just told me about a trip they'd made to Las Vegas. No one
else bothered to contact me.
Still suffering from pneumonia, I was finally taken to appear in court and met Watson
again, who was apparently coming from a court appearance or a meeting with attorneys. I
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handed him a Nichiren Shoshu chant, written down, as I felt a bit sorry for him.
Attorneys then told me they could get my charge of "lewd conduct" reduced to
"trespassing" and I would be released with a time-served sentence if I pleaded guilty to the
lesser charge. "Lewd conduct" is a catch-all charge in Los Angeles, usually applied to
transsexuals and transvestites, as there is no female impersonation law in Los Angeles. They
had one until the Sixties, but it was fought and removed, I understand. So, the police simply
hit us with a new charge. It carries up to a year in jail. To make matters worse, the cop had
fabricated his report, claiming I had offered to have sex with him for a few dollars, a statement
and event that did not take place and why I had refused to plead guilty.
But three weeks in jail, sickness and the hassles had taken a toll.
Unhappily, I agreed, pied guilty to the reduced charge, and began to undergo processing
out of jail, beaten by the pressure and physical torture. I was returned to my cell and saw
Dallas for the last time, and she had already heard I was being released. I asked her if there
was anything I could tell the world for her.
Tell them to help us, God, please help us, she said, collapsing in tears and despair. She
had sought all sorts of aid, and a prison chaplain had visited her. He suggested that she'd get
along in Society if she cut her hair, which was very, very long. He said nothing about her huge
breasts and her very feminine body. I do not know what became of poor Dallas Dee, and have
never seen her again.
To a transsexual, there is actually very little real difference between jail and the outside
world. "Normal" people are our guards, people with power over us; the most ignorant black,
Latin or anyone is still above us and can control our lives to a great extent, with the full weight
of a sexist, callous Society and legal system on their side. The advance of homosexuals means
little to us, and, for example, ones such as Herb Donaldson, a gay attorney appointed to a
judgeship by the idiotic Jerry Brown, made it quite clear that masculinity is worthwhile, and
feminity isn't, the general attitude of most homosexual men. It reflects their rejection of
women, of course, but they don't have the guts to admit that and simply vent their ire on effeminate men. Thus, the success of homosexuals has meant almost nothing to us except additional persecution. Of course, the Stonewall, where the gay lib movement started, was a drag
bar, and it was effeminate men who rioted. Donaldson was then safely practicing law in San
Francisco, and like other homosexuals who leeched off the revolutionaries, now sits and tells
the world how awful effeminate males are and how wonderful he is because he appears to be
masculine.
As the years passed, gays in many cities, both public and closeted, became police officers,
including lesbians, and have, in many cases, used their power to abuse transsexuals and
transvestites. I found this to be true in San Francisco, Miami and Honolulu. The abuse has
been so extreme I now regret having helped the gay movement at all.
Within a hour I was back on the street, at night, and somehow made it back to the
women's center. No one was there, so I broke in through the back door, bathed, ate a bit, put
on fresh clothing and fell asleep, miserable and elated at the same time.
The feminists
knew of my arrest, of course, but instead of siding with me, had accepted the police's charges
and believed I had indeed tried to prostitute myself. That broke my heart. Here were sup•
posedly revolutionary women, siding with the sexist oppressor.
However, I fY\A~~b w stay on there for awhile, and within days after I got out of jail, a
reporter from The Los Angeles Times came by to do a story on the center, a woman. I told her
what had happened to me in jail and she said 'we can't print something like that. People would
only laugh or wouldn't believe it." I managed to get the story published l;ater in The LA Free
Press, however.
Labeled a prostitute by the police, who were upset at my efforts and wanted to discredit
me, fearing my rapid rise as a writer, I was not in good shape.
I was soon arrested again, during a visit to Venice to drop by a feminist newspaper that
had published some stuff from me, Everywoman. A cop car noticed me, the cops checked my
ID and arrested me on a two-year-old traffic warrant.
In 1969I went to Santa Monica with Rudy Zamora, one fo the Sans S ·oucicrowd, in a car
he had borrowed from a friend, just for the ride. He got high on LSD in Venice and begged me
to drive back, as I hadn't taken any drugs. So I headed back, driving, and was stopped by a
Santa Moniuca cop and ticketed for having the light out over the license plate. All that had to
be done was be repaired, it wasn't a criminal offense. I didn't even know who owned the car, so
I gave the ticket to Zamora and told him to make sure it was fixed. It never was, and so I went
to jail in 1971on it. The cops hauled me off to Venice jail, and roughly displayed me to watch
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I had given a copy of the Russian information to Zelda Suplee and her
associate in Los Angeles, a transsexual named Jackie Rue, and Suplee announced, via the
EEF newsletter, that she was leaving to attend a conference on parapsychology in the Soviet
Union, which I found to be a bit coincidental. Later, Dr. Donald Laub, sex change surgeon at
Stanford University who had some ties with Suplee, reportedly visited both Communist China
and the Communist sector of Germany to discuss transsexualism. Suplee never discussed the
Russian information in the EEF's publications, and, instead, we were treated to an incessant
barrage of propaganda as to how great American surgeons are in regards to doing such opera·
tions.
Around this time I also heard strong rumors that the CIA had set up America's first sex
change clinic, around 1966,at Johns Hopkins University in Baltimore to find out what was going on in the field. Of course, agents probably found that the fact that a man could be physically transformed into a woman rather fascinating, and the other aspects of cosmetic surgery
were most important. New noses, faces, what have you, and new identities. With Russian sex
changes already in prison, you can bet an old photo of Jack Webb that American Intelligence
was trying to catch up. The fact I was rejected by US Army intelligence probably led the Intelligence community to assume I was grinding an u, but that was not the case. Without access to government files or anything, I was putting on a show for them, and it turned into a
good one. Although much of it was guesswork, some of my suspicions were later confirmed.
As well as identity change, the use of hormones in chemical warfare was openly of interest
by the CIA, and there was a burst of humorous reaction when it was learned that the CIA had
tried to develop a fast-acting female hormone that could be placed in Fidel Castro's shoes and
cause his beard to fall out. It seemed funny to the public, but not to me. It was obvious the
CIA was taking a very long look at hormones and what they could do, and that meant they
had untold numbers of people out there doing research, often by phony "research foundations.''
And what was the EEF doing? With seemingly unlimited funds, talking about giving out
multi-million dollar grants, the EEF found, investigated and monitored every single sex
change surgeon and psychiatrist it could find having anything to do with transsexualism.
The EEF, under Suplee, had also sought out, monitored and funded a vast array of
behavioral modification researchers, hypnotists, and people involved with parapschological
research, just about anything out of the ordinary, but generally anything involving mind control and the methods by which some people take control and dominate others. Most of this was
discussed in the EEF's publications.
fhe fact the, EEF was very interested in hypnotism intrigued me. After all, for fun, some
professional hypnotist!.hypnotize men from audiences into thinking they are little girls, babies,
or dogs. Could this be the cause of transsexualism in some cases, and could it be used to
psychologically reinforce persons who were already convinced they were "women trapped in
men's bodies?" The EEF pushed its view that a transsexualshould erase the past and forget
having ever been a man and "blend into the woodwork" as a woman. How convenient, in my
case, for my mother, who had my father's murder to worry about, and how convenient for my
ex-wife, who had disappeared, illegally, with my daughter. Very convenient indeed, for them, if
I erased my past.
As time passed I discussed the CIA Connection with transsexualism as often as possible
in print, prompting The San Francisco Examiner to do a little investigating of the EEF and
my allegations, but I wound up being told by one of their reporters that "you're not a member
of the police and it isn't any of your business if CIA agents change sex or not,'' under the impression I was trying to prevent CIA agents from chanjng sex. I was, of course, merely trying
to have the facts brought to light as to the CIA's involvement, if any, with transsexual
research.
Years later, Suplee told me that the Examiner had told her I had accused her of being a
Soviet KGB agent, and I had done nothing of the kind.
In any case, the strange gynecomastia that hit over a thousand male Haitian refugees in
Miami lends some weight to my allegations that female hormones, placed in food and water,
are being used to disorient and mess up normal men, and cause them to become feminine,
passive, docile and more easily manipulated. The idea, of course, would be to apply that
technology to an army ...via very fast-acting female hormones in the form of a gas or
something similar. I have since written to a number of senators about this, requesting that
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they look into it, but they have refused.
Fortunately, one former CIA agent partly confirmed my basic allegation.
That didn't happen until 1978, when I happened to hear a KMEL radio interview in San
Francisco with former agent John D. Marks, co-author of "The CIA and The Cult of Intelligence.'' Marks said that the CIA had given female hormones to unsuspecting men without
the men's knowledge or permission, causing them to "turn into women." he did not elaborate,
but someday, perhaps, other former agents will reveal more.The fact that the CIA has done
this is horrendous, and without the slightest doubt, the government could be hit with huge
legal actions by those who were victims of such bizarre experiments.
Whether the CIA took note of me and was behind some of the many attempts to kill me
over the years is something I may never know.
I decided to visit San Francisco and see what Maxwell was up to, and arrived there soon
after I received her letter. I stayed at her apartment, which she shared with a young blond
woman, Christine Staats, and visited the NTCU. Maxwell urged me to disband the TAO and
go to work for them at a small salary. I was also introduced to Sgt. Blackstone.
It didn't smell right, so I declined.
I spent the night at their place and was seduced by Staats, an aggressive young lady, and
slept with her that evening. Maxwell woke me up at dawn by smashing me in the head with a
wooden table leg. Dazed, I got out and was hit again, and again, and again, by the 250-pound
transsexual, until I was a nearly-unconscious mess. I fought for my life, for the first time ever,
I actually fought to save my life, every ounce of strength and energy I could find. Maxwell
clobbered me at least two dozen times, from head ,to .. toe, and even so, I managed to fight my
way out of the place and collapse, naked and bloody, in the middle of the streeet, unconscious
and badly wounded. Police arrived soon and carried me off in an ambulance, and took Maxwell
to jail. Staats went with me.
Miraculously, no bones were broken, but I looked like a tank had rolled over me. I couldn't
walk or move my arms and hands, not at all. I was in great agony, and covered with welts and
bruises and cuts, literally all over my body. I was treated a bit at the hospital and then released.
Staats hid me out at some friends' home, where I was confined to a bed for over a week,
unable to move. Maxwell was quickly released by Blackstone and never was charged, as I was
too wounded to even make a phone call. Staats said she feared that Maxwell would try to
murder both of us.
The women at the center were astounded when I hobbled in on crutches, completely black
and blue. Some wondered aloud if I'd been in a car wreck. One thing about female hormones; I
was taking plenty of them, and one of their effects on males, seems to be that they cause rapid
healing of injuries. I was recovering quite well within weeks. Maxwell had used a four-sided,
four-foot long wooden table leg to do the damage, and it was lucky I had survived.
Chris called me and told me to meet her, again in San Francisco, and that we would move
to Seattle for awhile, so I returned again to the Bay Area and headed north with her in her little red Volkswagen. I was falling in love with her. Still in awful shape, I made to Seattle with
her, and we rented a small house, very inexpensive, near the old Boeing aircraft plant. Our little house was on Concord Street, which was ironic as America's supersonic transport jet, the
SST, was never built as planned ...at the Boeing plant, and the French SST, the Concorde, is
still flying. We had a large back yard with apple trees and I loved it. Chris found work as a
cashier at an adult theater, and I sat home and tried to write a book that just didn't come
together.
It took months for me to fully recuperate. While there, I also wrote to sci-fi writer Isaac
Asimov, who had said some things about women I didn't like. To my shock, he wrote back, a
very nice letter.
Chris and I also discovered a lesbian group at the University in Seattle, the Gay Women's
Resource Center, and I spent a lot of time there. We fell into the Seattle lesbian scene and
often went to a small lesbian bar. A bit rowdy, and full of young, wild lesbians. I found myself
having to compete with other women for Chris' attention, too, a most difficult and unusual
situation. By then I looked pretty much like a lesbian, and had stopped wearing wigs, wore
mannish clothes and all. However, the lesbian who ran the place took me aside one day and
told me I couldn't be there, that female impersonators weren't allowed. I calmly explained the
situation, intoduced Chris and she was flabber,rasted and &l>Olo,zetir..
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As time went on I fell deeply in love with Chris, who was a very happy, bright and
together young woman, who seemed to also care for me very much. We had so many great
times in Seattle I can't begin to recall all of them, trips to the parks, to films, dances,
everything. It was a respite, a wonderful time for me, but came to a sad end.
About six months had passed since Maxwell had tried to murder me when Chris told me
she had heard from Maxwell and had decided to return to the San francisco transsexual. I was
stunned and horrified, and fell into a funk very similar to the one when Norma left me.
Chris simply abandoned me, leaving me on a sidewalk in downtown Seattle, and drove off.
I went to the resource center, stayed with lesbians for a couple of days and then joined two
of them who were planning to hitch-hike across Canada to the East Coast. I had very little
money, but enough to take a bus with them to Vancouver, British Columbia. We were all questioned by the Canadian border guards. but had no trouble getting into Canada.
In Vancouver we found services of all sorts not to be found in America; we were given a
place to stay and other aid, all provided without much question by the government. A feminist
ran the old ramshackle house we stayed at for a few days. We toured Vancouver, a beautiful city, then headed East, the three of us. After awhile, one of the gay women decided to go on
alone, and the one with me, a young, fat girl, became tired and scared and rented a motel for
the night. She decided to return to Seattle, loaned me twenty dollars and there I was,
somewhere in Alberta, wondering what in the hell to do. I decided to hitch-hike to the Soviet
Union, via Alaska.
Ridiculous, of course, but I was still not thinking all that well; Maxwell had damagedme
badly.
Police had stopped us while we were hitch-hiking and asked us if we were all transsexuals,
also. They seemed to be most knowledgeable, and weren't threatening or abusive.
I headed northwest, ride after ride, and was soon in deserted areas, great forests dotted
with lovely lakes; at one time I passed through an area where a forest fire raged on both sides
of the highway, a fantastic sight at night. Women, men, all sorts of people picked me up, some
fed me, some gave me a few dollars. I spent one night in a government shelter, a huge tent set
up especially for hitch-hikers, a service that impressed me greatly.
I made it to the border of the Yukon Territory without incident, but was completely exhausted. I gave up and decided to head back, but spent most of the day in a very lovely forest,
chasing chipmunks and squirrels, not really wanting to return to America and its snarling insanities.
My first ride was on the back of a motorcycle by a young biker, at least a hundred
kilometers on gravel road through endless forests, a tremendous ride.
There was only one bad ride; a trucker, carrying pipeline equipment, a sweaty, fat Frenctl·
Canadian, picked me up when I was bone tired, barely able to stay awake, and continually
tried to molest me. He masturbated while driving, grabbed at my breasts, you name it. He
finally stopped for gas and I locked myself in the ladies' room until he drove off. All other rides
I got were very nice, from decent people.
I passed by Lac du Hache, a truly beautiful lake area surrounded by emerald mountains,
and eventually arrived again in Vancouver, found the house and stayed a few more days, then
returned, again by bus, to Seattle. At Douglas, Washington, at the border, US Border guards
pulled me off the bus and interrogated me intensely, and also searched my luggage inside and
out. Aware I was a transsexual, they focused on that. They knew who I was; all my ID was
there. "Well, what are you now, a man or a woman,"they demanded to know, spitting the
words out in disgust. "Female," I replied, and dangled a feminist medallion hanging around
my neck at them. With some dismay, they let me board the bus and I got to Seattle without
more incident.
I then hitched to San Francisco to find Chris and found places to stay in Berkeley. I did
find Chris, and we met at a restaurant, but she told me it was over, and she was back with
Janice. I couldn't believe it. That troll, that barbaric lunatic? I'd also heard from Chris that
Janice had been previously convicted of manslaughter. In any case, Maxwell, Blackstone and
Suplee went to the top of my list of people to avoid.
I left San Francisco for Miami, hitch-hiked, and got there without much incident. Hitchhiking, broke, was not very much fun, to say the least, but I managed, and many of the rides
were from young potheads, hippies, fun people. For awhile, in Coconut Grove, I stayed on the
yacht of Ken Keyes, Jr.
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Ken was very rich but had a little problem ...he was totally paralyzed from the neck down ex·
cept for very slight movement of his hands and fingers, from polio. He was in his fifties. All
the money in the world and paralyzed.
He had turned to Hindu religion and philosphy, and his boat was something of a floating
Hindu palace. Incredibly beautiful women dropped by and gave him, long, intense kisses, and
the yacht was always full of hippies and types In Search Of whatever it was they were sear·
ching. It was pleasant enough, but a bit too weird for me.
I also hitched to Tallahassee, but wasn't very welcome, and then to Atlanta, where I
stayed several months with a hippie type couple in a very big old house. I like Atlanta a lot,
and, of course, my roots are in the Deep South, and always will be.
I eventually returned to the San Francisco area and became involved with the Daughters
of Bilitis lesbian group, one of the oldest in America. For awhile I lived with two young gay
women in the Mission District, who took fine care of me, and even tried to save my life at great
expense to themselves.
That happened one night when the three of us left a lesbian bar and were jumped by two
black men, apparent dope addicts, armed with heavy walking sticks. They hit me first, then
grabbed me and tried to throw me through the window of a store. The women came to my
rescue, and one, who was barely five-two, got almost all of her teeth knocked out by one of the
men, who caught her in the face with the club. The other woman was also hurt and I didn't fare
too well, either, but the dogs who had attacked us fled and escaped. A policeman arrived as we
tried to patch ourselves up in a restaurant, but just took a brief report and said he couldn't
find them. He didn't seem very interested.
We all went to the hospital for treatment. I wasn't too badly hurt, but one of the women
was hurt extensively.
Soon afterwards I began writing for Max Scheer's Berkeley Barb newspaper, the oldest
surviving underground newspaper. It was now 1972. I liked Berkeley, more than San Francisco; it was freer, more peaceful, and still up to its flowers in the Sixties.
But I returned to Miami again, when the presidential conventions were held. At that time
J was staying in the Dal': Cit': home of a female-to-male transsexual, a woman changing sex to
male. Quite a few other TSs visited him, including a very handsome man with a full red beard,
who turned out to be a woman becoming a man, When he showed me his vagina, I freaked.
I was watching the presidential action on TV when they showed a group of gay lib protesters who were marching down a Miami Beach street. I got my friend, who had money, to fly
me to Miami and was there the next afternoon, in Miami Beach, and just marched right up and
into another demonstration going down Washington to the convention center.
We were about to do a Magoon on Milhous. Thousands, tens of thousands of protesters
were there for the counter-convention; Viet Vets, gays, lesbians, marijuana advocates, you
name it, a politicized Woodstock Nation of sorts.
Rock bands performed, all sorts of rallies were held and the city, under protest, had allowed the demonstrators to encamp at spacious Flamingo park in Miami Beach, mostly in tents.
This was my turf, my town, and I let everyone know it.
At one point, a group of black men, allegedly hired by the Nixonians, attacked the park,
beating up a number of people, and a giant, a man over seven feet tall and very fat, marched
around with a bullhorn screaming Christian rhetoric. I had heard of him; the same creep had
attacked some gays in Los Angeles and had allegedly tried to kill one with a knife and had
thrown excrement all over their home. He was wanted by the Los Angeles Police on a variety
of charges. When I realized who he was, I told newsmen, but nothing was done and he continued to harass the people.
He eventually marched into the park and everyone was terrified of stopping him. I attacked him, phy sically, but did little damage and was dragged off by a group of Vets, who then
formed a human shield around the monster and protected him from the gays. The Vets made it
clear that as far as they were concerned, they would side with straights, even the oppressor,
against gays.
Attacks upon the gay encampment also occured; they had been put in the far end of the
park, isolated from everyone else, in tents, and groups of men would come by and scream in·
sults and try to attack them. I quickly purchased a replica of a snub-nosed pistol. a blank
pistol, and used it to scare them off, firing into the air. It worked wonderfully.
I set up a tent of sorts with a very lovely young girl from Fort Lauderdale I had met and
spent my free time with her in some very wild sexual moments. (I can't emphasize enough that
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during the change of sex and even now, I was and am attracted to women much more than to
men.)
The protests and demos continued. A couple of transsexuals were found by me, too, including Tisha Goudie, a very feminine, beautiful transsexual from Miami. Local gay discos, including The Ambassadors III, provided the gays with a great deal of food and allowed us to
hold meetings at the disco.
Police finally rioted, and filled Miami Beach with teargas, arresting hundreds of people. A
lot of poor senior citizens stepped outside to see what was going on and were gassed and clubbed along with the protestors. I found sanctuary at the beach, actually in the water, during the
worst of it, knowing the alleys to run through better than most.
Police hit the park that night, . in full force. gassing and clubbing, while helicopters above
blinded us with war lights. Rebels fired rockets at them, arrows from crossbows, pistols, and
someone tore up sheets and spelled out obscenities on the ground for their viewing pleasure.
The police worked their way through the park toward us, and we barely escaped through the
storm fence, but did escape without injury.
Poet Allen Ginsberg had shown up a bit earlier, walking around chanting "om," while
gays were ga-ga at his presence. I swore at him; people were fighting for their lives, and he was
staggering around telling everyone to be sweet and nice and chant. I spat upon the ugly, bald
old Jewish homosexual in disgust. I do not enjoy violence for violence's sake, but that was
ludicrous.
I spent a few days in Lauderdale with the aforementioned girl after all of it was over and
then returned to California. My reports of the Miami actions were duly published in a number
of newspapers and alternative press services.
The LA Free Press, however, was no more. Kunkin had sold it, under pressure, for a
reported $150,000to a group based in Las Vegas, and according to various reports, the man
who actually took possession of the paper died mysteriously the day after the transaction.
Within a few years, the paper wound up in the hands of pornographer Larry Flynt, but was
simply phased out of existence by his wife, Althea, after he was shot in Geor~a. The word was
that organized crime had begun to move in on the underground press, which had become a
lucrative business and exploitable ...and turned it from politics to sex. In Flynt's case, he
assimilated the radical philosophy of the Leftist underground press to some extent, but
primarily, I believe, to defend pornography and confront the growing power of radical
feminists and gays.
I didn't stay long in California and hitched back to Miami. I'd hitched to California, and
was beginning to feel like a cross-country yo-yo. On the way West, I nearly bought it in
Mississippi, when a cop stopped a car full of hippies who had picked me up, searched my luggage and found all my feminine clothing, news clippings and transsexual ID. The cop freaked
out and yelled at the car's occupants that I was a man going to have my penis cut off. He was
livid, but let me go, warning me to never return.
An even sillier experience had happened when I made a brief hitch-hiking trip to Seattle
from Frisco in 1971;I was arrested in Olympia, Washington, for hitching on the freeway, and
taken to Thurston County Jail. I was dressed like a dyke, I guess. Police simply gave me to a
matron and I was put into a large dorm inhabited by a young girl, wasn't searched or
anything.
I explained my situation to her. She thought it was neat; she'd been there for months,
mostly alone, and was sex-starved. Full of candy bars and smokes she gave me, guess what I
did that night? Unbelievable.
Morning wasn't so pleasant; a couple of tough young ladies who had tried to hit a drug
store were dumped in, took one look at me and began screaming. My beard had grown out, and
I had no way to shave! Fortunately, a guard came and hustled me out right then to appear in
court. I sat in the bleak courtroom, trying to hide my beard with my hands, and heard the
judge say "time-served." I wasted no time leaving, but felt a heavy hand on my shoulder as I
was walking out the door.
It belonged to the sheriff himself. He dragged me to a room full of CIA-types in suits and
sunglasses ...and had me strip completely nude.
He was outraged, furious. What the hell, I thouhgt,looks like I'm going to die. I burst out
laughing. I laughed so hard I fell on the floor and rolled. I laughed so hard my sides ached.
That poor sheriff stood there and exploded like a volcano.
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"Sir, I just did whatever you cops told me to do, go here, do this, do that, I don't argue
with no cop wearing a gun," I explained.
To my amazement, he asked me where I was trying to go, then had a deputy drive me to
the Greyhound station and buy a one-way ticket for me to Seattle. I went to the ladies' room,
shaved, put on some make-up, changed my clothes and smiled all the way. I was warned to
never, never, never step foot again in the city of Olympia.
My hitch back to Miami was one of the rougher ones. Somewhere in Alabama, very late,
rainy, a black picked me up. I was half-dead, exhausted, and accepted his offer to rent a motel
room for me. He did, and came by later with some fried chicken. After I ate, he demanded sex,
which I refused to provide. He left and came back again, producing a pistol and threatened to
kill me if I didn't do what he wanted.
"Go ahead and shoot me, you low-life nigger, the way I feel now it doesn't make one damn
bit of difference to me whether I live or die," I said. He believed I meant it, and left. I did.
One of the nicer experiences I had hitching was in Texas, enroute to California, when a
young guy in a Maserati picked me up and let me drive for many miles at top speed, around 150
MPH, in the middle of Texas. It was the greatest ride in a car I ever had, and the only time
I've driven a car like that. Another time, in Texas, a rancher picked me up and let me spend the
night at his home with his family, fed me well and went out of his way for miles to get me back
on the highway. I met a few bad types during my trips, but met a lot more wonderful people of
all walks of life.
1972was the Year of the Transsexual in Miami Beach; hundreds were there, from all over
the nation, and many Puerto Ricans and Cubans. The Gay Activist Alliance had knocked out
Miami's drag bar by focusing on the Miami Beach law, which was the same, and despite Police
Chief Rocky Pomerance's total opposition, federal judge W.O. Mehrtens had ruled the law null
and void on grounds of being unconstitutional ...and his ruling touched most of Florida and
sections of surrounding states, including Louisiana and Georgia.
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As well as the Ambassadors disco, another one opened, the Stonewall Two, named after
the club in Greenwich Village, then another club and yet another, until five or six drag bars
and discos were raging full-perfume in Miami Beach. The cha-chas became as thick as tourists;
the Latin transsexuals were referred to as "cha-chas."
Before long I was hustling, like everyone else, to stay alive, prostituting myself to tourists
and some of the men who went to the discos. The money was fantastic; I soon found myself
walking around with several hundred bucks in my purse, rent paid, wearing nice clothes and
shoes for a change, going out to swank clubs and restaurants such as The Forge and having
midnight coffee at the restaurant at the Fontainebleau Hotel. I became a good, very professional prostitute and am still known for that in Miami Beach.
I lived in generally inexpensive hotels in the Espanola Way area of South Miami Beach,
which was then the only section where Cubans could be found. Rent was as low as fifteen
dollars a week in the summer, and it went up astronomically in winter. I lived at the Cameo,
for example, and for a long time at the Midtown Plaza, near the Stonewall, on twenty-third
street. So many gays and drag queen lived at the Midtown it was referred to as the "Homo
Hilton."
I became a familiar sight at almost all of the big hotels, and it became a game to visit all of
them via dates I picked up.
I did quite well. There were plenty of Johns, both gay and straight, to keep me busy. I
picked up straight men, mostly, tourists, who never imagined I was anything but a woman,
and I'd use several ploys to protect my secret, such as "I'm on the rag,"or would explain I
didn't do "that" for a mere fifty bucks, no less than two hundred. I had some very funny experiences. Some of the other hookers soon became jealous of me, as I'm no beauty, but did very
well. I was competing with both female and drag hookers by the hundreds.
I eventually got the TAO rolling again, funded by my "job, "and named some of the Miami
transsexuals I'd met as leaders, including Lisa Reidy; Tara Lopez Carn, a gorgeous, very wild
blonde Puerto Rican, Tisha Goudie, Cynthia Platt, a few others; Barbara Rosello, one of the
few there who had already had sex change surgery, and tiny, bubbly Kimberly Barriero, who
later married Steve Elliot and is best-known as Kim Elliot.
Kim went through the complete transformation from male to female within less than a
year. Tisha was the most intelligent of them all; she was a linguist who spoke a number of
languages, including French, had spent some time in Europe and was an expert on many
things. She was also as vicious as a snake and used drugs.
This was the basic TAO, and everything else grew from these people. I soon began
publishing a free newsletterPgain, that I named "Moonshadow," and ran photos of some of
them. The TAO avoided porno, and our publications were about as sexual as the Reader's
Digest, by the way. Moonshadow was an immmediate hit and the TAO blossomed. Also, Jerry
Powers did an interview with me in The Daily Planet in 1972,which helped tremendously, and
I was also interviewed on Buzz Kilman's show on WBUS, one of the hipper stations.
Tisha and Tara were enemies, both very beautiful and wild, and hated each other with a
hot passion. Getting them to work together was nearly impossible. Tisha was under attack by
many other queens and TSs for various reasons, and one night she had a showdown with some
of them in the street in front of the Ambassadors, aided by one of her boyfriends. Armed wifo
a small pair of scissors, she expertly slashed the face of one of the queens who attacked her,
causing blood to blind the assailant and end the battle. The others fled.
Tisha had courage and talent, and as I watched her fight, I fell in love with her. Thin as a
fashion model. fragile, she was as fast and as deadly as a jungle cat.

Most helped by contributing to Moonshadow, and aa news of our group spread, we became
a forum and real newsletter for transsexuals throughout the country, much more radical than
the commercial publications such as Drag Magazine. Tisha also translated it into Spanish,
French and Portuguese, and Moonshadow was issued on occasion in up to six languages, even
Italian and Hungarian, the latter to give the cops something to think about, as the Miami
Beach cops were among Moonshadow's most avid readers.
Police harassed all of us considerably, and frequently raided the discos and gay bars, hauling off everyone present to jail in paddy wagons; there were beatUJ3 and torture, burns with
cigarettes, all sorts of brutality inflicted upon the transsexuals and gays by police over a
period of several years. I was stopped on the street rputinely by cops and threatened and
harassed.
The Stonewall was our haven. A huge disco with the best lights around, it was the most
popular place in Miami Beach, drawing thousands of people on weekends at five bucks a head
to get in. Some shows were put on, including a drag production of "West Side Story," and it
was just a great place. At times some of us would get rather wild and dance topless around on
the stage. I met Art Carney there; a lot of show business people dropped by while in Miami,
and Rachel Harlow, the fantastically beautiful transsexual from Philadelphia, the star of the
Sixties film "The Queen." Harlow and her boyfriend had left the disco for a walk along Col·
lins and I happened along just in time to shove her aside ...she was walking right into a piece of
pipe from a broken awning, and would have probably lost an eye.
The Stonewall was owned by Douglas Stevens and managed by Larry ''Boxx'' Bochner, a
rather militant gay, a big man. An elderly Italian, Rico, collected at the door, but rarely charg·
ed me or any of the other transsexuals.
I came to like Rico a lot, and learned a lot from him. Sonny's Italian Lounge and
Restaurant, on twenty-third, -a block from The Stonewall, was another of my hang-outs and
eventually became my "office." It had been there for decades, originally established by a
relative of Al Capone, many said. The police often ate there, and after awhile I got to know
some of them. It was a straight place at first, but by 1974it had become a transsexual hooker
lounge and was going full-blast. The Italians, generally, seemed more receptive to gays and
transsexuals than members of other ethnic groups, including the large, dominant Jewish community in Miami Beach.
I found Jerry Veri there at Sonny's performing in a duo with an organist named Steve. \-lt
didn't recognize me until I explained I was Doug Czinki and was going through a sex change.
He laughed. "Well, you always did play guitar like a cunt,"he joked. Jerry was great and took
it with a shrug, and on several occasions, I sat in and sang a couple of songs with his group at
Sonny's, quite well-received.
The police hit Sonny's a few times, too, in the form of liquor board raids as Chickie
Chiciero, the owner, had a habit of keeping the place open long past closing time ...which was
four or so in the morning. Sonny's was nationally famous, and drew countless people again and
again from northern cities. I also got to know Barbara, his very beautiful wife, who was the
hostess in the popular restaurant.
One of the bartenders who worked there I will never forget was named Rocky, who usually
wore an orange jumpsuit and was a very bad alcoholic. He did his best to fight off the booze
and stay dry, but the booze always won out and sometimes I'd come in early and find him
sprawled on the floor.
Although many women also hustled there, at times the lounge would be full of transsex·
uals, all sitting with men who had no idea the gorgeous blonde with them had male genitals or
had undergone a sex change operation. It was a big joke among the employees and some of the
regulars. It was also an occasionally rough place and troublemakers were quickly dispatched.
One of the funniest things I've ever witnessed happened at Sonny's when a very drunk
tourist started dancing on the bar, encouraged by the hookers, and stripped down to his
underwear, some poor middle-class guy. When he finished, he reached for his pants and found
they had vanished, along with his wallet.
The raids worsened; police cars would line up on the lawn of the library facing the disco
and shine their headlights on the entrance while cops videotaped everyone coming and going,
to frighten patrons off, with some success.
I got fed up and formed a "street patrol" to stop the alleged street crime police blamed for
their harassment. Decked out in white armbands, dozens of gays and some transsexuals
patrolled the area from dusk to almost dawn, nightly, and crime dropped considerably within
days. The gay church, the MCC, heard about it after it got going and joined in, and as usual,
tried to claim the idea as its own. It was mine, and backed by the owner of another smaller

drag disco, I rolled around in a black limo, with a walkie-talkie, communicating with others in
two other limos, monitoring the patrol and occasionally chasing vice cops, who fled when they
saw us. We made up a nonsense code that probably perplexed the cops listening in on us, too.
One of the nicer people I met in Miami Beach was singer Del Marino, who perfomed on occasion at many of the hotel lounges. Del always sang the Italian standard "Mala Femmina"
whenever I dropped by, and supported some of the TAO's efforts. Del was killed in 1975in a
car accident, and I didn't have the heart to go to the funeral like half of Miami Beach did. Del
and I were never involved, but I liked him a lot, and had no intention of embarassing his
relatives or causing any kind of negative situation, so I didn't go.
The raids continued, and we decided to really fight back. Some of the gays got together
and hired an attorney, Bruce S. Rogow (now with the American Civil Liberties Union in
Miami) and asked me if i would testify as a witness; they were bringing a federal class action
lawsuit against Chief Pomerance and the MBPD. I agreed, and had a meeting with Rogow at
which I explained, for about an hour, that I'd do it only if I were described by my female name
and as a transsexual, doing it on behalf of those transsexuals who had been harassed. Rogow
said he understood and agreed.
A few days later, The Miami Herald blared the news: a male homosexual, Douglas Czinki,
and another, Frank Arango, were sueing the Miami Beach cops, etc. Rogow had betrayed me,
double-crossed me. Outraged, I called him to confirm it, and he couldn't give any real excuse.
He'd said not a word about transsexuals in the legal papers, as if only gay men had been
harassed by the police and no one else ...and the whole point was that the cops had hit the
transsexuals, not the gay men, much worse.
Absolutely enraged, I called The Herald and publicly withdrew from the legal action, explaining why and denouncing Rogow. The Herald printed this and Rogow responded by saying he wasn't interested in the "pecking order among homosexuals."
The case went to court, but was lost. Arango was the only witness; everyone
else ...dozens ...were too afraid of police retaliation to testify. I felt bad, but I would not let gays
simply ignore me and just classify me as a male homosexual. That caused me to leave the gay
movement, and I never returned to it ...and in some ways, became one of its enemies. Those
gays who wonder why can blame Rogow. I am simply not a male homosexual, and besides, the
manner in which Rogow betrayed me was rather bad. The point was that gay men were
desperately trying to force me to be a man, keep me from changing sex, and used this means to
try and lock and label me into life as a male homosexual. They created an enemy out of me and
lost me insofar as their cause, forever. If they had respected me for what I am, a transsexual, I
would have been an ally. It was no pecking order. Describing me as a "male homosexual" is
like saying a Jew is a Mexican.
The Gay Activist Alliance in Miami and other gays quickly accused me of having been
paid off by police, and then began trying to murder me. I was shot at, assaulted at Sonny's and
elsewhere by gay men, threatened and routinely insulted. I was shot at twice, walking down
the street. They absolutely refused to accept my explanation, and said I had just made some
kind of deal with the cops. Meanwhile, the Beach cops were hassling me as well.
The TAO grew stronger as a result. Other transsexuals noted what the gays had done to
me, and we joined together more for self-defense. We became more united.
The Stonewall situation ended in a fire that reduced the disco to ashes within minutes.
Some said I did it, or that other TAO members did. I was horrified; I'd loved the Stonewall. It
was a pile of ashes, and is now a oarkimt lot next to the Place Pigalle.
The Beach scene began to wilt with the burning of The Stonewall, but staggered on for a
few years. The Stonewall management opened another disco, much nicer, and then another,
but eventually left that business. Stevens went to jail for a year, refusing to testify for a grand
jury about gambling operations, and later opened the Top Drawer restaurant in North Bay
Village, one of Miami's finest.
I had just begun publishing an expanded version of Moonshadow, a 32-page magazine,
Mirage, when the disco burned. Mirage had many problems, although we obtained all sorts of
ads with ease. Our printers did shabby work, and once reduced the print so small it was
unreadable except through a magnifying glass. Good photos were ruined, and it was one hassle after another to find a decent printer who wouldn't sabotage it.
I hired a Miami lawyer, David B. Javits, to set the magazine up properly as a business. As
bad as it was, Mirage got tremendous support in ads from discos, bars, even a grocery store,
and a fashion shop owned by the president of the Miami Beach Businessmen's Association.
Mirage, the name, was very popular, and when I returned to Miami years later, found it
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being used everywhe ;re, for sailboats, for nightclubs, for shows at the big hotels. like "Mirage
Rewe" and "Club Mirage." Wasn't much I could do about it. The magazine upset the older
publishers of magazines for transvestites and transsexuals, which were much better insofar as
quality, but ours was radical and had tons of information theirs didn't, such as lists of names
and addresses of several dozen sex change surgeons, lengthy discussions on hormones, laws
that were coming and going, all sorts of things of interest to transsexuals, in several
languages, usually Spanish, English and French.
Lee Brewster's Drag Magazine was the biggie at that time.Brewster, transvestite, hacl.
made a name for himself by 1970 as the founder of Queens Liberation Front in New York, a
group that went around holding protests. He soon began publishing the slick Drag and went
into the drag business full-scale.
According to many published reports, Brewster had come out of Washington, where he
had been named "Man of the Year" by the Mattachine Society ...America's oldest known
homosexual rights group. I might add that one of the founders of the Mattachine was Henry
Hay, a member of the Communist Party USA. I'd met Hay in Los Angeles in 1969,and he had
become chairman of the GLF there for awhile. Hay was called before a Congressional committee some years earlier.
Brewster was somewhat allied with an outfit based in Belmar, New Jersey, that published
Female Impersonator News, a basically pornographic rag with a transvestite-transsexual
theme. Noting the rapid growth of the TAO, the Belmar crowd came up with United
Transvestite and Transsexual Society, although it's difficult to determine what UTTS and its
leader Sussie Collins did except collect donations. Sandy Mesics, a Philadelphia transsexual
who was a TAO director for a time there, was kicked out of the TAO for suddenly popping up
with UTTS, and it became clear she had been involved with us just to snoop us out a bit. She
became an editor of Female Impersonator NPws and a continuing tirade against me personally
was observed, most of it untrue.
By then ...1974...the TAO was the best-known of such groups; dozens had come and gone
since the late Sixties, and more were trying to establish themselves. The TAO was the loudest
and easily the most radical.
So we faced ugly competititon, primarily gay transvestites with powerful magazines who
were not that crazy about transsexuals. They were men who impersonated females and didn't,
want to change sex; there was quite a difference. Their concern, obviously, could be nowhere
near that of transsexuals. As a result, we barred anyone but actual transsexuals from membership in the TAO, which outraged the transvestites.
Facing all of this insane egomania became my task and it wasn't very pleasant. The TAO
got a tremen dous boost in 1974 when Penthouse Magazine published a letter from me and included my Miami Beach mailing address. I received over 20,000 letters from all over the world
within the next six months as a result, and even last year, a letter from Australia found its
way to me in California, written by someone who found an old Penthouse ...eight years after it
was published.
As a result, the TAO suddenly had chapters throughout the US and in England, Canada
and Northern Ireland.
The British TAOs were originated by several transsexuals, including Julia Tonner of
Staffordshire, England, who contacted us due to the Penthouse letter, but later disappeared
after a British newspaper described her as an ex-criminal disguised as a woman, etc.
I'd been contacted by supposed transsexuals from Germany and even Yugoslavia due to
the Penthouse letter, but none seemed interested in forming TAOs there, although a rather
good movement of transsexuals was known to exist in Germany, and some things were also
going on in Italy and France. later, we learned that French transsexuals had serious hassles
with militant French prostitutes who would not let transsexuals be included in their efforts to
win rights, and we became aware of transsexual nightclubs in Paris, Amsterdam and
elsewhere in Europe, but our letters to them were never replied to.
The British TAO was also developed by a transsexual in London, Layla, who later moved
to Manchester and teamed up with a female-to-male, Brooklyn Stothard. This TAO became
very Leftist, something of a problem, as many TAO leaders in Florida were Cuban exiles from
Communist Cuba.
TAO expanded to Northern Ireland under Michelle Callaghan, who later reported that she
and a cabdriver were machine-gunned in an ambush while she was going to a Belfast hospital.
TAO United Kingdom grew rapidly, according to reports we received, and sent us considerable information about the situation of transsexuals in the British Isles. I tried to get
them to connect with the large numbers of transsexuals in France and elsewhere in Europe,
but they never did.

A TAO also formed in Canada under another female-to-male, Nick Ghosh. This group was
quite scholarly and issued detailed, scientific publications. Ghosh worked hard and unceasingly, and had previously run a similar group called FACT, the Foundation for the Advancement
of Canadian Transsexuals. I've never met any of the foreign leaders personally, and all contact
with them was via letter or rare phone calls. I sent a vast amount of TAO publications to both
the British and Canadian TAOs, of course, at considerable expense.
Around this time a major controversy developed over the word "transsexual," and heated
arguments developed whether it should be spelled transsexual, trans-sexual or transexual.
Some wanted to delete the word completely and use "transgenderist." For a time I used the
transexual spelling, but later concluded that transsexual was more correct.
Although I worked hard, I had plenty of time for fun. Men took me to Hialeah Race Track,
where I gambled a bit, dressed in black, and on dates to all sorts of clubs. I began to drink a
great deal but completely halted the use of drugs of any kind, which seemed very odd to
everyone else, as almost all of the transsexuals there used vast quantities of drugs, including
Quaaludes and heroin. Some concluded I must be a police agent of some type due to my
avoidance of drugs.
In fact, I had become an FBI informant of sorts in 1972after two men came to me at Sonny's and tried to sell stolen Army weapons to me, apparently believing I was a violent radical.
Uncertain as to their motives, I went to the FBI and told them about it, and they set them up
for a bust. Whether it ever came down or not, I don't know. After all, the FBI itself, or polic,
could have set the whole thing up to entrap me.
An FBI agent, a black man, later met me at Sonny's and asked me to become a regular
paid informant, but I declined.
As for music, aside from the few sit-ins with Veri, I'd left it completely. It just wasn't in
me anymore. Years later, researchers found that singing birds' ability to create music and sing
depends on their male hormone level, so that is probably why my musical creativity died after
I began taking female hormones, assuming the same situation applies to humans.
However, I became a listener, and usually carried a small transistor radio with me, tuned
to a jazz station. I became notorious for it, and around 1972, when Helen Reddy's "Angie
Baby'' came out on Capitol Records, many people assumed it was about me, the crazy, strange
girl who lived in a fantasy world and always listened to a radio. Capitol, by the way, had released a Euphoria album around 1967by Bill Lincoln and Watt, or so the men had claimed, showing me an advance album. I wasn't elated that they had kept the band name, but didn't get too
upset about it.
The Sans Souci mansion was no more, of course; the city had finally bulldozed it into
nothing in 1969.The Los Angeles Times did a story about it, showing a most dejected Roland
Barnett sitting alone in the round room. I had lost all track with the Sans Souci people as well
as the Hollywood music crowd by 1972, and it appeared that some assumed I was dead.
So much happened in Miami Beach that it is difficult to recall it all. One afternoon, walking along Collins Avenue in hot pants, two Cuban men in a telephone truck started screaming
"fsggot" at me, so I made an obscene gesture and told them to stop. I caught them at a red
light and ran up to the van. snraved the driver in the face with a tear gas pen, and the van lur.. WARNING:ALTCRATION.ADDITIONOft MUTILATIONOF ENTRIES IS PROHIBITED.
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ched forward, rear-ending~ Cit~"'ofMiami Beach utility truck. The two Cubes jumped out and
got me, and were pounding my head on the sidewalk when cops arrived , handcuffed me and
took me to jail, unconscious.
Somewhat injured, I was again displayed to a number of officers and then tossed into a
very slimy, filthy cell, quite isolated, where I stayed for hours without medical aid or
anything. I began screaming in fury, beating on the walls, furious, outraged. the cops hadn't
arrested the Cubes, of course, just me.
I spent several days in that jail before going to court, where Southern Bell Telephone
employee George Gutierrez stood there and smirked and admitted that he and his co-worker
had started it by shouting insults at me.
Even so, the judge convicted me of simple assault and fined me forty dollars. He did
nothing to them, and both of the Cubes smiled with satisfaction.
Tisha Goudie and her mother, China, were in the courtroon, too; Tisha was to appear on
some charge. We talked to each other with our eyes.
I was released that evening after a hooker, Tina Torres, came down and paid my fine. Tina
was a very pretty Puerto Rican woman who worked at a massage parlor next to Sonny's, and
we had become friends. A few months later, it was reported that she had been found beaten to
death at a North Miami Beach motel.
After release, I quickly issued a Moonshadow discussing the beating. It was our UFO
issue; we depicted a transsexual on the cover of it contacting another planet, saying that
Earth could be easily conquered, that its inhabitants were pathetic. The day after it was
published, UFOs knocked down telephone poles in nearby Fort Lauderdale, according to the
papers, and the big UFO flap began, with thousands of sightings across the country ...starting
with the Fort Lauderdale UFOs. I followed the UFO invasion closely, clipping reports from
papers for months.
I later issued Moonshadows "allying" the TAO with extraterrestrials, explaining that
most humans treat transsexuals as they would treat a being from outer space, and as a result,
the psychologies of human transsexuals, due to our unusual isolation and alienation, were probably very similar to that of visitors to Earth from other planets ...and that extraterrestrials
who might visit Earth were probably extremely advanced and would both accept and unders•
tand transsexualism. I also issued guidelines for TAO members as to what to do if they were
contacted by ETs or ran across a UFO and its crew. My suggestions were copied and issued a
few months later by a Florida psychiatrist as his own, word for word.
(Copies of Moonshadow were distributed internationally in large number from 1972 to
1975. Some copies are on file at the Women's History Research Center, Berkeley, and Serials
Collection, Northwestern University Library, Evanston, Illinois. Magazines such as Playboy
received every issue we published, too.)
I also made some deals with occult publications and we exchanged ads. They ran ads for
us, and we ran ads for them, mostly ads concerning UFOs, psychic phenomena, etc., books and
things.
There were a lot of attacks on me in Miami Beach. On one occasion, a young gay ran into
Sonny's, snatched my wig off and ran out.
At the Nite Owl, a bar patronized mostly by older gays, I was chatting with the barmaid
when a man jumped up and slugged me as hard as he could in my head, screaming he was go·
ing to kill me. I jumped on the bar, grabbed a lemon knife and fought him off. I was told he was
a Viet Vet and had a violent history.
One of my other friends was singer Lee Sohn, a Korean who worked for years at Harry
Ridge's Place Pigalle Club. Lee was always most friendly to me and I dropped by the club
many times with dates. A number of transsexuals worked there with regular women as strippers, fully nude. Kim Elliot worked there on occasion.
Tara Carn was one of the more militant TAO leaders, and was constantly in trouble with
Miami Beach Police, who followed her around to harass her and tell men she picked up that she
was "a fag in a dress." The cops did that to a lot of us, but loved to embarass Tara, who was
extremely womanly. It bewildered the poor men she picked up, who stared at the cops in
disbelief. Tara had then undergone the complete sex change operation, but it made no difference to some of the cops.
To retaliate, the beautiful Tara sometimes went to a crowded beach, started dancing
topless to music from a radio and after a crowd of applauding surrounded her, would take off
her bikini panties. disnlav her male genitals and cause a near riot. Police would arrive and
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she'd shake her genitals at them, screaming "you ·say i 'm a man. "She stopped doing this after
the sex change surgery, of course. She was taken to jail, fined, and sometimes went back and
repeated the performance.
Some of the cops were OK; most of them hung out at Sonny's, and a few were friendly.
Some told me they respected me for my efforts to make something of myself and help the
others. But others hated me. All, however, knew I could fight and wasn't afraid of much, and
there was some open admiration for my courage.
A great deal happened in 1974. I met a very attractive man at Sonny's, a big Canadian
from Montreal, Donald Philliponni, who stood about six-four and was very good-looking,quite
masculine. He stayed at the same hotel, the Midtown Plaza, as I did, and we had a one-night
affair. He was fully aware that I was a man with breasts, not an actual woman.
I really liked him and would have readily tied up with him, but that was it, one night. A
few nights later, I got completely plastered at Sonny's and staggered home at four in the morning ...and found someone had broken into my room, the door smashed in.
I walked in and found Don, along with a young drag queen named Michelle I knew
vaguehJ. They had everything I owned piled up on a sheet on the bed, having burglarized the
room completely. Don attacked me immediately, slugging and stomping me and left me for
dead after I went limp, faking being unconscious. The only thing that kept me from being killed was that I was so drunk, I guess. After they escaped, I crawled down six or so flights of
stairs, badly injured, unable to walk. Two police cars were parked outside, the officers smoking cigarettes. I literally crawled to them and begged them to help me. They refused aid and
told me they would do nothing until I went to headquarters on my own and filed a complaint.
Fortunately, a woman who worked at the Pigalle, Winona, came home right then, saw me,
and took me to her room and patched me up. I'd been friends with the tall Indian woman for
some time. She later drove me to the police station and I filed a complaint. "We call this a 'fag
roll,"'the cop who took my complaint said with a sneer, but the police busted Philliponni a bit
later as he was leaving the hotel with his luggage. I was at the station when they brought him
in and enjoed watching the cops shove the furious man around and drag him off in handcuffs,
screaming bloody murder.
I later went to his arraignment, accompanied by the desk clerk of the hotel, and stood
there in my best dress as his lawyer tried to defend the man's actions by the fact that I am a
transvestite. "Are you a transvestite," he asked. "My sexuality is not on trial here. That man
is, for burglarizing my room and attempting to murder me,'' I replied. the judge, to my shock,
agreed and set a heavy bail for him.
However, Philliponni made bail and reportedly skipped the country, and never stood trial.
I later spotted Michelle at a restaurant, got the cops and they grabbed the transvestite,
who did six months in Dade County Jail before awaiting trial. I then dropped charges, as that
was enough punishment, under the advice of the prosecutors.
Years later I received reports from many Canadians that Philliponni and his father,
reportedly named Vittorio, were murdered in Montreal around 1980. The reports I got said
that Vittorio was a Mafia chief and was gunned down, and that Don was found in the truck of
a car with his genitals ala. ed off and stuck in his mouth, a death usually reserved for
transvestites and homosexuals. I was never able to confirm these reports, but heard them
from several completely different sources.
I publicized Don's attack upon me as widely as possible over the years, but don't know if
that led to their reported deaths or not at the hands of my admirers and relatives, which is
possible but unlikely.
Other things captured my attention in 1974;Dr. Marie Mehl of the EEF was exposed by
The Miami News, after months of pressure from me, as merely a criminologist claiming to be a
psychiatrist, charging transsexuals thousands of dollars for "psychiatric evaluation." A
number of transsexuals had also complained to me that Mehl was charging them about '400
at attend parties where they could meet the mayor of Miami and other bigshots, and that they
"were treated like clowns, ridiculed." Mehl told them these parties were "therapy."
I had a friend at The Miami News, columnist Herb Rau, who discussed me many times in
his coulmn and also set up a three-part series on the TAO by me published in 1974.Mehl also
came under attack for being involved with Miami judge Alfonso Sepe, who sentenced a
number of "sex offenders" to be chemically castrated by Mehl, who allegedly injected them
with female hormones, causing temporary castration. It was a national story and both came
under strong attack b y the ACLU and the Food and Drug Administration. Zelda Suplee
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quickly phased Mehl out of the EEF, but as far as I know, Mehl was never criminally charged
and is still in business in Miami. Sepe later resigned after the wife of a man he was sentencing
filed charges that he had offered to reduce the man's sentence if the woman would provide him
with sexual services. That's Miami.
The EEF, by 1974, had taken note of the TAO's amazing success and Suplee had a man
connected with her visit me and offer me S20,000 to place the TAO within the EEF's
framework. I declined the offer, knowing that every cent would have strings attached and
money was used by the EEF like a carrot placed before a hungry donkey. If they'd walked up
with twenty thou cash, I might have made some kind of deal, but th,didn't.
One of my regular dates in Miami was an older man, a retired Coast Guard man named
John McCrimmon. He had an expensive El Dorado and a small powerboat that he taught me
to pilot, and many days were spent boating around Miami and Fort Lauderdale. John took me
to Key West several times and t:> San Francisco.
In 1974, Dr. John Ronald Brown, sex change surgeon, contacted me via the TAO in San
Francisco, which was being run by transsexual Wendy Davidson, who turned out to be work•
ing for Brown.
Brown was new on the scene and claimed he had developed a surgical technique that
created a clitoris as part of the surgery, enabling transsexuals who underwent surgery to have
orgasms and full sexual feeling. Many surgeons had attempted this, but none had succeeded.
The earlier transsxuals, all up to 1973 or so, most had mere holes, not even labia. Brown proclaimed his surgery was the most advancedd being performed anywhere. I was intrigued, and
also saw a possibility of finally getting the surgery myself, so I got John to drive me to San
Francisco from Miami, a pleasant, long journey that included stopovers at the Grand Canyon
and Las Vegas.
Brown had a small clinic in a house on Lombard Street, and I checked into a motel across
from it. John drove back to Miami. A horde of transsexuals were flying in and out of the clinic;
Davidson was working as a nurse, as were others. Brown used them as such and in other
capacities, letting them work off the cost of surgery. I met Brown and liked him, but I decided
that I might as well wait another year or so and let him get more experience before going under
his knife myself. However, he wanted to help aid me, and came up with several thousand
dollars, cash, to help publish Mirage Magazine. In exchange, I promoted him considerably.
One of the transsexuals working with him was a hippy-type I'll call Randy Towers, which
is not the name she goes by but is similar to it. Randy had already had surgery by Brown.
Happy, pretty and very feminine, Randy was a ball of energy and effectiveness. She wore
jeans and sweaters, and did not bother with the fancy clothes moost transsexuals are so fond
of. She had reddish-blonde hair and somewhat resembled Juliet Prowse, the dancer.
I became friends immediately with Randy, and took her out to dinner several times. The
scene at Brown's clinic was something of a madhouse, but the job was getting done. While
there, I contacted gay leader Ray Broshears to check on the gay movement. I had run into the
loud-m outhed slob a couple of years earlier when he came by the Daughters of Bilitis office.
trying to push copies of his book, "The Gay Nazis." I couldn't stand the man, and an awful
scandal had just erupted concerning his Helping Hands Center in San Francisco, where
several of the gays working there had castrated a number of would-be transsexuals. Interns,
they had done pretty good jobs, but dumped some of the )Patients , bleeding and unconscious.
at a beach. Arrested and charged, they had pied insanity.
Brashears was his usual ugly self and opened with "oh, Angela Doug-ass, are you still
sucking off Morris Kike in Los Angeles?" (Kight, sad to say, has never had that good fortune.)
The filthy-mouthed gay then launched a screaming tirade against Brown, calling him a butcher and warning that he and other gays would put Brown out of business. Brashears had
openly opposed sex change operations in general, trying to convince transsexuals to be
masculine gay men. I hung up on this idiot but it wouldn't be the last time I ran across the foul
man.
I dropped byThe Barb, which was no longer under Max Scheer, and a woman interviewed
me and Wendy Davidson. Interestingly enough, she ignored the TAO publications, our efforts
in Miami and Europe and merely ridiculed us, calling Davidson "a former boxer who still has
the muscles to prove it." She let Sgt. Blackstone attack me as a "troublemaker who caused
dissension in Miami and Los Angeles" and quoted Brashears as saying that I am not a "true
transsexual." The Barb refused to let us respond, and for a time there was very bad blood between me and The Barb. I later discovered that the feds and police had assumed control of The
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Barb to a great extent, which persisted for several years.
I then flew back to Miami, stopping off in Vegas for a few hours to gamble a bit and visit
some clubs. I first visited Vegas in 1968,from LA, in desperate need of a few hundred dollars
to cover a marijuana deal that had gone sour. Money fronted to me a girl who was married to a
very wealthy man. I had been ripped off and had to cover it.
I arrived in Vegas with twenty bucks and absolutely no knowledge of gambling. I walked
into the Fremont Casino, put some quarters in a slot and immediaterly won $160 or so, then
another for fifty. Amazed, I checked into a room, ordered a steak and bought a book on
roulette. I played roulette for three days, having amazing success, biting single number bets
six and seven times in succession, to the point that the casino freaked out and were changing
croupiers each turn of the wheel and checking me for hidden wires or whatever. I won and lost
a considerable amount of money, but mailed the money I owed. I finally lost my talent when a
couple of thugs started grabbing my arms, telling me I should play dice. They unnerved me
and I lost it. I returned to LA, a bit overwhelmed.
Not long after I returned to Miami, I found my mother, by simply looking in the Miami
phone book on a hunch.
I called her up; I'd had no contact with her for four years. I told her I'd been forced into
prostitution to survive and begged her to help me find a job of some kind. "Well, at least
you're making money," she said with a sneer."This is the life you chose and I can't help you."
She then told me she had become a secretary for the dreaded DEA, the Drug Enforcement Administration.
However, she gave me a little help. I'd become bc~iN4°"11y rent at a Miami apartment
thanks to a roommate who never came up with her share, and the owners were trying to have
me arrested. My mother agreed to loan me the money, about $400, and we met at a big Miami
hotel lobby a few days later. She was not happy to see me and the meeting was cold and brief.
I later told her about the attacks upon me by Janice Maxwell, and within months, Maxwell and another transsexuaI,Sue Cooke, were arrested at the NTCU office in San Francisco on
charges of selling narcotics and having stolen pistols in their possession. Both did some time
in jail, and Blackstone quickly retired. The NTCU, which then called itself the Transsexual
Counseling Service, became a thing of the past.
My mother claimed to believe that my sex change was due to taking drugs, and refused to
accept my version.The only way I could write to her was via the DEA in Miami, and despite
the obvious danger, contacted her many times. Whether she actually ever worked for the DEA
or not I don't know; all I had was her word for it. She was probably convinced I was, in 1974,
using and selling drugs, which just wasn't the case at all.
The Miami News interview with me and other TAO leaders made us very famous in some
circles. Rosello, Carn, others were interviewed and discussed, and our photos appeared, too, including one of Tara and Marisa passed out on my bed. I was my usual self and later complained that The News had refused to mention that we had numerous branches in other cities and in
other countries, a fact completely suppressed by the media, but all in all, it was an excellent
story and ran for three days, front-paged. By the way, we didn't receive a cent for any of that.
Rosello had become my first transsexual lover, too. As a man, sexually, I had a brief affair
with her, primarily to see what the results of sex change surgery were, and found it most interesting. The pretty transsexual, who was not recognized as being all that bright, but very
nice, soon stepped down as TAO leader after the series was published.
She claimed that men had stoned her parents' home and she feared for their safety.
Kim Elliot and others also were interviewed on a Miami radio program that I contacted;
by then I was trying to get the other leaders to do more, as I had been in the forefront so much.
I did almost all of the real work, which was killing me, too.
In late 1974a most interesting thing happened concerning Lee Brewster in New York, the
transvestite leader. Female Impersonator News proclaimed that Brewster had been an FBI
clerk discharged for being a homosexual. I had some Miami people look into it, and was told
that Brewster had been made an auxilliary agent and assigned to disrupt the gay movement
and gather information, and was still doing this. I published these reports in the TAO newsletter and was then threatened with a lawsuit by Brewster. I retracted the report, but the
damage was done. Brewster admitted having been an FBI clerk, which was bad enough, but
adamantly denied being an agent or operative of any sort. Female Impersonator News, which
had presented all of that as laudable, was reduced to mumbling that if Brewster was an agent,
he was a pretty one. Brewster then be11:ana full-blast campaign against me, calling for me to be
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ignored and all that, and claimed TAO united Kingdom-had broken with us.
In fact, realizing that Brewster would respond wildly, I had instructed TAO in England to
break with us for phony reasons. That was a trap, and Brewster fell for it. Assuming TAO in
England was now my enemy, Brewster and others contacted them and they, in turn, reported
to us what was going on behind our backs.
We also tried to hold several protests in Miami about various things, including abusive
and false portrayals of transsexuals in films and television, but without much success, and a
bizarre transsexual named "Geraldine" was arrested by the FBI in Miami. Fortunately, she
had no involvement with TAO, but apparently came there seeking help. The tall transsexual,
who was only partly through the sex change, had a wife and three or so kids, and had
developed a supercar in California. She had collected hundreds of thousands of dollars in investments, but skipped town as various federal and state agencies closed in. The FBI finally
nailed her in Miami, and the papers reported that she was hiding in a shower in bra and panties
when the FBI stormed the house. Off she went to Dade County Jail, and eventually to trial in
California and to men's prison.
The Miami papers had a field day with that, of course.
One positive thing happened, however. A transsexual whose boyfriend tried to rob a New
York bank to pay for the sex change operation sued a book company and a film company after
they made a film about it, "Dog Day Afternoon," and got a decent out-of-court settlement. We
applauded her success wildly.
As for the TAO in England, I lost contact with them by 1976 and have no idea if they're
still around or not, but found a listing for a TAO Electrolysis Clinic at Lloyds Hospital in
Manchester, England during a check on the Manchester phone directory in 1982, so they're
probably still around in England.
One of the uglier things to happen in 1974 concerned a program director at a Miami television station, who contacted me, wanting to do a show on the TAO. He asked me to introduce
him to the various TAO leaders. He agreed to come up with about five thousand dollars for us
to do it, but he turned out to be just a closet transvestite who wanted us for sex. At least I got
a very expensive dinner out of him at The Forge. I didn't like his scam, so I publicized all of it
widely, including his name.
It became 1975,and I had lived publicly as a woman for six years. I was then more or less
raped by a Miami Beach cop.
That happened one night while I was eating dinner at a cheap restaurant and reading the
book "A Clo· .:kwork Orange." A beat cop walked in and followed me out after I finished
eating, and stopped me, demanding to see my ID. I produced it and explained about myself.
He said he wanted to talk to me more and would drop by my hotel later.
I was very scared
of the police in general, so I really didn't know what to do. He showed up a few hours later,
came into my room and demanded sex. I complied, unwilling to argue with a cop carrying a
loaded gun, and then turned him in to the newspapers and ACLU in the morning, asking the
ACLU to file sexual coercion charges against him. I then found many other transsexuals willing to file similar charges against many Miami Beach cops; six in all made reports. Some
charged police had regularly demanded sex from them, and Kim charged that six had raped
her shortly af '.ter the sex change surgery; one charged that cops stopped her and a boyfriend,
handcuffed the m an to a tree and made him watch as they raped the transsexual anally. They
charged the sex had gone on. in patrol cars, hotel rooms, in parks and at golf course, dozens
of times.
All agreed to take polygraph tests. Stunned, the ACLU said it would investigate.
I also sent out news items about this, in detail, to over 100 newspapers and magazines,
causing many to assume that a lot of Miami Beach cops were homosexuals.
We also threatened to sue the City of Miami Beach for millions of dollars. But the ACLU
did little more than "investigate," and months dragged on without any action ...except that
whenever I stepped outside, up to six police cars were waiting to follow me wherever I went.
The harassment became unbelievable, and a lot rougher. Cops followed me everywhere, hassl·
ing men with me. The other transsexuals were threatened and harassed, too. Word was then
put out that we were simply going to be killed and dumped in the ocean.
Tara and a few others left town; I decided to leave as well. Kim and a couple of others
elected to stay and weather it out. I headed West, back to Berkeley, via Las Vegas and Reno,
by Greyhound bus, and settled in Berkeley in early 1976.
1975,except for that. had hAP.nII mur.h nniAt.Ar vear. All we had done was appear on the Lou
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, --·- ---------,-----,,, --Marsh and Tony Adams Show on WKID-TV in Hollywood, Florida ...Tisha, myself and
another TS named Stephanie. I denounced police abuse of transsexuals on the show, which is
cable and is beamed to most motels and hotels along the Gold Coast.
Back in Berkeley; I found a small apartment on West Street, started writing for The
Barb (under new management again) and became a very successful hooker, advertising myself
in The Barb. My phone rang off the hook, dozens of calls a day. I soon had a car, a 1964Impala,
and would spend fifty bucks a week buying clothes at thrift shops and dropping them off at
free boxes for Berkeley's poor.
Brown was still in Frisco, and I began to start undergoing the surgery by him, which he
gave at almost no cost. He was then setting up clinics in Los Angeles as well, and the surgery
was done there.
The first one was a simple nose job, but I didn't go out from the painkilling
drugs ...Demerol and Ketamine ...and was just paralyzed, in horrible pain, as he broke and cut
my nose. After I returned to Berkeley, I developed blood clots in my legs and was hospitalized
for a week under the care of Dr. David Grubman, who viewed my sex change with some disdain in the sense of it not being a pro-health endeavor. I was hospitalized at Herrick in
Berkeley for the clots.
By that time I had gotten on Social Security Disability and Medi-Cal, fortunately, which
covered the hospitalization for the complications.

From "Sex Change."
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Tisha also visited me in 1976,flying out from Miami, and made a small fortune hooking with me from my apartment. We ran outrageous ads in The Barb and my phone
rang endlessly. A parade of men arrived at my door. Tisha spent her money on expensive
clothes but tried hard to make things work between us, and although I was madly in love with
her, she hardly returned the same amount of affection. She eventually returned to Miami after
about a month and I was sad to see her go.
Meanwhile, Anita Braynt had begun her campaign against gays in Miami Beach after getting together with the Beach cops, who wanted desperately to clear the homosexual stigma
that the TAO had placed upon them. I had also outraged Bryant by using the name "Anita
Douglas" for awhile in 1976. Bryant and the cops could not conceive that we viewed the gay
movement, or much of it, as our enemy, and assumed their war would hurt us, too. It didn't.
The rights of transsexuals and homosexuals are vastly different, and while gays suffered setbacks, we moved ahead on all fronts. Bryant's war hurt gays and we sa~·back and laughed. We
viewed the Miami Beach resident as an idiot, nothing more, who was jealous that drag queens
and transsexuals had all but taken over Miami Beach. Bryant wound up without her husband,
blackballed and in rather bad shape for her time and trouble, and I could care less.
As for our rights, during the Seventies, transsexuals won, state by state, the right to have
their ID changed legally to describe them as female after surgery, including birth certificates,
the right to legally marry males, adopt children and many other things that homosexual men
cannot do. Most states now recognize those of us who have had surgery to female as females.
This upset a Miami councilwoman who was opposing efforts by homosexuals to legally marry.
She said that gays would just get sex change operations so they could marry men anyway. I
am still amazed by the ignorance of some people; a male homosexual is attracted to male
genitals and won't go near a man who has had them removed via sex change surgery.
Homosexuals don't marry transsexuals; heterosexual men marry transsexuals.
I became familiar with the San Francisco drag bar scene, too, in 1976,which consisted of
two sleazy bars in the worst section of the city, the Tenderloin. There were plenty of transsexuals and drag queens running around, almost all of them prostitutes, and many blacks, which
was rare in Miami.
Both bars were rough. Thefts, muggings, pick-pocketing were common, and strong-arm
robberies at gunpoint at The Windjammer led to its closing. What happened is that criminals,
usually black men, would dress as women solely to rob white gays and other men who frequented the place, generally speaking. These thugs had no desire to change sex and used it as a
disguise, successfully. The Road Runner was almost as bad, but over the years became more of
a club and many real friendships developed. The city had no desire for such bars to exist at all,
and harassment in the area was always extreme. Visits by cops to the bars were also common,
sometimes by mean-looking lesbian cops whacking their palms with their clubs, just itching to
break our faces. The Road Runner was purely a hustle bar, no dancing, small, packed with
hookers, and I did fairly well there when I dropped by.
I had disbanded the TAO after I moved from Miami in 1976,but Brown tried to get me to
start another called the Eon Society, named after the French tranrivestite d'Eon Beaumont,
who was running around in a French court a few hundred years ago sticking his saber in
anyone who got upset because he was dressed like a woman. D'Eon was sent off to Russia and
lived at the Russian court for awhile, as a woman, and was spying, of course, then was even·
tually forced to exile in England by powerful French women. This character became quite
famous back then, and his name became a euphenism for transvestism, Eonism.
The Eon Society didn't catch on too well, but picked up some interest, and flak. One who
came down very hard on me was Jude Patton, a female-to-male transsexual, who was running
a group called Renaissance at the time. Patton, who didn't know a thing about me, blasted me
in his newsletter as "ignorant" and everything else, coming on like he had been named king of
the Universe, and proved to me that transsexuals canr be just as big an asshole as anyone else.
Patton, who was born female, acts like a typical sexist, stupid man who likes to push women
around, and is really rolling around unbalanced.This pathetic, bearded punk has, to my
knowledge, done little for transsexuals in the sense of actually fighting for our rights, and has,
as far as I can tell, done little more than make a living by being a professional transsexual.
In comparison to Brooklyn and Nick, female-to-males I admire, Patton has the sensitivity
and the brains of the tanks that another ludicrous sexist, General Patton, once commanded,
and is just about as obsolete.
The story is money, of course. Transsexuals set tjp these little groups, connect with
surgeons and provide "counseling" and then collect kickbacks from the patients they send to
the surgeons, and everyone runs around to television talk shows to explain how intelligent
and scientific they are, usually with a hack psychologist also making a decent living by telling
men they are crazy to want to change sex, but if so, well, it can be arranged if you have enough
money. The shrinks involved with transsexualism are generally homosexual men and some
have made fortunes by giving years and years of treatment at great cost to transsexuals. The
smarter transsexuals simply avoid the shrinks and find sur,reons who aren't so r.nnnPrh•n urith
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psychiatrists. The story is simply money; and the longer shrink can keep a patient on the
lline, the better it is for the shrink. I can't agree more with comedian Sid Caesar, who has
nothing to say of a positive nature about psychiatrists.
As he said recently, "a psychiatrist tells you you father was your brother and your mother
was your sister, blah-blah-blah, that'll be Sl50." Truer words were never spoken. The problem for. transsexuals is now that gays have been OKd by psychiatry, and homosexuality is
no longer viewed as insanity, homosexuals are becoming psychiatrists more openly and
treating transsexuals, who they see as insane. So we have a man who goes into a gay bathouse,
performs every sex act imaginable with countless men, eats their feces and drinks their urine,
then puts on a suit and tells a transsexual "I'm normal. You're insane." That's exactly what
the situation is.
I later heard from Joanna Clark, the one-time Navy man who changed sex, then joined the
Navy again as a woman but was eventually kicked out. She snottily refused to believe that the
Air Force had changed some of my records upon request in 1971,but the Air Force did. It isn't
who you know, Joanna, as we used to say in the military, it's who you blow. I couldn't resist
saying that.
Poor Joanna and Patton, along with Dr. Paul Walker and Christine Jorgensen, wound up
as guests on a San Francisco talk show recently and sat there while some ignorant sexist black
man screamed Biblical ignorance at them. Jude looked like his beard was wilting. "Duh Bibull
sez dat it's a sin fo' mens tuh be effeminate," 01' Erasmus or whatever his name said, so I
guess Patton was off the hook, and so was Christine, who is still rather masculine in com·
parison to a lot of transsexuals I've met.
I get a kick out of these shows, where transsexuals go on and talk about how wonderful
everthing is. The best was Canary Conn when she was on Tom Snyder's Tomorrow. Canary is
fun, and almost climbed on Snyder, who was embarassed throughout all of it. But most go on
to show how scientifically fabulous it all is, and if anything, exemplify the greatness of guinea
pigs.
I might add, that, until 1974, San Francisco had a "mask law" used to arrest transsexuals
and TVs, and it was voided by Dianne Feinstein, who was then on the city council, after I raised a big stink, reminding Frisco, which was supposedly so liberal, that Miami had voided its
law two years earlier. Feinstein got the message and the law was voided quickly. I'd also
bumped into Sheriff Richard Hongisto the night he was elected, and handed a list of suggested
reforms for transsexuals in jail, including keeping them on female hormones.He put some of
the reforms, including that one, into effect.
I also had a girlfriend in Berkeley, a blonde named Marilyn Simpson who drove a
Volkswagen convertible. I had sex with her a few times and she also turned a few dates with
me, doubles, at my apartment. Not all of my dates were single men; I sometimes had couples, a
man and a woman, usually married. There was one couple I visited regularly in San Francisco.
One of the many things I refused to do was to engage in Sadomasochism. Many of the
calls I got were from masochists who wanted me to torture them. I got dozens of such calls, as
many transsexual and drag hookers are into Sand M. I wasn't at all. I have always been turned off by it. I tried it once, with Tisha, but the whole thing was ridiculous.
The final surgery was performed in April of 1977 at Brown's clinic on Wilshire, well,
almost the final surgery. The earlier ones are correctly, referred to as Rhinoplasty (nose job),
Mammoplasty (breast implant surgery) and I was up for Penectomy, Orchidectomy and
Vaginoplasty, which means that my penis was skinned like a banana being peeled, my
testicles were removed and a vagina, complete with labia and clitoris, was completed from the
remaining skin and flesh.
Now this is definitely nowhere like getting your hair cut or a tooth pulled. It does not even
resemble having your tonsils taken out. It is something like World War Two. I had obtained
psychiatric approval from a Los Angeles psychiatrist, Dr. Dudley, a black former Air Force officer who spoke with me for an hour, collected one hundred dollars and approved me for
surgery.
I had met " number of transsexuals during my visits to LA, including Randy Towers, who
was spending_ u lot of time there, and Vanessa Mormile, who worked with Brown. Randy and
two transsexuals from Miami, Marisa and Rosa Martin, who were both post-operative and
also lovers, like lesbians, were staying in an apartment building next to one where Norma and
Joan had lived years earlier.
One of the tenants was former cowboy star Lash La Rue, and I bumped into him one after·
noon and got his autograph. Lash would be very popular on the S and M circuit these days.
Marisa was recovering from surgery. She'd made headlines in Miami, too; very, very pret
ty end feminine, model quality, Mariaa had found work as a telephone switchboard operator
b;u~was fired after female employees protested, refusing to use the bathroom with her, thing~
lik~ th11t.poor Mariaa never hurt a soul in her life that I know of, and was just crushed by all of
that. Rosa was a bit tougher and wilder. I dropped by to visit them just before I was to have
surgery, and Randy and Rosa were in the bathtub. It wasn't my idea. but Rosa had sex with
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me, arid she was the last female or reasonable facsimile I had sex with as a man.
Oh well; it was time, so I headed over to Brown's clinic and walked in. The transsexual
nurses stripped me and scrubbed me down, removed my genital hair with lotion and I sat there
in a hospital gown of paper waiting for Brown. He finally showed up and I was taken into the
operating room and placed on the table, strapped to it, my feet in stirrups, flat on my back.
Brown walked in and said, "well, at last, Angela!"and it began. Needles were stuck in my
veins and I was pumped full Demerol and Ketamine once again, and this time I was gassed,
put to sleep. The mask went over my face and I went out like a light.
The next thing I recalled was a flash of light and some pain as I was being carried onto an
ambulance, and then I woke up. I was in a grim little room in a convalescent hospital, an old
one. and in pain that I cannot describe. My entire body was exploding with thick, full-blast
pain. I could hardly move. My head, legs, back, chest, neck, arms, everything ached and
wouldn't work. I was hit with great spasms and shook like a toy in a dog's mouth. I had
coughing attacks that nearly killed me, then incredible heartburn. I simply can't describe how
terrible the pain was.
The nurse wouldn't give me much Demerol, and I had, fortunately, heeded the advice of
other transsexuals and had stashed a large quantity of Demerol tablets with my luggage,
which became my first goal. I eventually reached them with the nurse's aid and took them
secretly, hidden in a packet of cigarettes. I couldn't get up or walk, impossible, but I could
move around a bit after a few hours.
I urinated through a catheter, a tube stuck up inside my vagina and emptied into a plastic
bag. My crotch looked awful, as if someone had taken a couple of whacks at it with an axe. I
threw up, although , prepared for it. I was wearing a silly contraption called a dilator, a
vaginal form constructed from hard foam rubber covered with .. a condom1,crammed inside
my vagina to form it, held in place by straps. It refused to stay in and kept slipping out, along
with a horrendous stench that would make swamp gas resemble expensive perfume, a ghastly
sweet, thick cloying smell. That smell, which stayed with me for weeks, was one of the worst
things about the surgery.
The dilator kept slipping out and the nurse had to help me replace it, and had to pound it
in with her fist ...so painful that I nearly passed out. "Now you know what it feels like to have a
baby,"she commented with a sneer.
Brown came by twice to check me, and so did a transsexual, to say hello. I stayed there for
nine days, and was able to walk after six days, just to the bathroom. I had to learn to urinate
all over again, which was very painful. The hoe pital itself was bombed out, full of very sad,
crippled old people, senile people, too, and one old senile lady kept stumbling into my room,
urinating all over herself, oblivious to everything. I wondered who she was, who she had been.
It was so very, very sad. I made a promise to myself to never get like that, to kill myself before
I got into such a condition.
I finally left the hospital, with the aid of a cane, and was picked up by William Patrick
Brown, a young gay activist from Berkeley I'd known for several years. I'd left my car with
Dr. Brown, in the parking lot behind his clinic, and Pat flew down to help me. He drove me
back to Berkeley and I was on the back seat, moaning in agony with every bump. Pat
deposited me at my apartment and there I was, trying to recover, quite alone.
Marilyn paid a visit and got a few things for me, and I got a phone call from a transsexual
I didn't know, Bobbie Lee Sellers, who came over and made a salad for me, and gave me some
books to read.
I seemed to be recovering well, but after a few days home I developed awful pains in my
heart and went to Herrick emergency, barely able to breathe. I had developed clots in my
lungs, almost in my heart, and it was almost fatal. Dr. Grubman, my Berkeley doctor, was
back at work.
I spent almost two weeks there, goop going in my veins constantly, shot after shot after
shot, blood tests until they couldn't find my veins anymore. I had a TV, which was nice, a
private room, which was nicer, and the best food I have ever eaten in my life. Gar Smith, a
writer for The Barb came by, and I gave him some money and got him to buy a bunch of model
airplane kits for mt> that gave me something to do. Marilyn came by and played her guitar for
me, too. It wasn't wonderful there, but without that two weeks of additional hospitalization in
general, I don't think I'd have made it at all.
I was eventually sent home, feeling fine, still using a cane, though ...and my vagina had
closed up, completely, as due to the pain from the clots it had been impossible for me to keep
the vaginal form in. I would have to go through yet more surgery. it also looked awful, too,
very, very scarred and ugly.
Prior to the April surgery, just before, I got a phone call in Berkeley from a man in Los
Angeles, Stan Grossman, a photographer who wanted to do a lif~story magazine about me. I
agreed; it'd give me a chance to discuss the TAO and our efforts, and might do well financially,
and I would need an awful lot of money. I was going into hock with Brown, and also needed
thousands to have my facial hair removed via electrolvRiR.
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So, prior to the April surgery, I met with Grossman in a Hollywood motel and he had me
put on a wig, various feminine undergarments and took numerous photos of me, with my male
gentials displayed, fully erected and not.
I had agreed to do it only if I had full editorial control over the photos and text, and was
promised that plus royalties of one dollar per copy sold. To give you an idea of how screwed up
I was back then, thanks to the stress of the earlier surgery and the drugs like Demerol, it was a
verbal agreement.
After I recovered from the April operation I contacted Grossman again, and he took more
nudes of me, posing me by a Cadillac and a swimming pool to give the illusion I am wealthy.
These photos graphically displayed the results of Brown's surgery, my vagina, in horrible
detail, as the scars and all were still more than visible.
I returned to Los Angeles, in June, for touch-up surgery (Revisional Vaginoplasty) and
found Brown in a new clinic, atop Century City, a huge, modem clinic. Don't ask he how he got
it.
But there was a foul-up, and I returned to the Bay Area tor another month. i had the
touch-up op in July of 1977, and it was weird. This time, the bizarre Ketamine drug he gave
me, which is a super LSD, caused me to have another out-of-body experience. I zipped out of
my body as he was chopping away at it and flashed, at unbelievable speed, into the galaxy. I
traveled for what seemed to be forever, and realized the meaning of Eternity, and reached a city of some kind, finding myself in a very bright room, bodiless, just my mind and personality,
facing a desk of some sort, or a throne, all covered with red velvet drapes. People or beings in
other rooms I could hear and sense, but not see. It wae completely real, nothing at all like a
hallucination or dream. It was real and solid. And l was terrified. I felt that something had
snared my soul and was going to keep it, that I was in effect dead, and would never be back in
my body. I beggerl. screamed silently, pleaded to be allowed to, return to my body. It was
silent, but a wri11stedscreamfrom me emerged that terrified me as it came out of me.
The next I knew, I was back in my body, and a black transsexual nurse was chanting, of
all things, the Nichiren Shoshu Buddhist chant by my bedside. Some will say the powers of
that chant brought me back and saved my life.
I felt "dead." There was a lot of pain, not like before, but still a lot. After awhile, other
transsexuals got me into a wheelchair and took me to my car in the parking lot in the basement, and one drove me to my motel and got me into bed. Grossman came by that evening
with a bag of donuts, and I wrote out the text for the magazine, right there, drugged, fresh
from surgery.
I was taking vast amounts of Demerol, injections, and doing impossible things.
I drove back to Berkeley by myself the next day, stopping every twe nty or so miles to
pump myself full of Demerol. It's a miracle I made it without wrecking the car, but I did.
Brown had fixed me up pretty good, and within weeks I was testing out my vagina, running
ads again, and trying to adjust to life completely as a woman.
I got a letter published in High Times Magazine about my bizarre Ketamine experience,
and sent a lot of information on myself to them. I also became friend with Bobbie Sellers, who
was a full-time hooker.
Bobbie hadn't undergone the complete sex change yet, and envied
me a bit. I did a few tricks with her out of her apartment in San Francisco, and sent a selfinterview off to High Times that I credited to her, calling her "Shasta Smith," another name
Sellers used. It was subsequently published by High Times in abbre..nated form in December
of 1978,but I was offended by a comment they included .."but would you want your daughter
to marry one?" I informed High Times angrily that after all, I had been married to a woman
and even had a child. Within a month or so after High Times published this interview, foundereditor Tom Forcade apparently shot himself to death, but I believe he was murdered. By
whom and why, I have no idea.

Old copies of Moo119Udow and Mirage, interviews with Angela, stories by and about
Angela are needed for an exlft!QdPdversion of this book. If you have any of these, please let us
know. Xerox copies are acceptable.

I was, by then, doing a lot of writing for the LA Star, an underground sex rag published by
Paul and Shirley Eberle. Paul had been the managing editor of Kunkin'e Free Press and had
gone off on hie own in 1970.The Barb had died in 1978and more or lees became The Spectator,
which picked up the title of my Barb column, Hot Flashes.
The Star was raunchy and published just about anything I sent, including very
outrageous ads. They also published a magazine, Ooh, and ran an interview with me in 1976.
1978 was quite an eventful year, too. Grossman finally published the magazine about me,
without my approval, and it was horrendous; the photos he used should have been burned, not
published in full color. At beet, I looked ludicrous, and be intentionally used ones shot from
bad camera angles to make me appear even more grotesque than I was. It was done to make a
joke out of me and ruin me as a rights leader and anything else. I subsequently heard that it
had been done to me by pornographers due to my earlier efforts to rid the transsexual scene of
porno exploiters, and they hit me good. As of 1978, Grossman had paid me a total of about
$100 to cover my travel expenses, and didn't even bother to send a copy of the magazine,
which I learned was at adult bookstores. Furious, I called him up and threatened to sue, he
came on with "those arent't bad photos, you're just vain." I couldn't believe it; I went to a
lawyer, Michael B. Anderson of Alameda, referred to me by Pat Brown, and began a lawsuit
against him.
Titled "Sex Change, Incredible Real-Life Stp~ of Angela Douglas," it was informative,
but the color, slick, forty-eight page magazine which later sold for up to fifteen dollars a copy
showed me at my absolute worse.
The threat of legal action shook him up, however, and he drove up to Frisco, gave a hundred copies of the magazine and promised to pay me the royalties as they came in. He then
disconnected his Los Angeles phone, closed his Yucca Street mail drop and disappeared.
Heartbroken, I sold all I had and caught a jet to Honolulu. I checked into the Reef Hotel
and sat in my room, trying to get up the courage to jump out of the window. I didn't, and
decided to live and get revenge, somehow. I couldn't just change my name again; I had gone
through an excruciatingly difficult time getting a new birth certificate from Michigan after
surgery, and even a new passport, which took a protest from me directly to President Carter,
as I was hassled to no end by the passport office in San Francico. I mentioned to Carter I had
known Reischauer's daughter in Japan, etc., and promptly received my new passport with a
letter of apology from Hodding Carter III of the State Department. My name was now Angela
Lynn Douglas, quite legally.
I spent two weeks in Hawaii, but didn't do much. I found a gay disco, Hula's, a beautiful
place, and who owned it but Eaton Magoon? I said hello to him, but he didn't have the faintest
idea who I was. I saw Jack, too, and he didn't recognize me. I did well in Hawaii, though, and
hated to leave. I returned by hustling the fare from a guy and we flew back to the Bay Area
together.
In 1978 I also came across a bizarre discovery. I was collecting old record albums then,
ones by bands like Love, and was searching through old records at Rather Ripped in Berkeley
when I found one by a band called Euphoria, only the faces didn't resemble anyone I had ever
known, nor did the names. It had been released on MGM's lieritage label in 1972.
To sa~ -~ lll'BS upset doesn't cut it; I was furious, a!l~ ~formed dozens of publications of
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this, that MGM had apparently ripped off a band name 1 had originated. I made sure the trade
publications of the music industry knew all about it.
I also stumbled across an interesting FBI poster in the Berkeley post office, a wanted
poster for an escaped murderer from Tennessee named Roy Boshears, and the photos were a
dead ringer for gay leader Ray Brashears. I made sure that gay publications and everyone else
knew about this, too.
I had some rough experience~ before lf!Bvingfor Hawaii ..
One happened at the Berkeley House, a very nice lounge on University, on New year'•
Day. Nursing a bit of a hangover, I sat alone at the bar, no one but me and the bartender, and
felt cold slobber on the back of my neck, deposited by the lips of a very ugly black man I had
never seen. I backhanded him as hard as I could, and he realized I was a "man." He responded
with a scream and punched me in the face, knocking me over the bar, then started screaming
he had a shotgun in his car and was going to shoot both of us. The bartender fled in terror and I
managed to escape from another exit, relatively unharmed.
I also lost my car. In all my years of driving, I haven't had the slightest accident and
never bothered to get insurance, confident of my driving ability. I had stopped at a liquor
store for cigarettes one morning, on University, and was starting to pull out when a guy doing
at least sixty sideswiped me, messing up both cars pretty bad. He was the owner of a used car
lot, it turned out, and blamed me for the accident, although he was speeding. Nothing ever
came of it except my license was suspended until I got insurance. I could have sued him, but
was still recovering from surgery and wasn't ready to go into a legal hassle like that.
But I lost my car; damaged, I sold it for a hundred dollars. I then went to Hawaii.
Tisha visited me again in Berkeley, in 1978,but didn't stay long. She was a bit mad that I
had undergone surgery and she hadn't. Marilyn Simpson was still hanging around me then,
and took us to the YWCA in Berkeley for some exercise, which was a bit wild, and was crazy
about Tisha. I became very jealous and wound up putting Tisha on a plane back to Miami,
very upset and angry at her.
Afte1 I returned from my brief visit to Hawaii, I stayed in Frisco for awhile and then took
a long bus ride to Miami, visited my old haunts and showed off my new body to old friends. I
only stayed a couple of days, POt right back on a bus and rode back to Frisco.
I moved from Berkeley t,c·the Tenderloin, into an old hotel near the Road Runner, and fell
into that scene completely ..1 was in a bit of trouble; I'd tangled with a powerful occultistwriter, Robert Anton Wilsou, a colleague of Timothy Leary, who had also been a writer for The
Barb. Wilson was the co-author of "Illurninatus" with Richard Shea, a frequent writer for
Playboy.
Wilson had also written for The Barb, but I had never met him. He was a colleague of LSD
advocate Timothy Leary, and like Leary, advocated the use of various drugs. I happened to
read an interview with Wilson in AgainstThe Wall. a magazine from Westfield, New Jersey,
and wrote to them, criticizing statements in "Illuminatus" concerning gay men and transsexuals. Gays were portrayed as nice, harmless wimps, and as for TS, well, one of the major
characters, a police detective, abruptly changed sex and then screamed in horror when the
realization of it sank in. It's a most bizarre, jumbled book, full of sex and violence of the most
macabre sort. My letter was published in ATW, and so was Wilson's response. He said no such
statements were in his book, that I had imagined them and must be dangerously insane. Stunned, I sent copies of the book to ATW, and the magazine then printed Xerox copies of the
passages ...proving me to be quite correct. I demanded an apology from Wilson, was ignored,
and then asked Anderson to sue him for libel.
Wilson's attorney, Bruce or Bob Botnick, replied by saying I didn't have a chance and
that they would more or less make mincemeat out of me, that it would be easy to prove me insane.
Wilson then ran to The Advocate gay newspaper and got them to interview him, so he
would have the backing of sexist gays on his side\ the Advocate refused to discuss Wilson's
attacks upon me or let me explain the situation at all.
I began gathering as much data on Wilson as possible, and learned that he had been a letters editor at Playboy some years back. Around 1976, his daughter had been murdered in
Berkeley during a robbery and he had her brain cryogenically frozen, in hopes that science in
the future could restore her to life...a most expensive process.
I also learned that Wilson had sued Arthur Kleps for a million dollars around 1976or 1977.
Kleps is the author of "Millbrook," a book concerning Tim Leary's days at the Millbrook
Estate in New York. Kleps had lived there and had been Leary's closest confidante. He had
told Hugh Hefner of Playboy that Leary wrote "Illuminatus" to lionize himself, with Richard
Shea, and gave Wilson the credit . Wilson sued Kleps for libel when he heard of this.
Wilson and Learv did auite a few things for High Times Magazine together and became
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the Laurel and Hardy of sorts of the post-psychedelic scene. They also wrote a book published
by And-Or Press of Berkeley, "The Cosmic Trigger."
Like Playboy Press, And-Or had rejected it as "too incredible" and knew all about my
past. It became clear that some of the drug freaks felt I was dangerous and might somehow expose drug dealers and others I had stumbled across, or give a bad name to the drug movement.
My constant hammering away at the fact that the use of marijuana can cause men to become
feminizied due to the similarity between the active substance in grass, THC, and female hormones, had obviously upset pro-marijuana advocates to no end, but with researchers treating
otherwise normal male potsmokers who had suddently developed breats, I felt the warnings
should be loud and clear.
There was also the suspicion among the _paranoic druggies that I was some kind of a cop,
and of course, the prejudice of the straight dopers. I would soon discover a bizarre twist to the
situation that explained almost everything.
Meanwhile, I had sent out a number of copies of the Grossman magazine, "Sex Change,''
to magazines like Penthouse, Oui, Playboy and Hustler, along with a letter explaining that he
intentionally, : used lousy photos to mess me up and that I was sueing him ...and that I didn't
get tens of thousands of dollars as many people assumed. Some even thought that I had actually published the magazine myself, too. The fact that plenty of the people involved in the
TS and drag scene are mentally ill, on drugs or whatever didn't help, as they came up with all
sorts of fantasies relative to the situation involving my book.
Hustler Magazine, Larry Flynt's three-million circulation porno rag, discussed me within
the context of "Sex Change" in its June issue of 1979,published in May, in a story by editor
Richard Stone, who described me as a "sow's ear," and as "an unattractive man transformed
into an unattractive woman." He used the very worst photo of me in "Sex Change," one showing me with breasts and male genitials, mentioned my former name, and said the magazine
could be had from me for six dollars at my Berkeley mailing address.
The fact he used my former name, Douglas Czinki, proved he had received the letter. In
"Sex Change" itself, it says my former name was Doug Delain, the stage name I used as a rock
musician. I had disclosed my true former name in the letters I sent to various magazines.
Horrified, I wrote to Hustler, telling them I did not sell the magazine myself and urged
them to run one of the pos~perative photos, showing me with the results of surgery, as I am
now.
Hustler ignored me, so I had Dr. Grubman send them an affidavit stating I had indeed
undergone complete surgery in 1977.They continued to ignore me, so I had Anderson begin a
one million-collar libel suit against the Flynt outfit. If the case had ever made it to court, I
very likely would have one.
I'd received thousands of very obscene letters due to the Hustler item, all from men, mostly gays, assuming I still had a penis and testicles. I also received several hundred orders for the
magazine, which I had to return. I printed up a flyer explaining the situation, mailed it to
everyone who wrote to me and urged them to boycott Hustler Magazine completely. Some of
the letters were stained with the semen of the writers. The more obscene ones I sent to postal
inspectors, and in the case of prisoners who wrote, I sent the original letter to prison officials. I
imagine hundreds of men got in serious trouble, and blamed it, correctly, on Hustler. The let•
ters were incredibly obscene.
A transvestite from New York sent an unsigned letter laughing at me and applauding
Hustler for ridiculing me, which was probably the overall response of my enemies.
Kim Elliot and Lisa Reidy-Hyden then flew out from Miami and contacted me. I was still
occasionally publishing Moonshadow, so Sellers took photos of us and they denounced
Hustler and Flynt on my behalf, calling Hustler "the sow's ear of porno rags." We also said
that his wife, Althea, was actually a man named Albert Goldberg who had been unable to get a
sex change operation and came down on me as I had been able to. Tisha Goudie also sent a
statement of support and also denounced Hustler. We dismissed Stone as another ·stupid faggot upset that my male genitals no longer existed.
,
Kim also disclosed that she was the "Kim Newell" discussed in Klep's "Millbrook'' anu
had lived with Tim leary and Kleps at the Millbrook estate, which I did not know. A Kim
Newell and her husband, Steve, are discussed in some detail by Kleps in the book. Kim is
described as a "fifty-dollar hooker from Miami Beach." Kleps explains he gave a phony last
name to the couple. (Steve was well-known among Florida gays and was the winner of a Mr.
Gay Florida or similar contest. Photos of him are in copies of David Magazine of the time,
published in Fort Lauderdale.)
This was hot news, so I made sure everyone knew about it. Kim threatened to sue Kleps
for libel, so things were really heating up.
Prior to all of this madness, I had an incredibly strange experience with Randy Towers
while still living in San Francisco in 1978.I was down with a very severe cold. and Randy drop, 69

ped by one night, demanding that I accompany her to a UFO contact event being staged by a

radio station. I protested, bu1she forced me to dress and physically dragged me out of the
apartn, ent, and we hitched to the event, which was staged atop Twin Peaks. Thousands of
young people were there; laser lights zapped across the ci ,ty, all sorts of weird things were going on. Randy was ecstatic about it, and we walked around for a few hours, drinking it all in,
then returned to my place.
Then she said "OK Angela, this is it," and physically revealed herself to be a most alien,
non-human creature, by somehow raising my consciousness so I could perceive her as she really is. Her transsexual identity, her appearance, everything was a disguise, somehow created
by her powers. She was actually a non-human being, although humanoid, with greenish-gray,
reptilian, leathery skin, hairless, with coal '>lackeyes. A very aged being, extremely aged. The
impression of great age was one of the most vivid impressions I got.
Randy was an extra terrestrial of some sort; that fact was shouting. It smiled. I was
floored, a but frightened, and completely amazed. She told me I had been right about ETs, and
that she was on Earth to aid human transsexuals. In fact, she then lived with a badly-db•:.~Let
transsexual and took care of her. I asked her many questions. She said she did indeed come
from another planet, and that there are many ETs on Earth. They do what they want to do,
oblivious to laws and government, and view humans as "loving parents view unruly, growing
children, with great love." Their powers are vastly superior to those of humans, and among
others, they can manifest, physically, as anything they desire ...including the illusion of being a
transsexual named Randy Towers.
This experience lasted perhaps ten minutes, and then everything returned to normal, as if
the channels of a TV set were changed. Randy, in her usual form, laughed and warned again
not to discuss it.
Not long before this happened, we'd·. picked up a guy in an Alfa-Romeo who took us to a
French disco, St. Germain des Pres, and then to my place, where the three of us partied, sexually, until dawn. I had engaged in lesbian-type activity with her.
The morning after the little party, they left together and I went out for breakfast. As I
walked, I heard an awful scream and watched a young man come flying out of a window and
land in Jones Street, and die, an apparent suicide. My heart sank. I was so happy and up when
that happened, and then everything was just ugly and very, very unplesantly real.
So I had actually come across an ET, and one who manifests as a transsexual, no less.
When I learned that Wilson was claiming to be an ET contactee, I checked his claims out.
Wilson claims he is in contact with ETs, "space beings," via telepathy, and they enable
him to predict the future. I then said publicly that if he is such a psychic, why didn't he foresee
the murder of his daughter? He also claimed to be a ''voodoo priest of the Society of Chango,••
which is just silly. Chango is one of the gods of the Cuban Santeria belief, one I know more
than a little about. The chance that any Anglo could become an actual Santero or priest is extremely nil. I hadn't known any of this when I tangled with Wilson, and my attacks on him apparently caused great damage to him. Many people sided with me and began viewing Wilson
as a fraud.
In a way, it semed that Santeria, a form of voodoo, had somehow guided me to put Wilson
out of business.
Anderson wasn't moving very quickly on the lawsuits, and I continued to pressure him.
He informed me that Hustler's lawyers had called him, dismissed me as a "moronic street
queen who had just written a few articles for tiny newspapers like The LA Star"and if he
represented me against them, they would put him out of business and destroy his career as a
lawyer.
They also said he was naive to believe I had undergone the sex change surgery and that I
was just a man dressed as a woman.
While all of this had been going on I had moved back to San Francisco from Berkeley, and
Lisa and Kim had returned to Miami. Bobbie Sellers, a fan of Robert Anton Wilson, was
furious that I was sueing him, and also fearful that Hustler would retaliate against him
because she knew me.
Sellers was the type who was desperate seeking acceptance. I had gone with him once to
visit Margo St. James, who heads COYOTE, a group trying to decriminalize prostitution, and
he had fawned and given St. James money to help out. Sellers enjoyed being a prostitute and
thought theworld revolved around him. Although he was a bit old and had yet to undergo
surgery, he was mentally convinced he was actually a woman. I have always had mixed feel•
ings about St. James, whose incredibly successful "Hookers Ball" drew in vast amounts of
money annually.
She eventually said that her COYOTE group would worry about the problems of transsexual prostitutes as well as those of real women, with a bit of a sneer.
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·1 had stumbled across a German bar on Geary Street one night, The Coachroom, and
found myself in the hands of the Nazi Party. This happened soon after Hustler attacked me. I
liked the bar; it was full of Europeans, most German and Swiss, and most of them were very
nice. I speak some German, and got on just fine. before long I was going out with some of the
Germans, including a gorgeous man named Wolfgang, and became a part of the German scene.
I was invited to the big Oktoberfest they held there in 1978,and took another TS along, Kelly
North. We had a fabulous time. One of the entertainers was a man dressed as a woman who
sang a silly German song, very funny.
I soon discovered that plenty of Neo-Nazis were hanging out at that bar, and they took
notice of me. Some were very old and talked constantly of the old days. On one night, just
before closing, about fifty of the Germans sang the old Nazi anthem, "Deutschland Uber
Alles."
I decided to move into the Nazi scene and see what was going on. I knew the address of the
major Nazi group in Lincoln, Nebraska, the National Socialist Party of America, so I obtained
their literature, a Nazi Swastika pin and some gummed stickers with a swastika and antiblack and Communist slogans on them, such as "niggers-hands off whites or die." I began
wearing the pin to the bar and passing out a few copies of the NSPA newspaper, The New
Order. Before long, some of the Nazis took me aside and questioned me as to my racial
background, political views, etc. and were happy to learn that I was a fairly well-known sex
change, legally female.
To emphasize it, I had a short bio of me translated into German and issued it as a flyer,
mentioning that the first sex change operations were performed in Germany in the Thirties.
My primary Nazi contact was Josef Wegmann, a big, burly worker who stayed rather
drunk and always seemed ready to go out and kill someone. Josef did most of the questioning.
I eventually got him to go with me to a sauna place, with private rooms, and we did a hot tub
thing. He was elated to see that I was, indeed, physically female.
This Nazi group was called the National Socialist White Workers Party, the NSWWP,
.and they, had opened a Nazi bookstore several years earlier named after Nazi Rudolf Hess.
The bookstore was attacked and closed by a horde of angry young Jews and Communists, and
Wegmann said he was among those who stood and fought.
Kurt Reitmann was also a frequent patron at the bar. The big Swiss was the co-owner of
Disco 2001, the swank disco on Union Street I had frequently visited in 1976 snd 1977.Reitmann knew me from those visits. The Nazis fawned over Reitmann, sseking his support and
financial backing.
As I lived in a very rough part of Frisco, I was frequently hassled by black pimps looking
for new talent, often driving around in expensive cars. Some would stop and call me over, and
as I talked to them, I'd secretly slap a few of the Nazi stickers on their cars, laughing as they
drove off.
Word got out quickly among transsexuals that I was running with the Nazis, which shook
up everybody. I dropped by the Road Runner drag bar one night and found a German tourist
there who bought a few drinks for me. I was chatting with him in Ger'llan when a fist landed
on my face. A huge transvestite, at least six-four, had punched me, and he was screaming,
"I'm Jewish. You can't speak German in my presence!" I ftA,l .JUtside and barely escaped.
I got his name and wrote about a story about it, and sent it to the NSPA in Nebraska.
They published it in their New Order paper as "Jew Pervert Attacks German Woman For
Speaking German." I later distributed a few copies of the paper around and soon heard that
the transvestite had committed suicide in horror. I felt no sympathy; he was a violent lunatic.
There had also been a few attacks on me by blacks during visits to Berkeley. On one occasion, I was waiting at a busstop with Pat Brown, who had very long blonde hair, and a car full
of young blacks pulled up and propositioned us, assuming we were both women. I replied in
German that I didn't speak English, and one black. yelled, "hey, you is a faggot, one of dem
whut has titties and a dick!" and they jumped out to get us. We fled into a gas station, but
the terrfied attendant told us to leave, so we ran down San Pablo with six or seven blacks chasing us and ran into a Mexican resta11R11"4
and barricaded the doors. the blacks screamed and
tried to break in. The restaurant owner called the police and the cops arrived as the blacks
disappeared. A black cop drove us to the BART station. I wondered if Hustler had set me up;
the blacks seemed to know who I was.
I had also come under attack in The LA Star, which had published all sorts of Nazis news
I sent in an attempt to solidify myself with the Nazis. The Star owed me over one thousand
dollars for work and was not paying, so I began pressuring them. Eberle responded by
publishing a phony letter from someone calling himself JTR who called me the worst things
imaginable, said my entire past was a lie and that I was a "football player in drag," all sorts of
thin,ts. Eberle refused to let mP.rARnond.Eberle was among those aware I was under attack by
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Hustler, and feared Hustler's wrath.
I took Randy Towers, Kelly North and other transsexuals to the Nazi club, too. Randy
didn't like it, of course, and left, very upset, when a Nazi who was drunk walked over to her
and loudly proclaimed that she was actually a man.
Randy had kind of avoided me since letting me know she was actually an ET of some sort.
We bumped into each other a few times, and she said she feared I'd expose her, and that
"people will think I'm a Satanic witch." She dropped out of the scene almost completely, and
after awhile she simply disappeared.
Meanwhile, Dr. Brown was in the news. He had been sued by one of his patients and was
facing a major court hassle.
Brown had also been discussed on a major television program, "Sixty Minutes," I believe,
and "exposed." The program was a hatchet job on the :poor man, who had aided transsexuals
immensely; he had fed, housed, paid and helped hundreds, and gave free or nearly free surgery
to at least two hundred of us. All of the work he did for me cost me about six hundred dollars,
and most surgerons would have charged around six or seven thousand for the same work.
Brown's attorneys settled out of court as the case went to trail, partly as the patient was
represented by attorney Melvin Belli. Brown was then arrested for narcotics violation and
photos of himin jail appeared in the Frisco papers. I last heard of him in 1978and it appears he
left the country, possibly to the West Indies.
An interesting interview with transsexual Wendy Carlos ran in Playboy in 1979 by
homosexual writer Arthur Bell of New York. Carlos turned out to be the composer of the score
for "A Clockwork Orange" and "The Shining," and the co-inventor of the Moog synthesizer.
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Change
You can't make a silk purse out
of a sow's ear ... or so the old
saying goes. Proof of this adage
is shown in Stx Change, a maga•
zine chronicling the transformation of Douglas Carl Czinki
into Angela Lynn Douglas. As
you can see in these photos
from Stx Change, Angela was
transformed from an unattractive guy with tits and a garter
belt into an unattractive
woman (with tits and a garter
belt). But, according to the text
accompanying
the pictures,
she's happy with her new life.
Plus, she says, she does get off
sexually. Well, if you want to
know more, Stx Change is available for six bucks from Angela
Lynn Douglas herself (P.O.
Box 241 '..l, Berkeley, California
9470:.!). She also says she likes
to receive fan mail at that
address, no doubt to :X,Ost her
altered ~o.

Hustln

SoSueUs
We hear that transsexual Angela Lynn Douglas is doing just
that-to
the tune of $1 million- because we published "a
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copywritten ls1cl photo of hi:r
without permission" in June's
Bits & Pitcts. It seems she was
particularly upset that we used
the "bad" photograph of her
seen below, and sent us the
charming snapshot pictured
above, showing her "preparing
to do battle with Althea Flynt."
Before the war starts maybe we
should get the facts straight: All
we published were pictures
from Stx Cltangt, a magazine
promoted
by Angela that
details her transformation from
Douglas
Carl Czinki
into
whatever she is today. We commented on II like we comment
about everything
else, and
thought we were doing her a
favor with all the free publicity.
But it seems you just can't
please some people.

Things -continued to ~orsen. I stayed with the Nazis, even attending a meeting they held
at The Coachroom, wearing business suits, held completely in German. Wegmann introduced
me as "the leader of the gay Nazis," which wasn't very true. The other leaders spoke to me and
questioned me for awhile and were visibly impressed with my knowledge of Nazi history, including the murder of Nazi leader Ernst Rohm, a homosexual militant who, at one time, commanded over three million men, the Sturm Abteilung, the Brownshirt army that placed Hitler
in power. Hitler had Rohm and many other SA leaders murdered after Rohm openly defied
Hitler and warned that Hitler could be replaced. Hitler then denounced Rohm as a pervert in a
national speech to explain the murders. Today, elements of the gay movement in America
fanatically worship Rohm.
My apartment was by then dripping with Nazi flags, posters and even carefully-built
models of Luftwaffe fighter planes. I was playing the role quite well. I'd aimed the Nazis at
Hustler, Wilson and Grossman as best I could, and also gave the NSWWP and NSPA a detail•
ed list of my enemies, including many homosexual militants, all the information I had on
them. At the top of the list was Ray Broshears.
The Nazis gave me one of their attorneys to sue Hustler, too, attorney Tibor Uskert of San
Francisco, who was then running a futile campaign to be elected mayor as a Nazi. Uskert
agreed to handle my case after the election, but I never did use him.
Although I was occasionaly threatened and hassled by people on the street, no one had
seriously tried to kill me since 1978, when Dean Coombs. apparently poisoned me. Coombs
was an army man being processed out and stayed with me for awhile at the end of 1978in my
San Francisco apartment. I began noticing that coffee he made for me tasted very odd and I
felt sick and dizzy after drinking it. He himself said that he knew I suspected h.iJTlof poisoning
me, although I hadn't said anything. On New Year'sEve I had some champagNt with him and
became violently ill, and forced him to leave the next day. I have no idea what kind of drugs or
poison he was using.
It was during that period that I suddently became anti-black and Far Right, and truly felt
that way ...it was no act.
Whether Coombs gave me some type of mind control drug or not I don't know, but I think
that's what happened. He was attached to the Presidio Army Base, and I'll bet a dime to a
dollar that someone had checked me out and discovered I had tried to join Army Intelligence
in 1961...anddecided to put me under control.
Not necessarily become a Nazi, but tum away from Leftist activity and liberal attitudes. I
will, of course, probably never know.
I also ran across Arthur Lee and the Love band in 1978,when they came out of the past
and performed at the Old Waldorf in San Francisco. I heard about it and caught the shows on
two nights. I took Kelly North and Marilyn Simpson along, and Marilyn snapped some photos
of me with Arthur. I sat in the front row, singing along to all of the old songs, and Arthur
stared, wondering who I was. After the show I told him I was just a fan and wanted to have a
photo taken with him, and then gave him a note explaining the situation. He seemed very
upset after he read it, hurt and disgusted.
As 1979 wore on I became ill. I was under massive strain, few people helping me in any
way, still hustling abit to pay rent, not receiving decent medical or other help, trying to adjust
to life as a woman and fight these giants who were doing their best to smash me into nothing
once and for all. My life was far from enjoyable. I had settled back in Berkeley, in a cheap
hotel, and was trying desperately to get Anderson to actually file any of the lawsuits. It came
to a sad end when Bobbie Lee Sellers called me one day, claiming that two hoods had mistaken
her for me, kidnapped her from her San Francisco apartment at gunpoint and held and beat
her for two days, telling her to drop the lawsuit against Hustler. Amazed, I told Anderson,
and she repeated the story to him. I then called police and FBI, but she was furious when I
told her of it and refused to talk to them ...and vanished. Whether Sellers was telling the truth
or not I don't know. After I told her I'd called police, she said she's just made it all up. Ander•
son was extremely upset about the same thing and dismissed Sellers as "dumb."
Stone, in the September issue of Hustler, had mentioned I was trying to sue Hustler for
libel because they'd run a "bad photo" of me. Of course, I was trying to sue as they had run
the male nudes of me ...two years after surgery. To emphasize my anger, I sent ,one of me
holding a bullwhip, which they published.
I had also tried to resume my music career a bit, and in 1978,bought an electric guitar, borrowed an expensive tape recorder from Pat Brown and recorded a lot of old songs I knew. My
creativity was coming back at last. I made a fairly decent tape and started telling people about
it, including Ginger Coyote, a transsexual who was starting to publish a punk newspaper,
Punk Globe. I wasn't too much in the punk scene, but liked Ginger. She turned me on to
Walter Chan1r.an a1rent of sorts. who hAJdnn to mv taoe for months and finallv returned it to
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me at a Polyiesian ;:es~~~t.-butTa~de~tallyl;ft
it there and never did find it. I'd informed most of the music publications and some record companies of my past and that I hoped to
go back into music, but there was very little interest. I might add that Female Impersonator
News and the other publications that discussed me, including High Times, totally suppressed
my musical history, and were fully aware of it. The only one that had mentioned anything
about it was Eberle's LA Star.
Female Impersonator News, by the way, had asked me after surgery if I would accept
their "Female Impersonator of the Year" award, and I told them to stick it up their asses and
would sue if they referred to me as a drag queen or female impersonator. A couple of similar,
smaller rags had attacked me as viciously as possible, and I wasn't sure why FIN was coming
around, except that they were selling the "Sex Change" magazine by mail. They later refused
to tell me who they got it from when I tried to sue Grossman.
In 1979 I went to the Internal Revenue Service and told them about the magazine,
Grossman and everyone I knew who was distributing it,estimating that around 20,000 copies
or so had been sold. The IRS said it would investigate Grossman on suspected tax evasion
charges, and I emphasized that I got no more than $120from him. I did this partly as dozens of
people were truly convinced I'd made a fortune off the magazine.
Female Impersonator News (Neptune Productions) was placed under the investigation as
well and soon went out of business.
At least I didn't have to worry about the EEF; it had crumbled when Jimmy Carter took
office, claiming its funds had been cut off. Suplee turned up in Texas for awhile with a Dr. Paul
Walker and formed the Janus Foundation, then returned to Hollywood and began a
"past-lives therapy"con game.
By August of 1979 I was in bad shape, emotionally, financially and physically, defeated
and angry.
Kurt Reitmann had come to my aid a bit, and had sent a telegram to Flynt saying I
deserved better. Few others did. My cowardly cousin Alex had told me "people will forget
someday," and my mother had just disowned me. I was fighting these pigs very, very alone.
The Nazis, and their aid, was like my finding a loaded gun. I can only try to guess how much
effect aiming the Nazis at them had, but I'm sure it had some.
I issued publications, urging a boycott of Hustler and telling my admirers that Flynt
should be killed, and denouncing Wilson again and again as a crazy con artist.
I also got badly hurt in a fight. I dropped by The Coachroom one night, got drunk and was
in a great mood. Reitmann came in and I was sitting on his lap, laughing. He introduced me to
a man he was with, a young Austrian seaman named Helmut. "Your name can't be Angela,"
he said. "You're not a man or a woman, you're a thing."
My fuses blew and I slugged that son of a bitch as hard as I could in the mouth. He was
knocked out of his chair, and I jumped on him, kicking his head, stomping his balls, trying to
kill that low-life Kraut motherfucker. Chairs flew, ashtrays, beer bottles. the crowd of about
fifty men and women drew back and watched as we tore each other apart. I was knocked out,
but came to quickly, and we went at it again. People finally separated us and I had a drink,
sneering at the stunned creep.
The bar closed, and he stood at the bar as I started to walk out and gave me an ugly look. I
clobbered him again, barn, right in the mouth, and we started again. This time he got me, and
knocked me out pretty good. A Chinese man dragged me outside and drove me to my hotel,
and then proceeded to forcibly rape me before I even washed the blood off. I was too hurt and
exhausted to do anything but cry as the slimy Chink bastard raped me and finally left.
Attorney Anderson informed me that Hustler lawyer's were continuing to harass him, and
in August of 1979,shortly after the September issue of Hustler came out, Anderson mailed all
of the evidence, affidavits and everything else I had collected and dropped all three lawsuits
cold.
•
He quickly left the legal profession and dropped out of sight. ''Your situation is hopeless,''
he said.
I then had two strokes in succession, ones that left me writhing in agony on the floor...my
heart was going under the stress.
What a mess. Dr. Grubman took me off female hormones, finding that years of taking
them had nearly destroyed my heart; they had softened and weakened the heart muscles. The
sex change surgeons and Christine Jorgensen don't tell you of such dangers, of course.
Crazy people, drug freaks, porno sex maniacs, Chinese rapists, dizzy Jewish drag queens
and Austrian assholes had made 1978and 1979a rather disgusting time for me. To hell with it,
I said. Two strokes, which really were odd to have happened, makes me paranoid. There are
drugs that can cause heart attacks, too. I sold what little I had and flew to Honolulu, scared to
death after losing my lawyer, who left me completely defenseless.
I checked into the Big Surf Hotel, discovered video games, and tried to get my act
together. I had verv littlP.monev. and was soon hustling to pay my r~mt.(I~ght add here that
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using my female ~y, after fiiiltl surgery, came very easy, and as far as I know, none of the
hundreds of men who had sex with me realized my vagina was created by surgery.) I moved
again, to the Traveler's Inn in Waikiki, and started looking for work, applying for jobs as a
typist, anything. I also sent all sorts of news stories to the Honolulu papers.
Hula's disco was still going strong, and I saw old Magoon there a few times, getting older
and ug;lier.
I finally found a job at Foxy Baby Massage in Waikiki, which was, of course, a prostitution scene. About a dozen women worked there, most of them verv vt'ung and beautiful. It was
run by a bitch named Alexis and some creepy black who served as the bouncer. While I
worked there he was busted for heroin and counterfeiting.
It was rather sleazy. All sorts of jerks came there, and I made a bit of money. Few of the
whores were very friendly, but I occasionally went with a couple of them on outcalls, including
one to the expensive home of a military officer and his son. I did mostly in-calls, there at the
place, instead of risking trespassing and other hassles doing outcalls to hotels. I was a bit
more obvious than the others, and cops spotted me easily. I didn't like it, but there was
nothing else to do. I was eventually fired by Alexis for refusing to service a stoned, very
creepy black dude that came in; I'd develop -eda loathing for blacks.and refused to do them.
"You'd better find another line of work," Alexis said. I told her to go fuck herself and walked
out.
While at Foxy Baby, sex change Christine Jorgensen came to town.
Jorgensen showed up soon after I contacted the local media, trying to get my situation
with Hustler and all that publicized. I heard she was performing at Jack Cione's Boom-Boom
tourist club at the International Market Place, and headed down to see it with only five bucks.
Oddly, I found a twenty-dollar bill on the sidewalk as I got near the place. I was let in for free
and found a small audience awaiting the famous Jorgensen, who came on, talked about all the
movie stars she knows, flaunted her fur, did some clothing changes and paraded around a bit,
singing and dancing, or trying to. It was a bit sad. The audience ridiculed her. One woman said
'no man would pay a dollar to have sex with you, you old jerk." lt was rather ugly and I felt
bad about it. After her show was over, I stopped her as she tried to rush out. "I'm a fan," I
said, and asked her for her autograph, which she gave to me, and then kissed her on her cheek.
I looked into her eyes and saw pain I never want to experience, and terror.
"Bless you, thank you," she said, and hurried out.
I hit the street after leaving Foxy Baby, and took a shot at Maui, one of the other islands.
I'd found that Mike the guitarist had moved to Haiku over there and decided to drop in on
him. I caught the nice, fast jet to Maui and soon found myself staggering around Lahaina. I
called Mike and he was not pleased. He said I couldn't visit him. He was shocked about my sex
change.
I stayed in Lahaina for a few days and fell in love with the old whaling town, now a lazy.
expensive resort. I had very, very little money, but managed to get by for a few days. Lahaina
is so strange. Marijuana is grown among the sugar cane on the mountains overlooking the
town, and sometimes the National Guard bums a few acres of it. A thick, sweet smoke settles
over the entire town and stoned tourists walk into doors and off into the ocean, or buy
anything in sight.
Some strange old artist who paints very odd paintings of sea life found me, took me to see
a James Bond film and got me a bit to eat, and I met a few other people. It's a lovely, magic
place, and I didn't want to leave.
But I was broke. I spent my last dollar on a drink at a little rock bar, Le Teuts, and two
men stopped me when I went back outside. "You look familiar,"one said." Aren't you Angela
Douglas of Hustler Magazine?"
The man, a Puerto Rican named Richard,
had recognized me from Hustler. Astounded, I replied that I was and accepted his invitation to go to his home.
He was young, and his place was comfortable. I spent the night with him, had sex, of
course, and he was surprised that I was fully female, as the Hustler photos showed me with
male genitals. I explained the situation and he was quite bothered by what Hustler had done.
He had me autograph the magazine.
I left the next day and wandered around some more, finding a strange rock under water
that Hawaiian kings and queens had used for centuries to heal illnesses, by sitting in it. I sat
in it for awhile, plenty of illness to be healed. My affinity for Hawaii is difficult to explain. I am
totally at ease with Hawaiians, picked up their language with extreme ease and there is
something of a psychic bond between myself and some of them. I can't explain it, but it's
there.
The prejudice of Native Hawaiians against whites and other races is a fact. I was a Haole,
a foreigner, and heard the word often. Even so, I felt akin to them, and got along with almost
all of them. Shortly after I returned to Honolulu from California, a few Nazis and Ku Klux
Klan members held a rally there, by the way, which was discussed in the papers, and I thought
it was quite a coincidence.
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My-last night in Lahaina was super. I had wandered off, out of town, a bit scared and wor·
ried, then decided to hitch back into town. Three men in a truck picked me up, all Hawaiians,
and one asked me if I'd like to have a few drinks. We went to a nice bar, had a few, and he also
bought dinner for me. We wound up at the lovely old hotel, Whaler's Inn, I think it was called,
which reminded me so very much of Palm Beach buildings of the past, the Florida I had loved.
He stayed with me for a few hours and gave me two hundred dollars.
I had a fabulou• breakfast the next morning, sent letters to Kim and Tisha on expensive
stationery and bought some nice clothes, then caught a jet back to Honolulu and checked back
in to the Traveler's Inn.
Hookers by the hundreds were in Waikiki, of course, and many stood on comers near the
hotel all night from dusk to dawn, dozens of them. All were real women, of course, and much
younger and attractive than me, but I did all right, mostly as there are just so many, many
men looking for dates it's impossible not to pick someone up.
I met a few of the hookers. Almost all of them were strung out on heroin, and they tried to
get me to try it time and again. I refused, but sometimes let them use my bathroom to shoot
up. I felt sorry for them, but it was their problem. One of them was very, very beautiful.
I was attracted to her, but nothing ever happened between us. She took me around,
though, introduced me to a lot of people and told me what was going on. Cops were always
around, but rarely bothered the hookers too much; some of the cops were pimps, and the girls
worked for them. On Kalakaua, the main street, things were different, and police would occa·
sionally harass everybody. One cop ticketed me one night for dropping a cigarette on the
sidewalk, demanding to know if i was a man or a woman. I went to court on it and got a
suspended sentence.
Waikiki was rough, lots of crime, but I found other parts of Honolulu to visit. Many of the
guys I picked up, almost all of them tourists, took me to swank restaurants, the beautiful
discos and nightclubs. My favorite was the disco atop the Ilikai Hotel. I often went there at
dusk to watch the sun set. Hawaii is truly paradise in so many ways.
I also found Tara Lopez Carn and Cynthia Platt, my old transsexual friends from Miami.
Tara had gone to Honolulu from San Francisco at my suggestion, and had stayed. Cynthia had
joined her. They were cold, unfriendly, and made it clear they wanted nothing to do with me. I
was very hurt, but they, dripping with expensive clothes and money, sneered and walked
away.
A few months later, the papers mentioned that Tara had been arrested for prostitution
and had escaped. I guess she is still running.
Some of my favorite places there were Keane's, a jazz lounge near Foxy Baby, which was
also a German restaurant. I took dozens of dates there, and sometimes to another German
place directly across from Keone's, Peter's Alpine Haus. Around Oktoberfest time, 1979,
Peter's had a bust-out party complete with an imported Bavarian band and police wound up
threatening to arrest everyone when we snake-danced across to Keane's. There is a large,
wealthy German community in Hawaii, and I got the feeling some rich old Nazis had found
Hawaii nicer than South America.
The soccer team from Munich also showed up, on tour, and I took some of them to discos
and clubs as I was the only one around who could speak German a bit and knew Honolulu. I
caught their soccer games, which hardly anyone attended, and dated a couple of them. One of
them gave me a few hundred dollars.
I also met German singer Heino, who is blind. Heino has had several dozen albums out
and now spends a lot of time in Hawaii. I ran into him at another brauhaus and got his
autograph.
All in all, I was happy,-but sad that I was nothing but a whore. and my enemies had
defeated me so completely.
I spent some time at the Ala Wai boat harbor, just watching the sailboats bob in the
water. You can always find me at a marina; one of my dreams has always been to live on my
own boat. I soon met a couple of men who owned boats ...one had an old sailboat, the other was
a retired wealthy man with a gorgeous twin-engined Chris-Craft, the June E. We went out one
beautiful day and they let me drive it, at top speed. It was one of the happier times of my life.
The water was never bluer, the air cleaner, the foam wilder, and I shouted in joy as the boat
flashed toward Diamondhead. I had it full gun, a gigantic wake spewing behind us, and we sip·
ped rum and coke and laughed.
I was harassed a bit in Waikiki, of course. I was shot at in the arm one night, hit with the
dart from a blowgun, something local kids do randomly to tourists. No injury. Once in awhile,
creeps, glu~sniffing punks, would try to shake me down for money, members of the "Glue
Gang," brain-damaged scum. Now and then someone would scream "mahu" at me, which is
the general Hawaiian slanp; term for "faggot."
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Hawaii's gays are snotty and stupid. One was a bartender at a nice lounge, and I came in
one night with a young Aussie for a couple of drinks, and left quickly as he had a plane to
catch. I returned again a few nights later and the ugly old faggot made me leave, saying I
was a whore and couldn't bring my dates in to his lounge.
1979came to an end with a bang; thousands of people on Kalakaua setting off firecrackers.
So did I, and it was one of the best New Year's parties I've ever enjoyed. I picked up a young
sailor and got drunk, set off hundreds of firecrackers and enjoy~ myself immensely. 1980would
prove to be another incredible year.
I'd started going to attorneys, trying to renew my lawsuits. One was Frank W.C. Loo, who
had me write detailed accounts of the situation with Grossman and Hustler several times, an
agonizing thing for me to do. He kept me hanging for months and then finally said he wouldn't
take the case.
I wrote to other attorneys, but found none willing to take the cases.
As for the Nazis, I corresponded with both the NSP A and NSWWP while in Hawaii, and
decided to try and set them up. Weapons of the Nazis captured by the 442nd Combat Team
from Hawaii have been on display at a bunker at Ft. De Russy in Waikiki for years, so I told
the Nazis they should raid it and liberate the old weapons.
I came up with a bizarre plan to have it done by submarine. It'd make a good TV movie.
The Nazis didn't bite. By then it was obvious my mail was being monitored, probably by FBI,
and I knew the government would hear about it either via mail interception or from agents and
informers within the Nazi groups.
I began running into transsexuals, including Michelle Holder, one I'd met in Miami years
ago and had urged to go to Hawaii. Michelle hadn't completed the sex change, but her brother,
now her sister, had completed it. Michelle and Denise Holder became my closest friends and I
lived with them for awhile.
In the summer of 1980,two men picked Denise up in ..,Chinatown, took her to . • Punchbowl, put two bullets in her back and left her to die. She managed to survive, just barely,
and became a born-again Christian.
The Christians were raging, too. Many militant groups had formed, some openly urging
that homosexuals and transvestites be killed. The Christians held public marches and groups
of them sometimes harasased the gay bars downtown, and attacked the dozens of transsexual
and drag hookers who hustled the streets there. I 800D found myself spending more and more
time downtbl4!n, wru ch was full of transsexuals. The old Glade disco had been there for
decades, with its "boys will be girls" show, and was now mostly a plain disco and something of
a brothel. A smaller club, also on Hotel Street, Lorraine's was even wilder. When navy ships
docked and thousands of sailors arrived, the bars w.;re packed, and whatever you might imagine went on, quite openly. Other bars nearby had transsexuals performing lesbian sex acts,
all sorts of things. I loved it, and spent more and more ti.me there, getting to know many of the
local transsexuals.
They had an arcane language of slang mixed with Hawaiian and Japanese, then mixed
with pig Latin, that is incomprehensible to anyone but someone who has studied it. I spent
many hours learning it.
They also stuck together, like a gang. it was a bit rough down there, and attacks were com·
mon. Punks would drive by ...an endless parade of cars at night ...and some would throw gar·
bage or rocks at us. Transsexuals would get picked up, raped, robbed and beaten, returning
with broken faces,covered with blood. Some never returned and were found murdered, a
routine occurence.
The Christians, young white men and women, would often scream at us, attacking us in
groups. One woman yelled at me that I didn't know if I was a man or a woman, so I dropped by
Lycra jeans.
She ran off, screaming, when she saw my vagina.
We sometimes dropped into a small bar at the comer of Pauahi Street, where most of us
hung out at night, and the bar had a Hawaiian band. Many of the kids would dance hulas out·
side, too. it was all very exotic and fun and beautiful and the money was OK, although I made
more working as a woman in Waikiki. Where we were downtown, everyone knew it was a section for transsexuals and transvestites.
The Christians were too much. After awhile, I got sick of these dumb young women
screaming insults in my face, so I slapped the hell out of one. She ran off screaming and crying.
A huge Samoan drag queen, an absolute moron, ran over and grabbed me, certain that lightn·
ing would strike and kill all of us. He dragged me to the Christian\, command post and forced
me to apologize, under threat of great bodily harm. I did, but I certainly didn't ~ean it.
In Waikiki one afternoon a young white woman came up to me and slugged me m the face,
screaming "I hate you lesbians," and ran off. The threat of violent attack was always there.
I ran into a realtor, Ron Fredericks, who cruised the area now and then. Ron put me up ~t
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the Chateau Waikiki for a week, a very beautiful and expensive condo with a view so fantastic
I still recall it vividly. I later moved into a small condo he owned and rented out at the Holiday
Village, and stayed there for several months. I discovered that Denise and her boyfriend had
moved into the same building, which was rather strange.
We had a pool, and would often play in it with another transsexual, beautiful Brandy
Olsen, who was Hawaiian-Norwegian. The lady who ran the place hated us and screamed at us
constantly, but aside from her, there was no trouble. It was a beautiful place, and I enjoyed living there.
But money was such a problem, as it's always been. I had to hustle like mad to pay my
rent, hours and hours hunting for dates, and although I never looked better in my life, slimmed
down, hair nice, everything right, I was up against incredible competition.
On one occasion, a young man of mixed race picked me up downtown and tried to kidnap
me. I punched him out, in the car, and jumped out while the car was going about forty. I
wasn't hurt too much.
Jack Cione put on a transsexual show at his Waikiki Club called "The Convertibles," a
nude show with ones who were half-way through the sex change, the first of its kind performed
in Waikiki. Only a few of the downtown transsexuals got in it and lorded it over everyone else.
I wrote a story about the downtown transsexual scene, a bit humorous, and it was published in The Honolulu Star-Bulletin, titled "The Unconvertibles." Some of the transsexuals were
furious about it. I was furious as the paper didn't pay me for it.
By then I had met Bill Woods, a gay who runs the Sexual Identity Center there, who was
running around trying to get transsexuals to try out for a film called "Vera." I'd heard of
"Vera" before, and knew it was just a scam and would never be made, a research project of
some sort at best. I let everyone know my feelings about it. I didn't like Woods; he seemed
more interested in promoting male homosexuality than helping transsexuals.
I had also declined Woods' offer to provide me with a gay attorney to sue Hustler. As
desperate as I was, I wanted to put as much distance between myself and the gay movement
as possible ...and simply didn't trust gays. Woods is the type of gay who can not accept the
fact that transsexuals are not homosexuals, and doesn't want to accept the reality. He wanted
us within the framework of the gay movement and under control, exploitable, dominated.
I had found another attorney on my own, Pamela Berman. I had assumed she was Jewish.
She was with the ACLU and had heard of my cases when I sent a letter to the ACLU, and had
decided to take it privately. I'd told her about the Nazis, everything, and gave her my last
copy of "Sex Change."
I mentioned to her one day that I thought she was Jewish, and she was outraged. "I'm not
a Jewess," she screamed. I lost trust in her. She "lost" the copy of the magazine, too.
I left the Holiday Village. I got a couple of hundred bucks behind on my rent, and
Fredericks, who expected sex from me as well, sent up a big, bad dude who threatened me with
a broken neck if I didn't pay up or vacate. I moved, under protest, and moved into the
Edgewater Hotel in Waikiki, right near the sea.
I witnessed a killing there, when some bouncers from a nearby hotel disco beat a man to
death in the street one night. I heard the fight and the screams and caught some glimpses of it.
The men were arrested and convicted, and I said nothin~ about it.
The husband of one of the hookers I mentioned had also been killed, stabbed to death. a
week or so earlier. Her name was "Puppet." Death was common in Waikiki.
Waikiki is full of rickshaws, pedi-cabs driven by young men and women. Some of the men
are pimps. One hassled me a lot, screaming "that's a man" whenever he saw me.
I got police to talk to him a few times, and he stared at me with absolute fury. Some people
loathe transsexuals and would kill us in a minute, and he was one of them.
As 1980 began to draw to a close all kinds of trouble developed. First, Keiko Matsumoto
w .1smurdered. Keiko was almost through a sex change, a nice, nineteen-year-old transsexual.
Word is that she dropped by The Glade one night and displayed a large amount of cash. A
transsexual and a man, Guy Garcia, dragged her into an alley and beat her to death. Garcia
"fell" to his death a day later from the roof of a condo, and the transsexual was not charged
due to lack of evidence. Keiko was buried with some ceremony, and pressure from me on the
media made them disclose that Keiko was a transsexual, not just a "man killed during a robbery" as they said at first.
I started getting busted in September, entrapped by vice cops. My involvement with the
newspaper had upset the powers-that-be, it seems.
The first arrest came from a young Hawaiian cop driving a brand-new Jaguar sedan, and
off I went to Honolulu jail, where matron M. Char strip-searched me, checked to make certain
I had a vagina, squeezed my breasts and commented on their softness, fingerprinted me and
handed me over to other jailers, who photographed and questioned me. "Hugh Hefner of
Playboy sent me to do a story on police corruption," I lied. "here's his LA phone number." The
cops freaked and apparently believed me.

I was placed in a small, very cold cell with several women, nicer than other jails I've. been
in. A young woman was dragged in, screaming, frozen blue with cold. I learned she had tned to
kill herself and had been stripped nude and placed in a lightless, refrigerated room where unru·
ly prisoners are kept until they freeze into submission. .
.
.
The night passed quickly, and I was taken to court m the morning with other women
prisoners and released on my own recognizance. I went home and jumped in the pool.
The arrest ha • frightened me, and wouldn't help any of my problems. I had feared arrest,
but had found no other way to exist except by prostitution. I went to a public defender, explained my entire story and trial was set for a month off. I had to continue earning my living
as a hooker. A lot of people in Hawaii assumed I was rich, as I lived in a nice hotel at $17a day,
but I usually got no more than twenty a day hooking, and after food and rent, had nothing. I
never saved enough to rent a cheaper apartment and was caught in the daily rent mess. After
Denise was shot, the few friends I had tended to avoid me. Transsexuals are generally
paranoid, and unless you're old friends, few of them will share rooms and apartments with
others. So I had no money. I went out every day and night for almost a year to raise enough to
pay my daily rent, food, etc. I had no medical or dental treatment, nothing. No drugs; that
wasn't my problem.
Younger, prettier women and TSs were making two hundred a day hooking, but I am not
young, not attractive and days when I picked up fifty bucks were fantastic for me. I was a
twenty-dollar hooker, although I sometimes got a lot more. When I did, I paid my rent up for a
week or two, bought a few cheap things.
Attorney Berman was convinced I had money or could get it, and wanted quite a bit for
basic legal expenses, she said, to file the lawsuit. I was being conned again, and didn't like it.
She was not pleased about my arrest.
Soon after I was released, a murder happened on the steps of the Edgewater. I just missed
it by minutes. A cabbie stabbed another to death, in front of horrified tourists. I came in as the
blood was being washed off the steps. That's the way Hawaii is now, wanton murder, rape,
crime of all sorts, routine. it has become a bloody hell, and I sent off stories to dozens of
publications about it, then told the Tourist Bureau I had done it and would cost them millions
in tourism losses.
Within a month I was arrested again in downtown Honolulu by undercover cops. This
time they got a little rough. Handcuffed, thrown against a car in secluded area, two of them
questioned me for about an hour, threatened me with death, demanded that I become a police
officer, you name it. One of them wanted to know how long my penis was before I cut it off, if
I'd had a bad marriage, all sorts of stuff, and told me I should become a Christian or "you
might get killed." They also demanded that I tell newspapers and television that it's better to
be a man than a woman.
They also said I should say that I regretted having surgery and that sex change opera·
tions should not be performed. All of this is quite true, and they jumped on me as they knew I
had access to the media. Both of them identified themselves as male homosexuals. by the
way.
After awhile, a third cop arrived and took me to jail, some dumb young Jap, who shouted
at me "as far as I'm concerned you're nothing but a cocksucking faggot."
I was processed again by Matron Char, stuck in the same cell, etc. In the morning, sitting
in a holding cell with some women, a cop came over to us and asked us what we were charged
with. "Being a member of the Nazi Party," I yelled. "These gook subhumans can't handle it."
I'd observedl t,he cop scene for hours, the station, and the animos ity between white and
yellow cops was intense and obvious. A burly Marine, the military police liason,walked over to
me. "What's the difference between Communism and Nazism?'' I told him the answer and he
seemed satsified. "Hey, this one's OK," he shouted, and turned away. I then scrawled ugly red
swastikas on the walls with red lipstick.
I was again released on my own recognizance, but the judge strongly suggested that I
leave Hawaii. I returned to my hotel, depressed. Two damn arrests! I could get up to a year in
jail on each charge if they wanted to play rough, and they were getting rougher by the day. I
had rocked the boats a bit too hard.
One thing that depressed me a lot was that Paul Miho and his wife had ignored my appeals
to help me find a job. Rev. Miho, the minister I had stayed with in 1968,and his son, Bob, just
ignored me completely. I called them several times and wrote to them, warning I would even·
tually get into trouble, but they declined to help me in any way. I contacted them soon after I
arrived in Honolulu and explained my situation. So my impression was, from the Hawaiians
Christians in general, was no help, just weaken us and destroy us. So much for their brand of
Christianity; they deny us jobs, we are forced into prostitution and then they condemn us for
being whores.
Soon after I was released, I wound up in the hospital. I believe I was poisoned. After a
light breakfast at the Waikiki Towers, the adjoining hotel, I returned to my room and became
violently ill, throwin~ up violently. Terrible Dain exploded in my stomach and left side, so bad
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it knocked me down~My hands shook so bad I had great difficulty dialing a phone.
I called Denise, but she wouldn't help me.
In awful pain, I made it to a bus and got to Kaiser hospital, throwing up as I walked in. I
couldn't think; I was very, very sick, delerious with pain.
1 told the doctor I was a sex change, a man who had un4ergone a sex change operation, as
the illness might be connected with the silicone in me or other aspects of the surgery. he looked
at me and asked me if I was pregnant or having problems menstruating. "I'm a goddamned
sex change! I don't menstruate and can't get pregnant, you asshole," I replied. They gave me
a shot to kill the pain, which didn't help much, made some tests and said I had a possible
gallstone. And then they forced me to leave, still in awful pain.
I made it home, but the pain got worse and I somehow got to Queens Memorial Hospital.
I'm not sure how I got there; Denise possibly took me._.
They did even less at Queens. A nurse took X-rays of my breasts and some blood tests
then put me in a room where I screamed in agony until I passed out from the pain. I was then
forced to leave the hospital, under protest, although I had a fever, chills, and could hardly
walk. The doctor, a woman, diagnosed my illness as "possible pneumonia." I had to hitch
home, and of course, the man who picked me up tried to rape me although I was visibly ill. I
was billed over $500 by both hospitals and told them to go to hell, and filed a malpractice
charge against the woman doctor at Queens which was taken seriously by the medical board. I
still believe someone had poisoned my breakfast, probably my coffee.
I felt better within a few days. However, a couple of days after the illness, ,a securitY.
guard called me and informed me that a male homosexual using the name Angela Douglas had
checked in with a friend at the Waikiki Towers. Both hotels use the same phone number;
they 're actually just different wings, so he said that calls to me were getting mixed up and intercepted. He said they were from Los Angeles.
Later that evening I called the imposter's room, asking to speak to "Angela Douglas, the
transsexual writer." A phony drag queeny voice replied "yes, this is Angela Douglas," and I
exploded. "You'd best have ID, because I do, you asshole," and hung up. I then called police
and demanded that they check him out. To my surprise, a cop came over, went to his room and
rf"Hr:ned,saying "the guy with him beat him up pretty bad and they're going right back to LA,
so we won't make any arrests."
That happened in October, 1980. I decided to leave. I can never be certain, but I believe I
was indeed poisoned, that I was thought to have died and an attempt to replace me with a
male homosexual imposter was what happened. My gut feeling is that it was done to pick up
my lawsuits, totalling millions if won, but on the other hand, could also have been orchestrated by those I was attempting to sue, primarily Hustler Magazine, as my suit against
them was entirely based upon the fact that I have been legally and physically female since
1977. If they killed me and replaced me with a male homosexual, all would be well for them.
Anyway, that did lhftP.Pen.(
1 , and there are hotel and police records of the existence of tb~
imposter. I had been registered at the Edgewater for months as "Miss A. Douglas."
I reported it to my public defender, who was astounded, to Berman, whop wa: also astounded, and then to the FBI, as I had also reported the police threats to the FBI. "You're
lucky they didn't kill you," the FBI told me, referring to police. I must explain that the FBI
and Honolulu cops do not co-operate very well, as the HPD is so corrupt, and the FBI has investigated the HPD on many occasions, including for extortion of hookers. On some cases
they have wired hookers to record police threats.
The FBI had initiated an investigation of the police threats against me, which elated me,
but the problem was that I had to stay alive. and my chances of winding up in a cane field with
a bullet in my head were extremely great.
So I left Hawaii. I didn't have a dollar and was behind on my rent bny a week. I met a man
through Brand who was staying at my hotel, and he flew me back to LA as his wife, after I
more or less explained my situation to him. He lived in Santa Monica, and not far from the old
house where I'd lived with The Elves band. I later dropped by The LA Star's office on
Hollywood Boulevard and caught Paul Eberle as he was going in. I demanded he pay some of
the two grand he owed me, but he fled inside, calling me a "stupid faggot."
I made it back to San Francisco, turned a few dates and lived with a pre-op named Tiffany
for awhile, then got a hotel room. I returned on Halloween in time for the wild Polk Street
celebration, • • •
Soon after I returned, I went to Lake Tahoe with a date for a couple of days, and the day I
returned the MGM Grand Hotel in Las Vegas burned down, killing 85 people or so and costing
MGM about a billion dollars in losses.
I checked the casualty lists published in the newspapers and saw two familiar
names ...David Potter of Western Springs, Illinois, and Tom Thompson of Glendale, California.
I immediately wrote to The Las Vegas Sun newspaper and to the FBI, informing them that a
David Potter had been the drummer for my Euphoria band and a Tom Thompson was the
manager of Bido Lito's, the club Euphoria formed at in 1965, that MGM had ripped off the

Euphoria name and they should check to see if they were the same people. I also told them
that I had discovered a Bill Lincoln Trio performing at the Kabala Hilton in Honolulu in 1979
and assumed it was the Bill Lincoln of Euphoria. I had written to Bill telling him of the MGM
theft, but never received a reply.
None of the papers I wrote to nor the FBI replied to me. My feeling is that Potter and
Thompson heard of the MGM theft, tried to get some bucks from MGM, didn't, set fire to the
MGM hotel in revenge and were killed.
Soon after, a male homosexual set fire to the Hilton Hotel in Las vegas and was caught.
A few weeks later, I learned that Kim Elliot was found dead at the Midtown Plaza in
Miami Beach from an apparent drug overdose, although it is widely believed that someone in·
tentionally overdosed her a la the nurse given a heroin overdose in the film "Fort Apache."
Although Kim used drugs, she knew them and had never overdosed at all in the past. Whether
the Leary gang killed her will never be known, but I think it's a possibility. Many old TAO
people attended her funeral, and she was buried in North Miami Beach.
So the bodies were .piling up. Denise Holder, kidnapped and shot twice, barely survived;
Ralph Schaeffer, former gay roommate, shot to death in 1971;my father, killed in 1970;Tina
Torres, killed in 1974; Kim Elliot, 1980;possibly old musical acquaintances David .Potter and
Tom Thompson, 1980; Del Marino, "car wreck," 1976.
There would be more.
I moved back to Berkeley, to the Cal Hotel, and got over $1000 in back payments from
Social Security, as my SSI had been all fouled up. it wasn't easy. Black women who ran the
Social Security office in Berkeley screamed insults at me whenever I dropped in, told me I
should go be a man again, that I was making a fortune as a writer and all kinds of other stupid
charges. I was forced to get Welfare Rights groups to aid me.
I used the money to record a dozen original songs, buying old tape recorders, a used electric guitar, etc. I recorded them alone at the Cal Hotel.
I then transferred them to cassette at Pro-Audio Electronics in Oakland, obtained a
copyright properly and sent out dozens of cassette copies to record companies and publications, along with a biography. There was very little response, although the assistant editor at
The Advocate said the songs were "impressive." All in all, I sent out over 300 cassette copies.
High Times Magazine had written to me, saying it would probably review them, so I sent
copies to them immediately. They never did.
A few months passed and I happened to hear a song by a group called "Rene and Angela"
on a black station, KSOL. I called them up and discovered their studio was in the same
building in San Mateo as The Advocate newspaper. The station told me the "Rene and
Angela" group was on Capitol Records.
I got the "Rene and Angela" LP and was stunned. They were created by High Times Inc.
and Kathleen Cooper. They are black, Rene Moore and Angela Winbush, a man and a woman.
High Times Magazine is published by Trans-High Corp., and my attempts to determine if
High Times Inc. is connected with the magazine or is just a rip-off failed.
I threatened to sue, and Capitol said it was "just a coincidence."
Other odd things happened. I found a copy of a Los Angeles legal journal and noticed a
probate notice for Norma A. Dalpe. Her estate was being claimed by Douglas Dalpe. That was
quite a coincidence, of course. as my name had been Douglas Czinki, married to a Norma A.
Czinki. I contacted the attorney, Lawrence Brown, who later sent a copy of the death certificate, saying that Norma Avery Dalpe was aged and from Canada. and Douglas was her son.
Oddly, Douglas Dalpe lived in Van Nuys, very close to Newcastle Publishers.
About the same time, the newspapers discussed a case in Houston, where psychiatrist
"Jay Maxwell" and Dr, Paul Walker had successfuly overturned Houston's drag law via
federal judge Norman Black. How interesting; my wife Norma had run off with a Joan Black
in 1968, and a Jan Maxwell had tried to murder me in 1971.I wrote to the Houston Police, suggesting they check out Maxwell, who was possibly Jan Maxwell...posing as a shrink.
Look at the names: Douglas Czinki, Douglas Qalpe, Nonna A. Czinki, Norma A. Dalpe.
Norman Black,Joan Black, Jay Maxwell, Jan Maxwell. Rather coincidental, to say the least.
I had tried to find Norma while in Hawaii, writing to the Miami Police and urging them to
question her parents, Godual and Onelia. The police wrote to me and said her parents had
refused to talk.
I had also placed as much pressure as possible on Social Security and the IRS to locate
Norma, too, and wrote to the Air Force Records Center requesting a check to see if anyone had
tried to claim my veteran's benefits, copies of my records, etc. They said no one had and would
keep an eye on my files.
In August, 1981,I read of the release of kidnap victim Jeana Rodriguez, a San Jose girl .
who was kidnapped in February by a porno addict named George Dailey, who held the twelveyear-old for five months, raping and abusing her. Her mother, Barbara, is a_nIBM pro~am·
mer ...just like my wife Norma was. I contacted 8!"1.
Jose and Berkeley police, the FB1, San
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Jose and other papers informing them I suspected that Jeana was my long-lost daughter or
that Dailey believed so, and had been kidnapped to prevent me from pursuing legal action
against Hustler and others. I gave them a list of the people I was trying to sue and other
enemies.
I also demanded that they locate Norma Rodriguez or determine if Barbara was her or not,
and enlisted the aid of writer Gar Smith to help on this.
I did not receive a single reply from any of the people I wrote to on this, not one. What interested me was that Jeana was released as soon as the two-year statue of limitations for libel
(Hawaii law) expired, which effected the Hustler case, and that police said a man named
"Richard" had visited Dailey while he held the girl captive. Richard Stone? Richard Shea,
Robert Anton Wilson's partner? I urged them to investigate.
A few weeks later, I was sitting in front of the Cal with a friend, Jim, and a gay man
distributing copies of The Advocate to a nearby porno shop saw me and went berserk. Screaming "you stupid drag queen," he attacked me with a blackjack, threw rocks and chased me inside the Cal. A group of black men chased him off, but I got his car's license number and
reported the incident to police. The police never contacted me about it.
Shortly after that, Frank Serratore was murdered at the Cal Hotel. I did not know him,
although I'd bumped into him a few times. He was gay, a hippy type. He was found stabbed
dozens of times, and I saw the body, with detectives standing over it, as I came down from my
room one morning. His butchered body lay in a pool of blood in his room. I heard that a drug
dealer was later busted and charged, but I suspect that my enemies, including the Advocate
lunatic, probably killed him, believing the poor guy was me, as he resembled me somewhat. I
decided not to take any chances.
I was horrified by Serratore's murde1,md was questioned by police, as were all other
residents of the hotel. Things were gettir.A bit too ugly, so I left for Miami, by bus, in
September.
The trip to Miami was fairly uneventful, and I spent much of it chatting with a girl from
France. I visited a drag bar in San Antonio enroute, named after the famous Madam Artur's,
and that was about it. Before long I was in Daytona and left the bus to have a few drinks. it
was night, warm, and it was great to be back in my home state, far away from Hawaii.
I found some guy in a bar and had some drinks and he took me to another one, where I
became very ill and rushed back to the bus station. I was definitely drugged, and puked for an
hour, very stoned. I caught a bus on to Miami and arrived in the morning, then took a jitney to
Miami Beach and checked into the Wilshire hotel.
I soon paid a visit to Tisha at her home in South Miami, and learned, after awhile, that her
claims that she had undergone surgery and was attending college were rather suspicious, as
were her claims of having visited Paris and Rome in 1979. I had dinner with her and her
mother, but Tisha was very aloof.
I found a job, working as a hostess at the Place Pigalle, the venerable joint owned by
Harry Ridge.
Some of the women had been there for years and were glad to see me. Business was off, but
Columbian dope dealers with large amounts of cash kept the place going a bit. It was
something of a brothel, and well-known as a ,c1!p•joint:. My job was to sit with guys who came
in and get them to buy incredibly expensive champagne, for which i got a commission per bottle sold. At times some of us did a little extra in the balcony, which was so stained with semen
from decades of action that the smell was overwhelming. This is the place where old commedienne Pearl Willaims sprays the audience with filthy one-liners as she has done for many,
many years. I like Pearl; she's something else, but after hearing the same jokes a hundred
times ...anyway, some of the strippers took me under their wing, a beauty named Maria Villa
and a very pretty bitch named Patrice, Miss Trish, who was Penthouse Magazine quality. Soi
sat there for weeks watching these beautiful women strip absolutely nude and then went out
to breakfast with some of them. Trish would usually pick me up and take me home. We worked
long hours, nine at night until four in the morning, six nights a week.
I ran into some of my old friends, but few were left. Sonny's Lounge was closing. Barbara,
Chickie's wife, had left him and married a cop, Emmett Miller, who became police chief. As
soon as he did, Sonny's was raided and Chickie was hit with ten thousand charges. He sold it
to some Columbnianr who turned it into a Columbian restaurant-nig~tclub, a very nice one.
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I sat in the closed bar drinking some whiskey with one oChickie's sons, talking about the
old days, and felt a bit like crying.
'·
I had moved to another place, the Bella Mar, and as well as working at the Pig, was hustling. Before long I was back at the 'bleau, the Doral, the beautiful Sans Souci, ·many of the
hotels, with guys I picked up. But the Beach was dying. Cuban refugees by the thousands had
moved in, and had turned ratty South Miami Beach into a Cuban slum, all the way up to the
Thirties and were moving right up to the Fontainebleau. Italian and Jewish stores and
restaurants had been taken over by Cubans, one by one. Lovely Lincoln Road Mall had been
transformed into a pathetic cheap-goods shopping mall run by Cubans. The Beach had
deteriorated so badly I was horrified.
After awhile I ran across some older Jews I knew slightly and told them all about the
Nazis. Amazed, they gave me over Sl000 cash, expensive clothes and even a typewriter in
reward.
They were Holocaust Survivors, members of a group, and had the tattoos of the concen·
tration camps on their wrists. I gave them a detailed report on my involvement with the Nazis,
names, addresses, everything.
That was later publicized in several newspapers and magazines, I heard.
I moved to North Miami Beach, to the Fountainhead, a run-down motel right on the sea.
The maintenance man was a nice, tall, handsome man with a full beard, John Moss. I did a little surfcasting once in awhile, and so did he. We weren't friends, but I said hi to him now and
then.
In December of 1981police hit the motel and arrested him. He was John Holmes, the porno
actor, wanted in connection with a mass murder in Los Angeles. Police took him back to LA to
stand trial. He was eventually cleared. The story I got was that the LAPD had sent him to
Miami to hide out, as he knew who had done the killings, decided his information was bad and
had him re-arrested, ••
•
•.
•
His arrest freaked me out; I'd had no idea he was Holmes.
I stayed at the head for a few months in all. While there, I paid a visit to a nude beach with
a Canadian couple, which was a lot of fun. Miami can be a very lovely place at times.
Tisha also pulled quite a stunt. Informing me that she had become a born-again Christian,
she said she wanted nothing to do with me anymore and had taped all of my phone calls to her.
She also refused to return copies of Moonshadow, Mirage and other things I had given to her
for safe-keeping.
Outraged, I complained to police that she was taping phone calls illegally, and on
Christmas, 1981.I went to the FBI office in Miami and gave them a very len2'thv account of my
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life, all ot"the stuff that had happened with the MGM, Jeana Rodrig1iiiz,·Dalpe, Hawaii,
Hustler, etc., everything, and told them I suspected that Tisha and her mother were Castro
agents, which I concluded for a number of reasons.
I also told the FBI that some of the Russian cab drivers on Miami Beach were probably
Soviet intelligence agents. The FBI didn't even know that dozens of Russians were driving
cab on the Beach! Amazed, I told them that at least thirty Russian men were cabbing and the
company had been purchased by a Russian. As well as Cuban exiles, thousands of Russian
Jews had come to Miami Beach in recent years, and it was likely the KGB had salted a few
agents in with them to monitor and fund and control the Castro DGI agents who were in
Florida. I told the papers of my suspicions and before long, big stories on KGB and DGI activity in Miami were published. It was estimated that around 300 Castro DGI agents had
come in during the recent wave of refugees.
The I vans had checked me out soon after I got to the Beach. Very militaristic, speaking
poor English, they had called me to their cabs and asked me for dates. I took one to my hotel,
and he soon showed up again with a friend right out of a James Bond film, Ivan Ivanov-type.
This one started to question me. He wanted my real name, said he knew I was a transsexual,
and was very threatening and abusive. I managed to get them to leave without incident, and
reported them to the FBI. I later secretly took photos of about a dozen of the Russian cabbies.
After awhile I moved to the Alujo motel in North Miami Beach, a very nice place patronized mostly by French-Canadians, and had a lovely stay for a few months. Discos, restaurants,
all of it, night after night. I picked up plenty of men and just had fun; I'd lost my job at The
Pig; business was very slow.
North Miami Beach was very French, and quite a few Haitian refugees had found work
there, as they speak some French. So I was speaking Spanish, French and a bit of Jewish and
other languages, routinely, although I am hardly expert in any of them. I liked the FrenchCanadians immensely and loved their clubs, such as the Club Montreal.
While at the Alujo, a black man woke me up one morning ...& security guard from the nearby Hawaiian Isle motel. He wanted a date. I chased him off, but a few nights later, dropping
by the bar at the Hawaiian isle for a drink, another black security guard ~a"f,bed' rne and got
a little rough. I went to the motel's night manager, a Miss Shore, who refused to help me and
forced me to leave. I was furious. The guards were also pimps, it seems, and wanted me to
work for them.
Aside from that, my stay in NMB was rather nice, and I also made a few visits to Fort
Lauderdale, one of my favorites.
After awhile I moved back to South Miami Beach, to cheaper motels, and wound up at the
Drake, which was full of young gays and Cuban drag queens. I kept to myself and let them
rave on. In January, 1982, I got a bit of a shock when I saw a copy of Zig-Zag Libre, the old
Cuban exile humor magazine. I read it routinely. It portrayed me, on the front cover, as an ugly, unshaven blonde in a dress marked "immigrations," handing a terrified Cuban boy to a
fanged Fidel Castro, and the magazine said, "evil hag! What are you doing?" The boy was Andres Rodriguez-Hernandez, a young stowaway who had been forced to return to Cuba, prom~
ting a riot by exiles in Miami. A few weeks earlier, I had written to the Miami papers, appealing that the US halt the flow of Cuban and Haitian exiles into Florida. So the exiles were reacting. I sent that to the FBI, too, and a copy to Nonna's parents. It appears that Andres
Rodriguez-Hernandez was one of their relatives. Tsk-tsk.
Zig-Zag also linked me with a popular Cuban song, "Abusadora," which said "you work
with the police, we don't want to be your friends." I sometimes ate at a Cuban restarant, and
some Cuban jerk would play it on the jukebox whenever I walked in and sneer "maricon,
mariposa," insulting terms they inflict upon transsexuals and gays.
About two weeks after the Zig-Zag mess, a Cuban named Juan Paez walked into the
Eight-and-a-Half Disco in Miami Beach, a few blocks from my hotel, and shotgunned five
female impersonators. Police caught him and he said he was sad, as he had hoped to kill at
least twenty of them.
I didn't know any of the victims and had never been to the disco, although some lived at
the Drake.
I shined it on. While at the Drake, I often patronized a lovely sidewalk cafe at the Cardozo
Hotel which had a fine jazz band on weekends. It was a draw for the Beautiful people, and
became very popular. I spent as much time as possible there; it was the only really nice thing
to be found in South Miami Beach, and I hope it's survived.
I also made two trips, by bus, to Palm Beach, and just walked around downtown at night,
watching the moon. It is the most beautiful city in America, and I intend to return there for
good someday.
Time passed and a couple of things erupted. In late 1981,a film called "Heartbeeps" came
out, and I realized it had been stolen from a short story I had done in Hawaii, "Droog
Queens." I'd sent the story to the TV show "Fridays," High Times, Ampersand newspaper in
LA, and to Gar Smith.

.'Heartbeeps" was produced by Michael Phillips, Douglas Green and John Hill; the latter
also wrote the film. A Douglas Green also produces "Magnum P.l.," the television series set in
Honolulu, and, presuming both Greens are the same person, it is probable that persons in
Hawaii I sent the story to were responsible for the theft, as my story portrayed a future
Hawaii that had seceded from the US and had become a territory of a new, militaristic
Japanese Empire ...an idea that Hawaii would not like to see presented at all, as it is more than
possible. Japan has so much economic control over Hawaii now that, for all intents, it shares
Hawaii with the US, and the politicians who run Hawaii at the whim of those who literally own
it are very busy kowtowing to Japan, Inc.
My story was set in 1990. So was the film. Japanese-made robots were trying to disperse a
New Year's Eve crowd that was turning into a riot. There were a number of similarities: in my
story, ''Droog Queens,'' robot cops armed with lasers and a sound device attacked the crowd.
These were machines something like tanks and did not resemble people. They also ordered people around. In the film, the "Crimebuster" robot is exactly that type of robot. In my story, I
used a futuristic slang and referred to the sea as "the aqua." The name of the female robot portrayed by Bernadette Peters in the film is "Aqua." In "Droog Queens," transsexual rebels at·
tacked the robots; in the film, young people disable the robot cop. 1 also found it interesting
that the robot portrayed by Andy Kaufman set off to study trees and emphasized that he
found a "Douglas" fir.
I viewed the film four times, and concluded that it was a homosexual propaganda film using very basic and established mind control techniques and subliminal imagery. Aimed at
children, the film was designed to create negative images in children's minds concerning
heterosexuality and sex role behavior, i.e. "sexist robots," a term used by some to describe
the likes of Jerry Falwell, Raquel Welch, etc. The robots were depicted as stupid, completely
and militantly heterosexual and wound up in the junk heap. The first thing they did was to
build a baby robot and care for it, and then a female baby robot to join the first one. The image
projected was that of programming, robotic behavior, while, in the background, strong, effective homosexual and lesbian stereotypes were presented repeatedly, including "Babe," a
tough woman in a uniform trying to catch them.
Kaufman's neck was broken a few weeks after I learned about "Heartbeeps" and began
protesting, which I thought was wonderful. I also found it interesting that a man named Stan
Winston was nominated for an academy award for his make-up work on the film, as a
homosexual by a similar name connected with Troy Perry had attempted to seduce me in LA
in 1970, and I had turned him down.
As soon as I learned of the film, I contacted Miami papers and told them. The worst
review given to any film ever made soon appeared in one of the Miami dailies. I sent a copy to
Universal Studios and told them that was only the beginning.
I also threatened to sue, of course, although a "theft of story" case is extremely difficult,
particularly for someone like me, and people I spoke to at Universal's legal department were
very, very upset. I have also set out to ruin those who were involved as best I can. I don't like
being robbed, particularly by untalented fags who must leech off a transsexual's creativity
like common parasites.
More had happened with the musical parasites Rene Moore and Angela Winbush, too;
they had released a second album in late 1981,and had copied songs from my copyrighted
cassette. For example, one of mine, titled "Rendezvous," turned up as "Secret Rendezvous"
on their album. They were also shown holding Moog musical instruments, the ones coinvented by transsexual Wendy Carlos. So, essentially, they were coming as close as possible
to outright copyright violation without actually doing it. Most people in the industry knew
what they were doing; it wasn't a secret.
So I sat in Miami, trying to do something about this long-distance, getting nowhere with
lawyers. I remained at the Drake and trouble erupted again.
A group of very idiotic, offensive young gays lived there, all prostitutes, and a bunch of
Cuban drag queens lived there, too. The gays harassed me constantly. I'd be sitting with a
bunch of older tourists on the porch and they'd walk up and scream "how much did your sex
change cost?" They hated the old people. One night, one of the gays threw a box of milk on me,
and an older British tourist grabbed him and kicked the hell out of him. I tried to avoid them
and wanted nothing to do with them, but they continued to harass me. A dippy young gay ran
the place with an older couple and just let it all go on.
I developed a very severe eye infection and had to obtain medical treatment at a hospital.
I returned to the hotel, very ill.
One of the gays screamed insults at me and shoved me. I went to my room, got my pistol,
found him and pistol-whipped him in front of everybody. I grabbed him by the neck and slap·
ped his face with the gun a few times, and told him if he bothered me again I'd put a bullet in
his face. I then threw him out of the hotel. This particular jerk didn't even live there.
_\
A few nights later, someone set fire to my hotel room door, but it was spotted quickly and
extinguished. The door was verv badlv burned. A youq kid said he saw two of the gays do it. I
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reported it to the police, but they didn't do a thing, and the management played it down as it
was bad for business. They tried to pretend it hadn't happened, fearing nervous guests would
move out, and some did ...including me.
I left in early April with Bobby Miller, a man I'd known since the 1970s, one of my ex•
boyfriends who was still hanging around the Beach. Bobby is crazy about drag queens, and
although he had no interest in me after I had surgery, we were still friends to some extent. I
think he was connected with police, too, as shortly after I went to the FBI, Bobby contacted
me and introduced me to a friend, an older man, who wanted more information about Tisha
and Hawaii, particularly the Nazis in Hawaii. He was obviously some kind of a cop, and said
Tisha was known to police for setting up burglaries. She'd pick up some guy, go home with
him, and then her partners, men, would hit the place later. Tisha had once boasted that she
had stolen a Rolls-Royce and drove it from Lauderdale to her home in South Miami. I told him
all I knew.
Bobby was going to New Orleans and took me along for the ride. I spent a few days runn·
ing around Bourbon Street in the Old Quarter, had a very nice time. One guy gave me a most
expensive steak dinner at a French restaurant, and it was all very exciting and outrageous.
Three female impersonation clubs are in a row on Bourbon Street, and strip joints galore.
Bobby stayed in New Orleans and I caught a bus to Los Angeles, arriving some days later,
completely broke. I left my electric guitar at the bus station and hitched to Berkeley, started
all over, but just couldn't get settled. It was obvious that California was not for me, but I in·
tended to do something about Moore, Winbush and "Heartbeeps." In May I returned to Los
Angeles and held a protest in front of Capitol Records on Vine Street, handing out leaflets explaining the situation. A female employee was outraged. "This is shit! You're full of shit, you
faggot.''
I replied with my own obscenities. A couple of kids helped me out and handed the leaflets
out on the boulevard, and three girls handed them out for me at Hollywood High School. I called for a total boycott against Capitol Records.
I dropped by to see Morris Kight, who lives a few blocks from Capitol. I informed them
that male homosexuals are now jailed with women in Dade County Jail ...any man who claims
to be a homosexual. I also told him about the Haitian refugees growing breasts ...and then we
discussed the Gay Plague, AIDS.
The gay plague, if anything, will kill the gay rights movement. Hundreds of gays have
already died, and the disease has spread to all sorts of people now, apparently transmitted by
sexual contact. Kight said he believes it is a result of gays eating human feces. a practice
known as "scatology" and very popular among male homosexuals. Kight himself now has a
skin cancer, which he said was 'inherited."
I returned to Berkeley and phoned protests later to Capitol's outlet in San Francisco. The
woman there knew all about it, and said "it's just a coincidence. Why, I have transsexual
friends and am involved in a play about a se-x change."
It doesn't seem to sink in these thick heads that people are ripping me off. They were
cashing in on my notoriety, my creativity, anything they could. I could care less if Capitol
likes transsexuals or not. Just don't rip me off. All of these idiots seem to think my thing in
life is to win acceptance for transsexuals. My thing in life is to pay my bills and live well. I
have been poor. Idiots out there believe I enjoy it, that I am anti-materialist. I am not. I want
expensive cars. homes, the best doctors, all of that, always have. I never rejected them, I just
found it impossible to obtain any of it because of the prejudice I had no idea existed against
transsexuals ...that is so immense that I wouldn't dream of trying to do more than make a very
slight scratch on it. But there are fools and con artists who sit around and say, "she won't object if we use her song, she doesn't like fame and money. She's a fanatic. She just likes to
create.··
Meanwhile, Social Security people are literally screaming at me to do something and can
not believe I am dirt poor.
I spent most of May, all of June and July living in the woods, sleeping in abandoned cars,
in abandoned shacks, or just hitching back and forth from LA to Oregon, nowhere to stay, no
money, living off the charity of truckdrivers, mostly, having sex with a few of them, for
money.
I rode on at least two hundred trucks from May to August. I went to Washington State
three times, to Phoenix once, to Tahoe six times, Reno four times, LA a dozen times, mostly
along Interstate 5. I soon knew a bit about trucking and became very attracted to that way of
life. I met some great truckers and didn't have the slightest bit of hassle with any of them except a few old goats I couldn't handle touching me. One of them was so smelly and creepy and
wouldn't leave me alone I took a momentous leak in his sleeping bag, then jumped out at the
next stop.I
laughed for a day imagining how he screamed. A religious lunatic picked me up in Redding,
however, and began screaming that I was a male angel and must give up the masquerade. I
tried to show him I have the body of a woman, but he began screaming and threw me out of his
van. These people who have the mental ability to comprehend it must accept the fact I am
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simply no longer a man, and their hopes are false ones. It is too late. That is the worse pressure
of all; .t~e pressure from those who don't believe I've had the final surgery and can "cure" me
from living as a woman, that they can make me bea man again and act like a man. That is very
common pressure.
So I survived, just barely .. My SSI started flowing again, but only S300 a month, not
enough to rent a dump. They s&1dthey were taking out for the money I got from the Jews and
my work at the Pig, which I'd reported. I got tents, camping equipment and camped out
around Lake Shasta and elsewhere, for weeks. At times I enjoyed it so much, but it was rather
lonely. I was robbed several times, including by a hippy-type from Berkeley named "Mac"
w~~ got almost eyerything, including ,all of my old clippings, photos going back for years, my
military and mantal records, letters I d saved, all of the evidence for the various lawsuits. He
got everything, including my glasses, leaving me half-blind. I reported it to police in Oakland
and even had his license number, but they didn't bother to reply at a11,
'
I wouldn't have made it without the-truckers.
•
Out of perhaps two hundred truckers who picked me up, I had sex with no more than a
dozen. Most were nice guys who wanted some company. They fed me, put me up in motels now
and then, drove me thousands of miles and told me of their lives and about their way of life. To
a man, every one of them despised Ronald Reagan and Gov. Jerry Brown, the latter because he
allowed the California roads to deteriorate.
I received two letters of importance in August at my mail holding service in Berkeley.
One was from actress Sophia Loren, and the other was from my wife, Norma, the first contact
from her since 1968. It had been mailed in April, and I have no idea why it took so long,
although chances that my mail was being intercepted by FBI, Cuban exiles or others was (and
is) very likely.
I had written to Loren when she was imprisoned inCaserta on tax evasion charges, telling
her of my life and of how much I admired her. I never dreamed she would send a hand-written
reply to me.
The letter from Norma had a Tampa postmark, and both elated and saddened me. It
started off "Dear Doug," and went from bad to worse. She told me she had received some let·
ters from me over the years, that she was fine and well, that my sex change embarassed her
and her parents, and that although we had a daughter, she wanted me to stop trying to find
them and leave them alone. She informed me she had a guru of some sort nsmed Babaji and
ended the letter with several Hindu chants, and quotes from Meher Baba. She said nothing of
the situation of my daughter and blamed me for "creating hysteria" in order to find them.
She said she wanted one letter from me acknowledging hers, sent in care of her parents.
I sent a fairly-long letter back, demanding that she come forward as innocents like Barbara and Jeana Rodriguez had probably been terribly '.hurtt, mistaken for them. I demanded
that she tell me of my child, and explain what in the hell she had been doing all these years. I
also sent the letter from Loren to her as a gift for my daughter, aware that Norma knew I
adored Loren and would be furious. Norma, like so many others, considers me to be a wor·
thless loser no one would bother stepping over, and for Loren to write to me probably sent
Nor~a ~nto a tailspin.
•
•
After many other letters I sent were returned, unopened, I began attempting to file
criminal charges against her via the state attorney at Tampa.
I had, of course, tried to get some of this discussed by the medi_a,9?thout succe~s, and had
also co ,ntacted a number of talk shows. KPOO radio, a black station m San Francisco, let me
discuss the "Rene and Angela" situation, but KPFA radio in Berkeley would only let me go on
its gay program, which I refused to do.
After I started working with The Tahoe News, I contacted KGO-TV's "~M San_Fran·
cisco" and received a call from their Ms. Sabo, who wanted more background information on
me. I sent it to her, including the Hustler and High Times_items, but received no reply.
A few weeks later, Christine Jorgensen was interviewed on that station's new~ program,
and then appeared on the same station agsin on one of its new talk shows, along with Joanna
Clark Jude Patton and Paul Walker. ,Jorgensen had followed me to Hawaii in 1979, to
Miami in 1981and to KGO-TV in San Francisco in 1982,and I'm really sick of it. Jorgensen has
done so little to tell the public of the brutality going on, the inj1!;stices that she, to me, is like a
Jew apologizing for the , . Holocaust ~d agreeing with N~is that it never happened.
So, with all sorts of interesting stories to tell, I am still quite suppressed ...because my
charges are true. It is true that Grossman ripped me off for a fortune; it is true that Richard
Stone of Hustler tried to lead three million people to believe I had male genitals two years
after they were surgically removed; it is true that Robert Anton Wilson began a crusade to
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discredit. me and lied through his teeth; it i a true that Paul Eberle ripped me off for
thousands; it is true that Capitol Reocrds put up a lousy black group to ridicule me and Renee
Richards and exploit us; it is true that a bun ch of rich fags stole a abort story from me and
based the horrendous film "Heartbeeps" on it. Everything I have aaid in this book is the plain
old truth, every word.
I am still not sure what to make of Randy Towers. All I know is that experience happened,
and whether Randy was Satan, an ET or something else I really don't know, but it happened
like I said, and I was, and am, still astounded by it.
People, say I am "strange." No, I'm 11ot.I'm not any atranger than the Cosmos, with its
countless, countless stars and bizarre b(ll(.:kholes and Quasars and time warps and distances
we can not really imagine. I am no stranger than a volcano, a hurricane, the myriad of
lifeforms on this planet, the process we know as life and death or anything else. But I am different, to some extent, from most human beings, and that has nearly killed me and has left me
destitute on many occasions, despite intelligence, talent and ability.
It has also forced me to pick up the weapons of war and fight like a general at times
against immensely superior forces, ones I can only conquer by non-physical means, ones I
must conquer with mental gymnastics so complex that it makes the psywar of our govern·
ments pale in comparison. My enemies are shifting. A friend one day is an enemy the next, and
vice-versa. A straight girlfriend becomes a transsexual-hating lesbian. A beloved wife runs off
and becomes a lesbian. A tough transsexual becomes a born-again Christian and sells out to
police. Life is like quicksand, and if you 're a transsexual, there is no firm ground at all.
As I complete this book, the news mentions that a transsexual at Vacaville, half-way
through the sex change, has filed a $3 million lawsuit because he-she is jailed with men, and
wants to be jailed with women, given the final surgery or released. The transsexual was con·
victed of bank robbery. It made the television news.
Where were the lawyers when it happened to me? Where were they when it has happened
to tens of thousands of others half-way through the change?
What makes this one so special? Come on, the cops, the system, it is very intent on
"curing"transsexuals and forcing them to be men, as the system is a reflection of male ego and
domination. It is just like the homosexual cop in Honolulu who had me handcuffed, thrown
against a car in a dark street, terrified, screaming at me to tell the newspapers I regretted having undergone surgery and that it's better to be a man than a woman. They are like white
racists who see me as a white who voluntarily became black. There is no difference at all in the
attitude of racists and sexists.
Transsexuals are now in the tens of thousands in America alone, hundreds of thousands
world-wide, where it is far more acceptable. England, France, Australia, Singapore, all have
countless transsexuals. All must somehow work, live and survive in this type of hostility, and
those who do, for a long period of time, became very, very skilled at it. I have, although I'm
not proud of some of the things I've done. but let's face it, the Jews became cannibals in the
cattle cars of the Nazis, and my situation has been approaching that level of desperation at
times.
Perhaps Randy was indeed an ET. I can not share her loving views of humanity. I see
humanity as composed of billions of mad butchers and religious lunatics spending most of
their time killing each other in endless wars. There are plenty of wonderful human beings, but
they are, it would seem, a minority, a few islands of sanity in a sea of blood and gore. I have
learned to disperse what love I have sparingly, as few humans deserve it.
To know that Nazis exist in America, and people worse than Nazis, doesn't keep me from
sleeping at night, but doesn't put a smile on my face, either.
So that's my story. Communists, Nazis, gays, straights, Christians, cops, feminists, all
trying to snatch me up and use me as cannon fodder for their various causes. I long ago sat
back and played the 2ame, and just observed all of it as it rolled in front of me. I can be a Nazi,
a Red, a gay: whatever under the circumstances, and as some of my enemies have learned ...to
their chagrin ...! can also be a spy,
It is impossible to estimate the amount of damage I may have caused to the Nazis, Communist groups, gay militants and others, but it has probably been considerable in some cases.
I'm sure that most of them aren't too elated at my limited success. But people who want
my mind and my talents to use ...I hate them far more than those who merely want to exploit
my body. Those who want my name, my fame, I try to destroy.
I doubt if my story will encourage people to change sex, and it is not intended to do so.
Changing sex is a difficult and often fatal experience, and the rewards can be slim and few.
Some of us do very well, at least for awhile, but most do not, and wind up thinking the most
important thing in life is to pick up a ten-dollar date. Take a trip to the Tenderloin of San Francisco, Hotel Street in Honolulu, Collins Avenue in South Miami Beach and elsewhere. Watch
them flee in terror into sleazy little bars when a police car drives by in San Francisco, watch
them freeze in terror. The terror itself can become addictive, as it causes an Adrenalin rush. A
lot of people enjoy being terrified. I have. Once you're there, you might as well enjoy it, like a
good war movie. but I see no reason
.
. to take
. . a .crowd along.
.
.
.
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(Ldl lu right) Ku/h. Doug/os. Buh/mun:

Angela Lynn Douglas:
Transsexual Superstar
Angp)a Lynn Douglas began living publidy as a woman in 1009 and compl!!!Pd
her sex change \'ia surgery in 1977. This
. inter\'iew was conducted
by Shasta
Smith.
Q: What is the most important thing
happening with transsexuals at present?
A: Probablv Amanda Lear. who has two
al hums out- on Chrvsalis. Oui. After Dark
and other publicat.ions say she was formerly a male. and Chrysalis confirms it. I
think shr. is absolutcl\' flawless. and I'm
vcn· cxcitr.d about h~r. Shi: writes very
int~rcsting songs. Rumors are around th~t
she is actually Brian Jones. that Jones
fakr.d his death and is now Amanda Lear.
I heard rumors yc,irs ago that Jones killed
himsr.lf after undergoing a sex-change
operation. There's a song on the (Stones']
Between the Buttons LP called "Miss
Amanda Jones." hy thP way.
1.J Why did you changP sex?
A: I dr,·elopcd inner feelings of wanting
to hi' a fcmalr whrn I was a kid and
probably had a basic hormone imbalance.
It jusl didn't frcl right to be male. I startr.d
wParing girls' clothPs in secrrt when I was
a httlr kid and did that until 1969. The
desire just grrw until I overcame my
frars. steppPd out of the door into the
world as a woman and never wcnt hack.
Q: What havr you had done medically?
A: 1 star!Pd th<' femalc>-hormone treatments in 1969, which drvelopcd breasts
and did a frw othrr things. In '76 I got a
nosr job. silicone pumps for my face ·and
silicone breast implants. In April of '77 I
had the• scx-changr operation and in August I had a vaginal rrvision. Ifs all m·rr
excPpt for clPc:trolysis to remove facial
hair. I'm still going through that.
Q: Who did th<' surgc>ry?
A: Dr. John R. Brown in Los Angeles. H1!·s
in Trcate. Mrxico. now. Then! arc at least
50 sPx-changc• surgrons in the U.S. now
and hundrPds m othl·r countries. Hr.'s om:
of thP hPst. and likl' othc!rs ht!'s botr.hed a
frw surgPriPs. I was lucky.
Q: Yuu·vr oftpn critic:i1.Pdsr.x-changc: surgeon Dr. Donald Laub at Stanford University. Why'!
A: l'w Sl'l'n thl' typP of surg1:ry ht! does.
All you gt•I 1s it holP-no clitoris. no labia.

\'\011/c/

yuu /!!1your doughier murry

1,np?

He takes skin from your ass to makr skin
grafts and it leaves ghastly scars. Thc:m
arP better surgeons than Brown. Dr. Rish
in New York does fabulous work. But
Brown is among the best.
Q: Where arc you at sexually?
A: I'm panscxual. I like men, women and
everything in between. I've been that way
for years. I am legally female, as far as
that goes.
Q: What are you doing now?
A: Taking it easy. The surgery really
knocked me out for a while. and my
health was rotten until earl,• '78. Then I
took off to Hawaii for a fe~· weeks and
rolled around in the sand for a while. I'm
writing songs and wailing for my manager
to come back from one of his mysterious
trips to Hong Kong. I think he's in a tong
or something. I get along fine with people
from Asia. as I spent three years in Japan
and some of it rubbed off on me.
Q: Hov,• many transsexuals are there?
A: 203. 491. No one• knows. Thousands
and thousands.
Q: Wr.rl' you r,·r.r in jail?
A: Firn timc!s on Mir.kry Mousf' c:hnrgPs.
The worst was in L.A.. on a phony prostitution c:hargr. It is not rxc:rptionally rnjoya h!P to go tn jail whPn you'rr.
physically half male! and half fPmnlr. !',;of
at all. 1 was mr.anr.r than a drunkrn
Mexican drag queen whr.n I got out r f
there!.
Q: Do you !I'll gu~·s that you'rr a !- •x
change hr.for!' you go to hPd with thr, ?
A: Only if I pick tht!m up at a drag har. 11
that case! they're looking for a man in ,.
rlrr.ss. I hang around such bars as I likr In
hP with olhPr transsPxuals and qut!Pns.
WP h,n't! a lot of fun. All my frirnds an·
whnrc:s and junk1l's: snmP of thrm arr thr
nic:r.st pc!oplr in thP world.
Q: Arc: you glad you wrnt through !hi' SPX
c:hangP°?
A: Y1!S. It was rrall~· hdlish. Thr surg<'r~·
was n!ally hard-corP pain. and I'm no
masochist. l li\'l•cl on [kmProl for month~
Hut it's all in thr• past now.
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The following
publications
have published
stories
by Angela Lynn Douglass

several

thousand

Los Angeles Image, 1968-69
The Advocate, Los Angeles 1969-70
Tuesday's
Child, Los Angeles 1970
Los Angeles Free Press,
1969-72
Arcadie Magazine, Paris 1970
Gay, New York 1970
Rat (feminist),
New York 1970
Drag Magazine, New York 1970
San Francisco
Gay Free ~ress,
1970
Come Out, New York 1970
Times Now, Miami 1970
The Daily Planet,
Miami 1970-72
Gay Sunsine,
San Francisco
1972
Sexual Freedom, San Francisco
1972
Alternative
Features,
Berkeley 1972
Everywoman, Los Angeles 1972
Berkeley Barb, 1972-78
Gay Liberator,
Detroit
1972-76
Sisters,
San Francisco
1972
Liberation
News Service,
New York 1972
Atlanta Barb, 1974-75
Los Angeles Star, 1976•79
aoh Magazine, Los Angeles 1976
Against The Wall Magazine, Westfield,
New Jersey 1978
Bay Area Reporter,
San Francisco
1978
Female Impersonator
News, Belmar, New Jersey,
1977-78
Honolulu Star-Bulletin,
1980
Lake Tahoe News, 1982
Placerville
(Calif.)
Mountain-Democrat,
1983
News items published
in Playboy, San Francisco
and News, most of the aforementioned.
Interviews

Chronicle,

a

Daily Planet,
Miami 1972
WBUS, Miami 1972
Organ Magazine, San Francisco
1972
Miami News, 1974
Berkeley Barb, 1974
WKID-TV, Hollywood, Fla. 1975
Ooh Magazine, Los Angeles 1976
Against The Wall, New jersey
1978
High Times Magazine, New York 1978
KPOO, San Francisco
1982

Mis~ellaneouss
"Sex Change, The Incredible
Real-Life
Story of
Angela Douglas 11 , by Stan Grossman and Newcastle,
"Sans Souci,"
"Triple

cassette

Jeopardy,"

of songs,

autobiography,

1981
1983

1977
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Fro,m ·war dogs
to i:hainpions
.
.
.
.

By A.L. DOUGLAS
Special to the Democrat
.•
Canada. At war's end, however, the American
Champion P .J. 's Athena is a descendant of an old piastiffs were in such· poor condition that the line
breed of dog that frequently was used in combat i:iearly had to ·be re-bred trom scratch, some_
with soldiers in ancient Gerinany, England, Greece • students say. .
•
•
and elsewhere.
.
The results .of post-war breeding are animals of
According to some·students and researchers, the · the quality of P.J.'s ·Athena, owned by Fred and
mastiff was used by Assman kings for hunting • Shirley Garnett of Placeryllle. "Mas_tltfshave made
lions. A similar dog was found in ancient Egypt. a tremendous comeback," ·Fred Carnett aafd. "~t
Some researchers believe the mastiff was introduc-- the end of the war they were rather pitiful." • .
ed into the British Isles by Phoenician and other
Mastiffs have also been used as guard and watch
traders. They were quickly trained to be fighting dogs since ancient times, and statues of a mastiffdogs and used in combat with English armies
type dog were buried under the entrances to homes
against their enemies.
in ancient Assyria to ward off evil spirits.
The mastiff would be used to carry armor and
weapons until actual combat began, and would then
The "forest laws" of King Henry II provided that
fight alongside the soldiers.
farmers and substantial freeholders could possess
The Romans, who encountered the mastiff in Bri- mastiffs for the defense of their homes and property
tain, took many back to Rome and used them in the· as long as the dog was "expediated" OI' "hambled,"
coliseums to fight against lions, bears and which meant that it must be maimed in order to
gladiators for the grisly entertainment of Roman minimize its chances of chasing and seizing the
citizens.
king's deer. "Hambling" was usually accomplished
Four mastiffs to one lion and several against by cutting off three of the dog's claws on Its
bears were considered equal matches, according to forefeet, at the skin.
Romans and Britons, who also pitted the mastiff
The mastiff of that time· wu much smaller,
against lions until the time of the Tudor era.
students believe.
The mastiff was bred primarily in England and
Mastiffs come in several colors, in ludlng fawn,
Europe and was introduced into the American Col- apricot and brindle, the latter colora ion including
onies from England. During World War II the breed fawn and apricot brindle, a somewhat-striped patwas nearly decimated in England and a number tern that led Aristotle to observe tha,t the mastiff
were sent for safety to the United States and was •'a cross between the tiger and the dog.''
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They aid the troubled at Tahoe
By ANGELA LYNN
DOUGLAS
Special to the News
SO. LAKE TAHOE
"All existence is dukkha •
(suffering)," 18.id the Buddha.
Hundreds of thousands of Haitian and Cuban refugees have
wilted South Florida, 6,000
people sleep in the streets of
San Francisco, and although
the "let them eat mink" at·
titude of some "haves" toward
"have-nots" seems to be the
order of the day, a number of
service groups in the Tahoe
area-· are attempting
to
alleviate some of the local problems concerning the poor, in- •
digent and needy, many of
whom are just "passing
through."
Rivera said that she also
handles quite a bit of correspondence from relatives and
friends of those that the Good
Shepherd aids, and also'
handles phone calls. She added
that a local store, Agape, has
donated clothing and some
local religious groups also provide free clothing. "I just gave
out a lot of drapes to be used as
blankets by kids who are sleep•
ing in the woods," she said.
"Reverend Sullivan is out trying to get some blankets right
now."
The Good Shepherd may
be reached at 541-8331 and
544-6134.
Another service group involved in numerous efforts is

In
operation
since
February, the Good Shepherd
Ministries, 2719 Highway 60,
is feeding up to a dozen people
a day and attempts to find
emergency housing, clothing
and jobs as well.
Funded by the Rev. Anthony Sullivan and Montye
Rivera at present,
the
96-square-foot building is
painted fire-engine red with a
large white cross and has
already become known u a
place to obtain immediate help.
The ministries are in the
process of becoming legally incorporated and can accept
"love" donations,"
Rivera
said. "In a lot of cities, people
don't want to help such efforts,
as they fear it will draw more
people who have problems,"

she added.
At present, the Good
Shepherd provides some food
- consisting of peanut-butter
sandwiches and dehydrated
aoup - to anyone who is
hungry, and some clothing and
other immediate aid. A number
of people have found jobs
through the Good Shepherd,
and Rivera told of a young man
who found work as a
dishwasher and later returned
with donations
of food.
"There's a togetherness, a
camaraderie among the people
who have come here, particularly the young ones. They
look for people who might need
help, even if it's just a hit·
chhiker who doesn't know his
way through town," Rivera
said.

Voluntary Action Center,
located at 10~7 Emerald Bay,
641-2611, which has referred
some people to the Good
Shepherd Ministries. Among
others, Big Brothers and Big
Sisters programs are now affiliated with Voluntary Action
coordinated by Pat Deveaux'.
Persons wanting to become involved with helping children
from single-parent
homes
should contact her.
Mary Eicher coordinates
VAC's Alternative Sentencing
Program in association with
the area's judicial system, placing offende"s in jobs relating to
community service in lieu off or
in addition to) fines or jail
1entences. About 10,000 hours
of such work was done last
year by clients referred to
VAC, Eicher said, and offenders were placed in jobs
ranging from litter pickup and
secretarial
typing
to

photography
and day-care
center work. A total of 390
clients were involved, working
up to 400 hours and aa little as
12 each, Eicher said.
Ac.cordingto John Birch of
VAC, a VISTA Volunteer, a
Small Claims Court Clinic,
Volunteers In Action, Family
Volunteer Project and wildlife
care - the latter in connection
with the U.S. Forest Service are some of the other programs. The Small Claims Court
Clinic informs people as to the
intricacies of filing a small
claim in court. A Legal Information Service is also provided, where lawyers volunteer
time to provide general legal
advice. That particular servicP
is available on Tuesday evenings. Volunteers In Action is a
clearing house for groups using
volunteers;
the Family
Volunteer Project aids families
who volunteer. For example,
five families are helping a
number of senior citizens,
Birch explained.
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By ANGELA LYNN DOUGLAS
Snecial to the NEWS
•. TAHOE CITY - Aboard the starship
Caveat Emptor. Su lectures and workshops on
UFOs and e:ir:traterrestrials (ETs) presented in
1iheTahoe area and in Reno in September drew
considerable interest, according to the people involved.
•• Like many others involved with the subjects,
Dr. Aleuti Franceaca of Central Point, OR, says
she believes that the U.S. government is
wi~hholding evidence concerning UFOs and ETs
from the public.
Francesca, who heads the Solar Light
Retreat in Central Point, ill a "doctor of spiritual
ac.ience"and said she obtained the "metaphysical
degree," after four or five years of study, from
"Universal Psychic Science."
• Solar Light Retreat, according to the Internal Revenue Service, is a ta:ir:-uempt organization, and contributions to it are tax-deductible.
• However, IRS said, "If eomeone receives a
service or benefit, then the payment might not be
tax-deductible."
Francesca gives "private consultations" and
does "past-life regressions."
All fees go to the Solar Light Retreat.
In a flyer distributed in the Tahoe area,
- Francesca claimed she is a "contactee," able to
• predict the future, using "information from u.• traterreatrials."
•
A 90-minute film on .UFOs and ETs "by a
: nuclear physicist" was shown at her lectures,
• "e:ir:posing material that hu been previously
• withheld by the U.S. government and the mill: tary establishment."
Francesca confirmed the film is a "video
film'' coproduced
eome years ago by
: "ufologiat"-nuclear physicist Stanton Friedman.
•
She a1ao diacloaed ehe wu known as
: Marianne Francia until 1975, at which time she
. changed her name legally to the one she uaed u a
: writer and poet, Aleuti Franceeca.

.

While the film and statements by scientists
are presented as "scientific evidence," she claims
her own material is received telepathically from
ET11,"and it appears they use a form of advanced
technology to send out euch information."
Her contacts "are mostly from Saturn, but
from a metaphysical level, a fourth dimension ''
she said. "Many others are from other plac~s.
Most are from other dimensions and are
'interdimensional,' and can move from one dimension to another."
She added that the preSBbad recently misquoted her. "I said that in the event of a nuclear
war starting on earth, the ETs would intervene to
stop it. The paper said that I had said the ETs
would intervene and destroy the planet."
As for past-life regressions, Francesca said
she places her eubjects in a "etate of reverie,
which ie more spiritual and safer" than hypnosis.
ETs helped her develop these techniques, and
gave her information on "energy blocks," she
said, adding, "I agree with Stanton Friedman,
that there are both 'good' and 'bad' ETs."
And UFOs, she avers, have been observed
hovering over her Oregon retreat during
"channeling eeasions." They resemble "large
stars" and are powered by magnetic energy.
Francesca said "between 75 to 100 people"
attended one Reno lecture and "about 60" were
at one Tahoe City presentation, while other
eources said about 50 attended the Reno event
and 40 were at the Tahoe City lecture.
AdmiSBionwas S8 for the lectures and the fee
for a m-hour workshop wae S40.
The News called Prof. J. Allen Hynek, a wellknown UFO researcher with ecientific credentials, at the Center for UFO Studies in Evanston,
IL, but Hynek was in New Mwco.
Hynek's wife said she ill unfamiliar with
Francesca, to which Francesca responded, "Why
would they have heard of me? They're involved in
the ecientific aspect; I'm involved with the

. metaphysical."
American interest in UFOs and ETs actually
began in the 19th century, when numerous
sightings were reported in the press.
;
Renewed interest followedin the 1940s, when
; fighter and bomber pilots reported 1ightings,
, nicknaming them "foo fighters," and the media
coined the term, "flying saucers."
, Spaceships and aliens were common subjects
~ pf comic strips in the '30s and '40s, with heroes
1ike Bucks Rogers and Flash Gordon, and Super, man was an ET.
•
The burgeoning of television in the '60s
brought aeries ranging from "Space Patrol" to
; "Captain Video" and, of course, "Star Trek."
Science-fiction movies also date back to
silents, long before ."2001: A Space Odyssey,"
"Close Encounters of the Third Kind" tthe
-,categorization of "kinds" of encounters going
,back to Prof. Hynek), "Star Wars," "Alien" and,
course, the current blockbusting "E.T."
1 of
-himself.
•
All manner of cults and organizations have
sprung up around the subjects, and pressure by
ufologists led to the Air Force investigation into
UFOs cod&named "Project Blue Book," which
concluded that UFOs were primarily misperceived weather balloons and "swamp gaa."
The report was promptly denounced as a cover-up by many ufologists.
Actually, the U.S. military has had a regulation in effect for some years, prohibiting service
pers~el from discussing the subject, and, more
recently, the U.S. Supreme Court refused to force

the government to release UFO evidence under
the Freedom of Information Act, the court agreeing with the government that such action could
also reveal supersecret air defenses and intelli·
gence-gathering methods.
Some Christian evangelists contend that
UFOs and ETs are tricks of Satan, and some Hindu gurus claim ETs are real but that they exploit
and make fools out of humans.
Steven Spielberg's film, "E.T.," •till playing
locally, projects a lovable, benevolent extraterrestrial, but the mon1ter in "Alien" was conceived in the oppoeite mold.
The field obviou1ly is open to charlatans as
well as scientists and filmmakers, and a
fascinated public faces the same challenge as the
one facing serious inquiries into the phenomena
of extrasensory perception and the ''psychic.''

:r. CA~''t 11V, tvt
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Kiwanis publicize fire dangers
By ANGELA LYNN DOUGLAS
Special to the NEWS
SO. LAKE TAHOE - "Just because there
.isn't any smoke doesn't mean there isn't any
fire," Dave Cotter of the U. S. Forest Service in
Lake Tahoe emphasized last week.
Last summer, about 1200,000 in property
losses were caused by ash fires, and it cost about
$100,000 in tax dollars to put them out, Cotter
added.
An ash fire is started usually by ashes from a
fireplace or charcoal briquets, which are seeming•
ly out, but can actually smoulder for days Cotter
explained.
'
• "In one case, ashes from a fireplace that were
placed in a paper bag ignited two-and-a-half mon·
tbs after they were set out and forgotten " he
recalled. "That's the longest example I can give."
There have been several fires started by
barbecue ashes in the past week, and a fireplace
ash fire caused $2,000 property damage to a
.North Shore home, according to Cotter and Dick
Thomas, of Lake Tahoe Realty, who is also the
district chairman for the Kiwanis Clubs.
The Kiwanis here serve as a clearinghouse,

under Thomas, for 600 clubs and 25,000 Kiwanians on the subject of fire prevention, covering
clubs in California, Nevada and Hawaii.
"We try to inform our clubs as to prevention
of all types of fires, including campground and
wildland fires,'' Thomas said.
The Kiwanis and the U.S. Forest Service
have issued free bumperstickers urging the public
not to "do it (start fires) in the duff." " 'Duff' consists of decomposed pine needles, very combustible material," Thomas explained.
He added that one of the worst examples of
an ash fire he knew of was a quadruplex on
Kingsbury that suffered $80,000 in damages.
The Kiwanis fire prevention awareness program has been active since 1977.
Cotter, meanwhile, offered these suggestions
for the extinguishing of ash fires:
• Don't dump ashes in cardboard boxes or paper
bags.
•Use a metal container.
• Pour water on the ashes, stir and let sit for
two to three days, then feel and sift through the
ashes.
These simple measures could have helped pr&
vent more than 25 ash fires recorded last summer, Cotter said.
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suing over line
of X-rated games
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'People are already starving

To the Editor:
James Lydecker'a (Oct.
.28-29, Oct. SO-Nov. 5) look at
SO. LAKE TAHOE -~ present economic ~epresAmerican Multiple Services mon and itc effects upon some
held a public showing of its lin~ Americana was moat inof X-rated video g8!11es 1!t&t t.eresting, but overlooked a
week in New York, mcluding . number of things. Libertarian
?ne ~ed "Custer's R.4:venge,"....Party members believe that
m which a cavalry soldier over- '-'~•be myriad of laws, licenses
comes obstacles with the goal ·:· :.
of raping an l~dian girl. One of ,, Symbionese Liberation Army,
the obstacles 1s a ca~tus t~t
Black Panthers and other
~e !1-s ~ leap_over without m- revolutionary groups were cerJunng hi~ gemtals.
tainly examples of armed
Atari Systems and other
rebellion as were the violent
video game ~a~ers
a~e
actions ~f countless people on
rep~rtedly
bringing
suit
strike throughout the history
against AMS_,as the_X gam~
of this nation. To many
are compatible with their
observers, a great deal of crime
systems.
is actually a form of armed
Representatives of the Narebellion too.
tional Organization !or Wom~n
People are already starva~ten~ed the showing by ming in the streets by the tens of
v1tat1on,. and charged the
thousands, as any visitor to
games will encourage rape.
most American cities can at"One. out of every three
test. In New Orleans, police ar"!ome~ will be _raped at some .rested and jailed several buntime m her life, and these
dred men standing in a soup
games,, will help cause m~re line, in hopes that they would
ra~s, a NOW representative
go elsewhere. •
881d.
America is already very
The Women's Center here
similar.-to India the "world's
told the News they hadn't
largest democr~cy," and ap~eard about t~~ ~es,.~ut
the
pears to be headed on the same
idea sounded terribla:; ~ general, awful path as that sad
nation.
To some people, the
American system is a parasite
LAKE TAHOE NEWS,
that drains the people of
money, energy, talent and

and regulations concerning
businesses have made work
"criminal" and are seeking to
"decriminalize"
work by
removing most of the regulations. People are "made poor,''
according to the Libertarians.
As for armed rebellion by
poor people, that has already
happened.
•.
One can see the
used-up husks everywhere,
both young and old, all victims
of the system.
As for Social Security,
funds were illegally drawn
from Social Security to pay for
the war in Vietnam, and that is
why Social Security is in S'Uch
trouble at present.
As for the man who •
believes in "survival of the fittest," he should not complain if
he is robbed, his home
burglarized, car stolen or. •
children kidnapped and held .
for ransom, as, of course, there· .
is no law in the jungle.
_.
Angela Lynn Douglas :
South Lake Tahoe .
:.,

WHAT IS DESACTION
DES Action is a national consumer
organization devoted to the concerns of
the DES exposed. DES Action is a nonprofit organization, staffed by
volunteers. It provides DES information
packets, physician referrals and peer
counseling. THE VOICE, the national
newsletter, supplies its subscribers with
the latest medical information and serves
as a forum for all issues related to the
DES experience. For a subscription to
the newsletter - or for reprints of this
pamphlet, contact a DES Action office.

FORMOREINFORMATION
CONTACT:
DESACTIONHEADQUARTERS
DES ACTION NATIONAL
East Coast Office:
Long Island Jewish-Hillside ~edical_Cen_ter
New Hyde Park. NY 111140(:,It,) 77:,-3-1:,0
West Coast Office:
1638-B Haight Street
San Francisco. CA 9-1117 (-11:'i)t,2)-81132

Sierra gol~ rush__
rnjnes
,strE!ams,
tourist pockets
By ANGELA LYNN DOUGLAS
Special to the NEWS
It is annoying to see billboards in Sonora
reading, "There's gold in them thar hills!" It
would be more consistent to say, "Thar's gold in
them thar hills!" If you're going to butcher the
Queen's English, do it properly.
Over the centuries, countlesa people have
died, been tortured, killed, robbed and cheated,
and several continents were invaded for gold, and
the deadly aspects of gold hunting continue,
oblivious to the passage of time.
Kevin Bowman, who was gold hunting with a
few other young men in Calaveras County last
spring, was recently convicted of slaying one of
his partners, shooting the victim, Allen Ross
Thomas, 18, 11 times. It's happened before, of
course.
My grandfather, fresh from Europe, around
the turn of the century, headed west and found a
gold mine, family legends say, but killed two men
over BOmething and returned East, where he
spent his days as a coal and salt miner. For obvious reasons, where his mine - and the killings
- was has always been vague, possibly Colorado.
He was a big Hungarian, and there is a
method of gold panning called "the Hungarian
method.'' (Although Hungarians such as Zea Zsa
Gabor have developed excellent methods to find
diamonds, I'm not sure what "the Hungarian
method" of gold panning is: the method is mentioned in several books, but not explained.)
I can almost hear my grandfather's ghostly
voice laughing. "No, no," he says, "forget gold
panning. First, you find a nice mountain, then
you get BOmedynamite and blow a hole or two in
it, and then you dig and dig and dig until you find
the veins."
Well, Gulf and Western Industries may just
do BOmethingalong those lines before long south
of Jamestown in the Mother Lode country. Those
who should know estimate that less than 10 percent of the gold in California has been found, and
there's still plenty left. Gulf and Western intends
to get eome of it, it appears, although the
poSBibility of the huge corporation setting up

mining operations has been a "possibility" for
several years and little more. At present, the company is "considering" a demonstration gold-mining project and may eventually begin an 180-mil·
lion operation. The company is continuing to pur·
sue permits for the full-scale plan, at present.
Meanwhile, people are finding gold - in
rivers, streams and in the credit cards of tourists.
Gold hunting is a fairly good-sized tourist industry in the Gold Country these days, with a
number of outfits, primarily around Jamestown,
offering guided "how-to" tours.
Gold Prospecting Tours, of Jamestown, has
tours every two hours, and gives baaic panning,
sniping and placer prospecting instruction at 120
an hour, •&o for three hours. The company also
has a one-day prospecting trip for •76, and river
raft trips at 1134 to S364, and even a helicopter
drop-in trip. "Best of all, you keep the gold you
find ... BO far, we have found gold on every trip,"
the company's brochure says.
"Oh, sure, aome of these tours salt the
streams. They have a guy go out ahead of the tour
and salt it with gold flakes,'' said a resident of the
area. Perhaps so. However, the instruction alone
might be worth it, if one plans to do aome serious
gold hunting on one's own. Using a sluice box,

Gold nuggets from Jlgg1 Taylor'• cache.

dredging, pocket hunting, sniping and panning
aren't complicated, but it's worth a few dollars to '
learn how to do it properly.
In the Sonora-Tuolumne area, there is a place
on Highway 88 called Roaring Camp, just a bit
north of Jackson, which has prospector's cabins,
gold panning trips, the whole works. It looked
worthwhile.
Mark Twain's old one-room cabin is nearby.
Twain's real name, of course, was Samuel
Clemens, and it looks like he was hiding out, as
the dilapidated shack is still fairly well off the
beaten track.
Columbia, the restored mining town, is an interesting place where one discovers what happen·
ed to a number of San Francisco longhairs.
They're tending bar and selling hot dogs to
tourists, hair down to their waists. The Matelot
Gulch Mining Co. there has a good supply of pan·
ning equipment and also provides instruction.
Others in that area include the Columbia Spr·
ings Mining Company, Prestige Land and Mining
Company and Gold Mining Adventures.
The old-timers would probably never have
dreamed tha_t an ore cai:, would be worth more· , ... ...:,.,,,,~
.:·,;o~., ,
than 11,000 m 1982, but 1t s true. The Sonora Ci- · 8:,· l'r.i:,•r.,;: .. • , ,__ •
·~·
• •
ty Council accepted one purchaseci for Sl,100 at
Terri sells gold-panning equipment at Aspen
an estate sale, and the council is now looking for a
Prospectors' Supply. (Angela Douglas photo)
suitable location to exhibit it. One wonders also if
the new Teflon-type gold pans will last 160 years,
panies and at prospector supply ehops. Some of
however. Complete with "riffles" of various
the books include very detailed maps of gold-designs to help separate the gold from sand and
bearing areas, a must for the novice.
:gravel, the new type of pans cost from 16 to 19.
A few things about gold: Gold is 19 times
According to Jerry Keene of Keene Engineering,
heavier
than water, six to seven times heavier
Northridge, who developed one of the pans and
than the rocks and sand it is usually found in, and
numerous types of dredges and sluice bQxes,
its melting point is 1,900 degrees Fahrenheit. One
about three-million gold pans are sold annually,
ounce of gold can be made into a fine wire 50
grossing anywhere from 116 million to 127
miles long or into a 100-square-foot foil so thin
million - for gold pans alone.
that light will pass through it. According to some
Keene has an instructive magazine-book out
estimates, about 80,000 metric tons of gold retitled "Gold in a Campground" that provides a
main undiscovered.
great deal of information on gold hunting, but its
The biggest gold nugget known was one
"gold locations in the U.S." only consists of black
weighing in at 2,280 ounces, found in Australia in
dots scattered across a small map, apparently in1969. (Gold is measured by the Troy system; 12
dicating where gold has been found.
ounces
equal one pound.)
There are quite a few much more detailed
books available, usu~y at any of the tour comContinued on Page 12.
1

Continued from Page 3.

While tourist gold appears to be the primary
gold being found in Sonora and Placerville, real,
solid gold is being found in the general Tahoe
area, on the west slopes of the Sierra, according to
. Jiggs Taylor, owner of Aspen Prospectors' Supply at the Crocker Bank Building at the Y in South
Lake Tahoe. The hefty, good-natured Taylor said
he has taken quite a few novices out, without
charge, and "we've come back with gold every
time." He shows off his gold collection, more than
13.000 worth in glass vials, and photos of a
, 30-ounce nugget found by one of his prospecting
partners, John Kane, in the Salmon River area.
The nugget reportedly sold for 1340,000.
"Looking for gold is a learning process,"
Taylor said. "Some of the books are helpful, but
real experience makes the difference.'' He sug•
gests books like "Weekend Gold.miner" and
"Gold Dredger's Bible" as excellent aids on all
aspects of gold bunting, from panning to diving.
Taylor is very much involved with the
Mother Lode Chapter of the Miners' Assn. to
stop the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation and the
state Dept. of Parks and Recreation from closing
off 140 miles of the American River to dredges.
The bureau hopes to close off the area to the
public for such use by Jan. 1, but Taylor and the
association plan to take them to court long
before. "They're calling the dredgers 'thieves',"
Taylor said angrily.
If it does close the area and develop it for the
Auburn Dam, will the Bureau of Reclamation
pans, from f? to 19; sluice boxes, 142 and up;
picks.1142.~Gold hunting has become an enjoyable hobby

"aeparate gold from gravel and other minerals"

- and keep it?
At present, the area is day-use only, and people who stay there overnight are being arrested.
"Some of the dredging equipment weighs a
lot and it takes a day to get it in place, so some
dredgers just leave it there," Taylor. said .
"Sometimes a guy will spend the night to keep an
eye on it, and geta arrested."
Thousands of people have signed a statewide
petition to halt the American River closure, he
said. (Interested people can sign the petition at
his store.)
. "About 50 people locally have already signed
"it, and we expect a lot more signatures when word
gets out that a lot of people are fighting back,'' he
added.
Taylor emphasized that he has never charged
anyone for taking them out and teaching them
how to pan gold, but "expenses are up so much, I
may have to start charging to cover my costs.''
He takes novices about an hour's drive away.
Large nuggets often sell for far more than
their simple gold value, and eome wind up in
museums or in private collections.
Bill Tisher, who works at The Outdoorsman,
gave a claSBon gold hunting at Lake Tahoe Com'" munity College and took 18 people out in late
August on a gold-hunting field trip. "We found
some gold," he said. "Around here, most of it is
fine gold, but we occasionally find the bigger
pieces." Tisher said he may bold another class in
the near future.
•Some aample basic-equipment prices: Gold
for many people and a lucrative business for to~r
and instruction outfits in some areas. After all, 1t
is one of the few bobbies that can really pay off!

SANS SOUCI
Twelve original jazz rock and blues songs created and performed by Angela Lynn Douglas,
vocals and electric ~itar. Some of these songs were plagiarized by Rene Moore and Angela
Winbush of Capitol Records. One-hour cassette, seven dollars.
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Titles of songs:
She's Da Kine
C'est Dommage
Rendezvous
Dressed To Die
Sans Souci Blues
Honolulu Glue Blues
A Million Behind Me
Blues For A Fast Mirage
Life Is Like A Vapor
Strange Girl (Standing On The
Comer Of My Dream)
Look.in' For Trouble

:Hindu communitv ;_ob

s.erves_
native '.holidays
~.
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By ANGELA LYNN DOUGLAS
Special to the NEWS

.

···so.LAKE TAHOE - Although less than a
:: dozen East Indian families live at Lake Tahoe,
• 10me of them managing motels, they 11ctively
• preserve their traditions and observe a number of
. holidays important to followers of Hinduism.
.
"There are about seven families here," L.,
: who requested anonymity, explained. The
beautiful Indian woman, who often wears tradi• tional Indian clothing, is the wife of a hard-working motel owner. They have two young, energetic
. 10ns. Prior to coming to Tahoe, _~hey lived in
: Ghana and also in England. L. says she prefers
: England a bit to America, as there is a larger In·
: dian community there.
Bringing forth some books about numerous
• Hindu gods and legends, all exquisite in detail
• and printed in English, she explained such books
are often used to educate children about Hinduism.
''The most important holiday for Indians is
Diwali," she said. "It is a combination of Halloween, New Year's and other holidays." Usually
celebrated in October, Diwali is 10metimes
observed in November because the Indian calen·
•. dar adds an extra month every four years. To the
, Indian, the year is 2039.
• Diwali is celebrated for four days. Just as
Christmas is marked with special sales, Diwali
sales and Diwali cards are a part of the holiday.
Laxshmi, the lovely goddess of health and prosperity, is something akin to Santa Claus and
Jesus Christ in the Indian perspective, the more
or less central figure of Diwali.
Diwali cards are quite beautiful and colorful,
similar in form and content to Christmas cards.
They usually depict various Hindu gods, with
greetings printed in them in both English and
Sanskrit, with sentiments such as "sincere
greetings for Diwali and all good wishes for the
coming year.''
But there the similarity ends. For four days,
ceremonies are held to observe Diwali that bear
little resemblance to the Christmas holiday exchange of gifts.
On the first day, Dhanteres, puja is performed, a ceremony in which silver coins are washedin
a silver tray with milk, yogurt and water. The
• coins are then dusted with Kanku, a red powder
of magical power. The coins are then placed with
flowers and other offerings for the household god,
often Laxshmi. Other ceremonies include drawing
swastikas and the feet of Lushmi and another
god, Ganesha, on doors in Kanku, for good luck.
The ancient Indian swastika, a religious symbol,
was, of coune, adopted by Hitler and i1 a sign of
evil now in the minds of millions of people. The
awastika is also a religious symbol to Buddhists

On the second day, Kali Choudas is performed. This consists of efforts to expel evil influences
from the household. "This is a bit similar to
Halloween," L. said. "Most people stay indoors.
It is a time for witches, fortune-tellers and the
god of the underworld." A ceremony called Vada
is performed in which men take portions of
specially prepared food and throw the portions at
the comers of a road intersection to prevent quarrels.

.. Sincere Greetings for Dlwall and all Good
Wishes for the Coming Vear" Hys this Indian
greeting card.
, 89

On the third day, Diwali, sugarcane and
leaves, banana leaves and other plants are used as
decorations. Mango leaves are placed on entrances to all rooms for good luck. Children set off
fireworks, and special candles are lit. There is
plenty of food and sweets. "In England, Diwali
coincided with Guy Fawkes Day, which the
English observe by setting off fireworks, so there
is a great deal of fireworks set off," L. Aid.
Prasad and Awnkot are also performed on
Diwali. Prasad is an offering made to gods at the
home, and Awnkot is an offering, larger, made at
a temple. The temples later distribute the offerings they received to the people, huge amounts of
food of all kinds, something akin to the American
church potluck dinner.
Chopdapujan
is also performed
by
businessmen. Using Kanku powder, they write
first entries in new ledgers and cash books to be
used in the coming year, and present offerings to
gods on a leaf.
All younger persons also bow ceremonially to
their elders on this day, who then present gifts,
including money. Sisters and brothers also ex~
change gifts and special cards.
The fourth day is New Year's, Besthuvarsha.

Women paint designs on house porches welcoming visitors, friends visit each other's homes to
celebrate and express best wishes. Almends,
sweets, milk and tea are given to the visitors.
"We get up very early on these days to prepare
everything, usually at four or five in the morning," L. Aid.
Diwali was observed this year by Tahoe'13Indian community, as "we intended to preserve our~
traditions," L. explained. "We also celebrate.
Christmas for the children's sake, but not ·so
much the religious aspects." A Christmas tree,.
presents and Christmas cards are found in their
living room.
Hundreds of millions of people celebrate.
Diwali, as Hinduism is a major religion. Most.
Americans unfamiliar with Hinduism assume
that the holiday of Ramadan is the primary Hindu holiday, thanks to parades and celebrations
organized in America by the Hare Krislma
religion, but "Ramadan is actually a Moslem holiday," L. explained. Krishna is only one of many
Hindu gods and is vaguely similar to Christ.
"We like Tahoe, but, yes, we do miss India,"
L. concluded. "So the holiday is very important
with us, Hoking us to our home and heritage."
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Cool cat finds Tahoe
jazz doesn't
cut mustard
,
LAKETAHOE NEWS, Sept. 11-17

By ANGELA LYNN DOUGLAS
Special to the NEWS

Hardly. I fdund hamburgers, hot dogs,
potato salad and white wine - and less than 20
people staring laconically at the band, which was
performing on the porch of a building.
Hamburgers and hot dogs! Really! Jazz is
. high-class these days, very hoity-toity, usually a
pleasure for the wealthy and those who would like
to be, as I've discovered during my years of haunting jazz clubs from Miami to Honolulu.
Even in bombed-out slummy South Miami
Beach, a cafe has jazz on weekends, a sidewalk
cafe on the beachfront, very pretty when the
moon is full and the Love Boats go glittering past
on their way to the Caribbean.
There is no cover charge, and exotic salads,
sandwiches, mousse and St. Pauli's beer are served, along with cappucino and decent wines, all at
rather modest prices. Expensive cars - Porsches,
Jags, et al. - crowd for parking space, and it is
packed with Beautiful People in the latest gear
from Bal Harbour and Coconut Grove.
. Impoverished Cuban escoria (scum, as Castro
calls them), recent arrivals from Cuban prisons
an4 mental institutions, pass by - lean, mean,
with ugly looks on their faces - and scrawl
slogans such as "Viva Fidell" on the hotel's
walls, then probably hijack a plane home. They
glare with a mixture of envy and socialistic
disgust at what they've been trained to see as an

"All good things must come to an end," an
editor at The Berkeley Barb told me a few years
ago. My weekly feature was being terminated, as
the characters had offended too many liberals
with their bizarre antics.
The Barb died, as did its founder, Max
Scherr, but I lived on through many adventures
to eventually find myself at a place called
Valhalla. Being of fairly pure Aryan stock, I expected to find Viking warriors with names like
Einar involved in yodeling contests and playing
"rape and pillage" on electronic game machines.
Sacre bleul I found a jazz-in-the-woods concert instead.
Lake Tahoe's Valhalla is next to Camp
Richardson, a sylvan, lovely place, surrounded by
tall pines on the edge of the quiet lake. Camp
Richardson is winding down, the restaurant-store
due to close in a few days as summer comes to an
end.
I walked over to Valhalla with my friendly
feline, Midnight, from our campsite at Fallen
Leaf, where we're draining the final dregs of an
eutdoors summer in our $40 mousse-brown and
,anana-yellow tent.
: It's a nice tent, although the zippers tend to .ciisintegrate within a few transits of the sun, but
what can one expect from a country that gave us
0:•M•A•S•H," the demise of Gen. MacArthur and
SunMyung Moon?
,
• En route to Valhalla, I encountered a man
walking two small canines, twin brothers, and we
chatted, heading the same way. He's a pulmonary
technician at a Sacramento hospital, he informed
me, adding that eight people had died there
recently from heroin overdoses that caused
pulmonary arrests.
I could imagine the scene: "You 're under arrest'' Officer Pulmonary shouted to the overdosing body, "and the sentence is death!".
.
Jazz and heroin. They go together like Sophia
Loren and expensive perfume, Melvin Belli and
multimillion-dollar lawsuits, Los Angeles and
smog.
I have no idea how many jazz musicians have
died from heroin overdoses, but it's probably
quite a lengthy list. .
.
.
Heroin, the Persian Dava, an increasingly
popular drug these days. You'11find it in Hawaii,
and see dozens of addicted hookers standing on
comers like frozen statues until dawn and
beyond, and sad men and women, as dark with
despair as the shadows of the nooks and alleys
they cringe in, going through withdrawal. You '11
find it everywhere, hot on the heels of marijuana
and cocaine.
I began to wonder: Would I find a sprawl of
nervous addicts snapping their fingers to the
8011Dd
of the jazz band and shifty pushers moving
tl-.rou2h them wi~ their wares?

example of bourgeois excess, although Castro, in
his own right, is a much better example.
The cafe, of course, serves Grey Poupon
mustard. No decent jazz concert should ever be
without Grey Poupon! There was not a single jar
of Grey Poupon to be found at Valhalla, to my
shock. French's Mustard is fine for baseball
games, but simply doesn't go at a jazz scene.
Even the Keystone, in San Francisco, serves
bizarre Mediterranean food (or perhaps Persian, I
forget) along with musicians such as saxophonist
Stan Getz, who walks on stage, runs through a
few songs and then exits, never saying a word.
And a word about potato salad. Potato salad
belongs at church potlucks, at best.
For $6 one received the "food" and the
music, pro~ded by Steve Spencer an? !riends,
who just "threw it together for the gig, according to Lee Kornegay, who plays trumpet and
flugelhom with them.
Oh, sure, Lee, I've heard that line before:
"We just got together, we've never pla~ed
before." Musicians who have been playing
together for 16 years have told me that, to try to
cover up their lack of talent.
I can't vouch for Komegay's veracity, but
the group sounded as if they'd rehearsed, at leaet..
In fact, they were quite good.
Spencer was playing tenor sax, very well, and
his wife, Alexandra, was on a grand piano, a
beautiful instrument. George Sousa was the tasty
bass guitarist, and I was told that he's remotely
related to the great marching-band composer.
J?ave Rie~gert was on the drums, a clockwork

drummer, but a tnue suoouea.
-:_._
of the better hookers would bring their dates
I found Sousa to be the mos~ interesting
there, and it was usually crowded. The guitarist,
member of t~e. group in a musica! ~nse, a solid,
apparently part-native Hawaiian, was as ,good as
creative mus1c1anwho has the ability to turn ao-•~ any I've heard elsewhere, but be couldn t stand
so songs into something a little memorabl~.
\. • the mahus, Hawaii's famous female im~rThey completed one of the last sets with an • ' sonators, who would occasionally stagger m,
old standard, "Stella by Starlight." Wh? was
dodging the vice cops or whatever, and
Stella anyway? How did she end up? Did she
.sometimes he'd say, "This next song is dedicated
overdose on drugs, or did she marry and have
to transsexual Renee Richards. It's called 'Don't
four kids? Is she living alone with arthritis in a
Go Changing'."
trailet park in Florida, reading the National EnHawaii is like that, a mixture of meanness
quirer? I can almost see ~er at a &:enio~
citizens'
-and beauty, cruelty and passion, sweet jazz mixdance, all grey and wrinkled, listening to a
ed with the moans of the mugged and the raped.
mediocre band perform "Stella by Starlight."
Jazz. In the early and mid-'60s, Miami Beach
"Why, that song is about me," she whispers.
was home to half a dozen fantastic little clubs
"When I was a young girl, back in Chicago, I met
where small jazz bands would go utterly insane
this musician and • • • " The other ladies shake • until dawn, and the bleary audience, drunk, stontheir heads and sigh. "Poor Stella," one says, ' ed, exhausted, would stumble outside into the
"it's so sad when one becomes senile."
i sunlight and collapse on the beach along with the
I decided to obtain some impressions from
musicians. All night long, until dawn, past the
members of the audience.
legal limit. There were nights and musicians so
A chipmilnk was searching for scraps of food
-memorable - old jazz musician Jerry Veri, for exunder the buffet table. "Not bad," she comample, now host at Hemingway's Club in
mented, "but I do prefer the big band sound." A
Hollywood, Florida, and singer Del Marino, who
nervous bluejay offered the observation that ~e
died an untimely death in the early '70s by wrappdrummer could be a little louder, and a large pme
ing his car around some trees on Miami Beach's
cone told me he didn't like them at all. "I'm into
Pine Tree Drive.
punk rock," he explained. "Would you pour some
Once in a while, the true greats would drift
wino on me?" I compli~. and _hecontinu9?, "I'm
.through town - Sinatra, Woody Herman. There
not very mobile, so I have to sit here and listen to
is still a lot of jazz in Miami, but the real action is
this stuff. Have you heard the Vidiots, Clash, The
now up in Fort Lauderdale. Miami is now more inRancid Rockers? Listen, can you take me to
to Cuban pop and disco.
Berkeley. or Reno?"
• But that's where I became familar with songs
I told him I would and drank some more wine
like "Stella by Starlight," "Satin Doll" and
while a few people fawned over Midnight, receh• .., " "Mack the Knife," the smoky, crowded beach
ing more attention than the band, then picked the
'clubs so far removed from the pristine beauty of
pine cone up and walked home.
Lake Tahoe's Valhalla.
I tossed him into my campfire as I prepared
I'd find jazz later in Los Angeles, Hawaii,
to cook some Mongolian-style barbecue, and he
San Francisco and in dank New Orleans, where it
screamed in agony and rage as the flames began
eall be
- - • Ir Y
gan,
and,
sometimes in the casino
tc .:onsume him.
f
Sta
lin
"C'Ast dommage," I laughed, "I'm into
ounges O
te e - 10,000 guitarists, drum( 1bor bzabo and the late Wes Montgomery."
merS, saxophoni st s, bassists, all playing "Stella
, The last jazz-in-the-woods concert at
by S tar light" on occasion, and sometimes freeing
th emselves from the confines of already-formed
Valhalla presented by ARTS, h, .d ended; no more
compositions and ta.king off like the wind. That ii'
un til ne~t summer. Oh, what would I do? Like a
when
craven, desperate heroin addict, I must ha ve my
h jazz,
. . or any other music, is at its best, when
shot of l.azz, regularly or I'll ... I just don't know
t e musicians simply create and go off on thE>ir
k 'll
own. There were faint glimmers of that at
what would happen! I'll go berser • 1 go to
Valhalla, but only glimmers, teasers, flirtations
th
stree
thr
Berkeley and run screaming
ough e
ts
- for some musicians, it is'dangerous to step off
dressed like Smokey th e Bear, yelling "Cam"Jfire
the beaten path. I'm sure that th(Spencer group
program tonight! Campfire program toniglttf"
could, but they didn't, at least not while I was
--. There's just no telling what I might do. I present, although their interpretations of various
must have my jazzf
songs by other people were quite nice.
Perhaps there's a rehabilitation treatment for
But it's a nice idea - jazz in the woods - and
addicts somewhere, but I've never found one. let's hope that ARTS does well with it next sum~ 'Pssst," the jazz dealer whispers to me. I can
mer• .. but don't forget the Grey Poupon.
hear him already. "I've got some fresh, uncut
jazz, just in from New Orleans."
., 1
Jazz. Honolulu has a couple good jazz clubs. •
including The Cavalier and Keane's. Keane's is on~:. ~
Lewers Street in Waikiki, and went on and on until four in the morning, music spilling out onto the ' f
atreet courtesy of The Sam Ahiya Trio, a very,
very tight little band with a great guitarist. A lot

iazz

From "Sex Change."

John Brown, M. D.

·~

Plastic,Reconstructiveand
I. ".It
Jt~'
Cosmetic Surgery
C~b'aA.'~~)
2080 Century Park East
~0
Suite 400
Los Angeles, California 90067
(213) 553-1422

February 17, 1977

THECLITORIS
IN TRANSEXUAL
SURGERY
To the typical female, whether genetic or transexual,
the most important sexual organ is the clitoris.
The
clitoris is the very small sensitive structure which lies
in front of the other genital structures or sexual organs
in the male vagina and vulva. In the true female this
structure is much more sensitive than any other part of
the body.
The clitoris is derived from the same tissues as the
male penis but it develops into a much smaller organ. The
tip of the average clitoris is about the size of a pea,
perhaps a little smaller or a little larger.
Its surface,
like the surface of the glans penis in the male, is covered
with a special type of sensory tissue.
In the John Brown
technique of male-to-female gender reassignment surgery, a
true clitoris
is made frora tissue on the nearest equivalent,
which is the glans penis. Only a small portion of the glans
is used (approximately ten to fifteen per cent) from the very
top or dorsal asµect of the glans. This is ••1herethe nerves
and blood vessels enter the glans. T~ese ner.es and blood
vessels run on the upper surface, of the shaft of the penis.
I carefully separate these structures from the shaft of the
penis and fold this tissue (containing the nerves and blood
vessels) up into what becomes the mens pubis--the swelling
which nomal womenhave just above the genitalia.
The new
clitoris
is extrenely sensitive.
Its sensitivity increases
the chance of the patient havinq normal reaction in sexual

. I

activity.
Most patients that Ur. lirown has operated on have
orgasms. A few have reported multiple orgasms, which the
same patients never had as men. ~ost patients with the clitoris
operation can climax by masturbating the clitoris,
proving its
extreme sensitivity.
T:1e true clitoris
i 1i11,.iruves :,..:!Xu3 i encoun~e,
with a male because the typical male seeks for the
clitoris at some point in the sex act. Whenhe finds
a sensitive bumpcomparable in size and feelin9 to the
clitoris of a genetic female, it provides the man with
the feeling and the response which he expects.
t111:

Also of importance is that the r:iethoJ of draping
the remaining structures, particularly the penile skin
and the urethra around the new clitoris results in a
remarkably normal appearing female genitalia.
This
method has clearly proven to be far superior to any
other method of operation in gender reassignment.
If you are a transexual I strongly ur~e you to
ask your surgeon these questions:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Did you make a clitoris from the glans
penis?
Howlong have you teen performing this
technique and how many cases have you
operated on?
If this is relatively a short time or
if you have done under twe1ve cases, \'/here
did you learn the technique?
Is there some 1-1ayI can see some of the
patients which you have operated on?

Don't be satisfied si~ply to have a hole which can
serve as a vagina for sexual intercourse.
There are
available operations which produce the remarkably natural
appearance and function of all of the genitalia.
I suggest that you will be happiest in the long
run if you insist that the first operation be a complete
operation for gender reassiCJnment.
Si~cerely,
/
•
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At Cow Palace show

Local dogs take prizes
By A.L. DOUGLAS
Special to the' Democrat . . .. , .
Fred and Shirley Carnett of Placervwe· were
among a nwnber of local residents who added prize
ribbons to their collections, won by dogs they
entered in the benched show held at the Cow Palace
in San Francisco. The show was put on by the
Golden Gate Kennel Club last weekend.
The Carnetts' champion mastiff, P.J.'s Athena,
an 18--month-oldbrindle, took the "best of the opposite sex" award, competing against a total of 16
mastiffs, including eight champions. Athena has
won in all of the last six shows in which she had been
entered since August, including two "best of breed"
prizes and four "best of opposite sex" awards.
The "best of opposite sex" prize is given to the
best female in the competition if a male dog wins
the "best of breed" award, Carnett explained.
In San Francisco were 2239dogs. A total of 128different breeds competed in a total of 2374entries; an
estimated 44,000people attended the show.
Chilly rain dU;ringthe two-day show didn't seem
to dampen the spirits of the contestants or their
owners as the large assemblage of dogs, many of
them show veterans, waited patiently for their
turns in the show rings. Most of their time was spent
on display, surrounded by vendors exhibiting a
wide variety of animal food and care products, dog
art, sculpture, books and other paraphernalia.
Animal protection groups, including Greenpeace
and the Society for Animal Rights, were also present.
Elegant great Danes, Belgian sheepdogs,
Siberian huskies and the other breeds showed their

!ltuff,and many of the display booths were creatively decor.ated. . . .
• m-tur 1"tleml, she's carried off awar~ from an
of the 25 shows that the 140-pound mastiff has
entered, including 17 first place prizes, seven se-

cond place aw&rds and two third place prizes.
The Carnetts, who have a heating and cooling
business, have only been raising mastiffs for four
years. They have several other mastiffs, including
Diablo's Lucy Brown and Guiness, and they plan to
acquire se:veral more.
Athena's mother, Diablo's Lucy Brown, will be
producing another litter soon, sired by Gulph Mills'
Mulcher, the champion dog that took the "best of
breed" award at the Cow Palace, Carnett added.
"In the mastiff competition, this show was a lot
nicer than ones we've been to in the recent past on
the West Coast ...more sportsmanship,"
said
Carnett.
Other Placerville-area entrants also carried
away prizes, including Mari Lee Bessette of Shingle
Springs, who entered two miniature pinschers: Sunshine's Dancing Embers, who took "best of breed"
and second place in the toy group, and Sunshine's
Hanky Panky, who took "winner's dog" prize.
Bessette said the show, her third major show, was
... LOCAL DOGS, page C-3
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"very nice. They did very well." Both of her dogs entered several Dalmatians, said her dogs carried
off several ribbons, too.
are under a year old.
Richard and Robyn Mott of Placerville, who
Saundra and Donald Dean, also of Shingle Springs, took "best of breed" with their American Staf- entered Siberian huskies, could not be reached for
ford terrier, also a champion, Sierra's Gator Mac- results but reportedly also tookat least one award.
Clockey, who competed against 23 other terrier
Teresea Wilkey of Shingle Springs, who entered a
breeds adn also won a Group Two placement
award. Mrs. Dean said the show was "wonderful. I miniature pinscher, could also not be reached for
was very happy about the dog's performance."
results.
Carnett said he is not a professional breeder and
Shirley and William Teagris and Lynne R. Penniman, also of Shingle Springs, took "best of op- does not plan to go into business as such at present.
''We enjoy lt, and Athena's successes are very
posite sex" with their soft-coated wheaten terrier,
champion Briarlynn Glory Hallelujah, who la 14 gratifying. She's like a member of the family," he
months old. Tasgris said, "It was a very good show. said, proudly displaying Athena's collection of ribI usually enter St. Bernards and was very pleased bons.
Athena was shown at the Cow Palace by Dixie
with Briarlynn."
Holly Nelson, also of Shingle Springs, who Marley of Dublin, a professional dog handler.
·-

